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Among the characteristic customs of greatest prevalence throughout
this continent, none has atttracted greater attention than that of artificial
cranial distortion. To all appearance, the civilized nations of Mexico
and Peru had developed independent phases of progress in arts, science,
and social policy, without mutual intercourse or any knowledge of each
other. Nevertheless, we trace the singular practice of moulding the hu-
man head into abnormal forms, alike among the civilized races of Peru,
the ancient lettered architects of Central America and Mexico, and
among barbarous tribes both to the east and west of the Rocky Mount-
ains. The earth-works of the Mississippi Valley mound-builders have
been found to cover artificially flattened crania ; and the student of
American native civilization, as he turns from pondering over the mar-
vellous bas-reliefs and hieroglyphics on the sculptured slabs of Palenque
Or Uxmal, is startled to find the very cranial forms and strange physiog-
nomical ontours of the architectural race of Central America reproducçd
among some of the most barbarous living tribes of Oregon and the Col-
umbia River. But, now that the study of craniology has been carried
out by many intelligent observers, the fact is becoming familiar to m,
that artificial cranial deformation is no peculiarity of the American con-
tinent, either in ancient or modern times. The compressed crania ofthe
Asiatic Macrocephali attracted the attention of Hippocrates five centur-
ies before the Christian era; and Blumenbach, the foremost of European
-craniologists, figured in the fu:st fasciculus Of his "fDecades Cranigrum,"

'ead before the American Antiquarlan Society, April, 1868.
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in 1790, an imperfect compressed skull, received by him from Russia,
with the information that it was probably a Tartar, and which lie desig-
nates an Asiatic Macrocephalus. Imperfect as were his data, bis conclu-
sion was probably just ; as subsequent inquiry has led to the discovery of
various examples of the same class of compressed and elongated crania on

ancient historical sites in the Crimea, and around the shores of the

Euxine.

lu 1843, Rathke communicated to Müller's " Archiv für Anatomie"

the figure of another skull, strikingly resembling the one previously en-

graved by Blumenbach. Like the former, it is very imperfect, but cor-

responds to it in exhibiting the same depression of the frontal bone.-
This example is described by the author as having .been procured from

an ancient burial-place near Kertch, in the Crimea. And, in 1849, M.
Rathke published a memoir, in which lie investigated the subject more

fully; and showed that the vicinity of Kerteh had yielded other illustra-

tions of the same remarkable artificially modified crania of the ancient

world, corresponding to those of Peru and the tribes of North America

bordering on the Pacific. In illustration of the origin of the Crimean

Macrocephalie crania, M. Rathke draws attention to the notices, by
Greek and Roman authors, of the ancient tribes who derived their name

from the singular practice of elongating the head during infancy. Hip-

pocrates, in bis " De Aere, Aquis, et Locis," speaks of them as a people

among whom " those are thought the most noble who have the longest
heads." In this respect, the modern American flat-head tribes, as well

as the older Peruvians, exhibit a remarkable correspondence iL the ideas

by which all have been actuated. Among the flat-head tribes, the com-

pressed and distorted skull is the symbol of aristocracy; while the slaves

of the tribe are rigidly precluded from giving the prized deformity to the

heads of their offspring. Other distorted crania, found in the neighbour-

hood of Vienna, have been ascribed to the Avars or the Huns of Attila.

But these have been made the subject of a curious commentary, singu-

larly illustrative of the essential correspondence between the artificially
modified crania of the Old aud New World. Dr. Tschudi, the Swiss tra-

veller, whose works on the " Antiquities and Ethnology of Peru " have

justly attracted attention, published a memoir on one of the Austrian ab-
normal crania, in the interval between the first and second publications

of M. Rathke, in which he maintained the identity of the Austrian and

Peruvian skulls, and traced the origin of the former to the connection be-

tween Germany and Peru in the sixteenth century, when both were under

the common rule of the Emperor Charles V. At that period, as lie as-

sumed, certain artificially compressed Peruvian crania had been brought

over, alog with other curious relies of the New World ; and having been

thrown aside, they thus turned up, some three centuries afterwards, to
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baffle the speculations Of modern science. Further discoveries, however,
bave sufficed to dispel this gratuitous assumption ; and it is no longer
doubted, that the remarkable abnormal skulls, both of Kerteh and other
localities along the shores of the Euxine and in the Valley of the Dan-
ube, confirm and illustrate the references by Ilippocrates, Strabo, Pliny,
and other early writers, to an Asiatic people arnong whom the very sane

practices prevailed as still form special characteristics of some of the
north-west tribes of America, on the Columbia and Fraser Rivers and on
Vancouver's Island.

More recently, the discovery of a skull with a very remarkable vertical
occiput, rising almost abruptly from theforamen magnum, in an ancient
subterranean quarry near the Damascus Gate of Jerusalem, has added a
curious and unexpected confirmation of the Asiatic source of the con-
pressed crania of Europe. This interesting example, obtaiued by Mr. J.
Judson Barclay during his travels in the East, and deposited by him in
the cabinet of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, has been
made the subject of an ingenious and able treatise by Dr. J. Aitken
Meigs,* who is led to refer it probably to an Asiatic people occupying
the region around Lake Baikal, and on the highway of the migrating na-
tions tending eastward towards the Okhotsk Sea, and the islands occu-
pied by races common to the Old and the New World.

The inference suggested by such traces of ancient community of eus-
toms between America and Asia canuot fail to point to intercourse be-
tween the two continents, and to confirm the idea of those who believe in
the common Mongolia characteristics of the American and Central Asi-
atic races. It is not, however, necessarily to be assumed on such a the-
ory, that Asia, as the older continent, historically considered, contributed
the singular custom of craçial deformation ta the New World. On the
Asiatic shores of Behring Straits, and throughout the intermediate islands
of the North Pacific, the traces of migration from America te Asia are
abundant ; but no evidence points directly to the flow of a nomad current
in the Opposite direction within any historic period. Considering the
very wide diffusion of the practice throughout Southern as well as North-
ern America, and the very partial character of its adoption in Asia, I am
strongly inclined te regard it as one of the traces of ethnical influence
contributed by America ta Asia. This view of the question is replete
with interest in relation ta inquiries into the origin and sources of the
peopling of the American continent; but other evidence of a like kind
warns the inquirer of the necessity for a thorough appreciation of the
comprehensive bearings of this class of evidence, before making it the

Description of a deformed fragmentary skull found in an ancient quarry cave at
Jeruaalem. Proceed. Acad. Nat. Science of Philadelphia, September, 1859.
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basis of.any general deductions. It is with this subject Of artificial coin-

pression of the skull, as with so many others, the more filly it is studied,

novel illustrations appear in the most unexpected quarters ; and what was

onçe deened peculiar to America is now founi illustrated among the

characteristics of many wide scattered races of ancient and modern

times.
During a recent visit to Washilgton, I availed myself of the facilities

(oorded me by Professor Henry, the.learned Secretary of the Smithson-

ian Institution, to examine with minute care the ethnological collectioMS

formed by the United States Exploring Expedition, illustrative of the

înanners, customs, arts, and etlnical characteristics, of the races on the

Pacifc coasts and islands. The collections include crania of various In-

dian tribes of North and South America, a numnber of compressed and

greatly distorted Chinook and other flat-head skulls, as weil as crania of

Fiji, Kanaka, and other Pacifie islanders. A renewed visit to the.Mor-

tonian collection at Philadelphia-already familiar to me by former st4y
of the cabinets of the Academy of Natural Sciences there-afforded addi-

tional means of testing the extended diffusion of the practice of cranial

deformation. Among the Fiji skulls in both collections, several exam.

ples exhibit the broad, welb-rounded occiput, which is considered by t4e

Fijians as a special beauty. But this is not an invariable characteristic

even among that peculiar insular race. One male skull brought borne

by the United States Exploring Expeditiou (No. 4581) lias the full,
rounded form of the occiput well defmned, presenting in profile a rotund

developuent passing by a nearly uniform gradation into the coronal re-

gion. But, in another Fiji skull of the samne collection,-that of Vein-

dovi, Chief of Kantavu, who was taken prisoner by the United States

ship « Peacock " in 1840, and died at New York in 1842,-the occipt

though full, is slightly vertical. The occipit;l development of the Fyi

cranium is the more interesting, as we are now familiar with the feet,

that an artificially flattened occiput is of common occurence among the
islanders of the Pacifie Oceau. "ln the Malay race," says Dr. Picker-

ipg, "a more marked peculiarity, and one very generally observable, is
the elevated occiput, and its slight projection beyond the line of the neç.

The Mongolian traits are heightened artificially in the Chinooks; bt it
is les,generally known thata alight pressure is often applied to the mi-

pt by the- Polynesians, in couformity with the Malay standard," * Dr.

Nott, in describipg tlie skull of a Kanaka of the Sandwich Islands who

died at the Marine Hospital at Mobile,mentions his being struck by its

singular oceipital formation ; but this he learned was due to an artificial

flattening, which, the islander had stated to bis medical attendants in the
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hospital, was habitually practised in bis family.* According to Dr. ia.-
vis, it is traceable to so simple a source as the Kanaka mother's habit ot

supporting the head of her nursling in the palm of ier hand. t What-

ever be the cause, the fact is now well established. The occipital flat

tening.is clearly defined in at least three of the Kanaka skullà ih the

Mortonian collection : No. 1300, a male native of the Sandwich Islandà,
aged about forty : No. 1308, apparently that of a woman, troi the same

iocality ; and in No. 695, a girl of Oahu, of probably twel've years of age,
wiiich is marked unsymmetrical, and with the flattening on the left sid&
ofthe parietal and occipital bones. The Washington collection includes
fourteen Kanaka skulls, besides others from various islands of the Pacifie,

iñiöng which, several exarbples of the säme artificial formation occur:

é. g., No. 4587, a large male skul, distorted and unsymmetrical ; ard
No. 4367, (female ?) frotn an ancient cemetty at Wailuka, Mani, in *hich
tie flattened occiput is very obvious.

'he traces of purposed deformation of the head among the islanders of
the Pacific have an additional interest in their relation to one possible
source of South American population by oceanic migration suggested by

philological and other independent evidence. But this is a sulject which
would tempt me away from the present inquiry, and demands much am-

pler space than could now be allowed for its consideration.‡ Among the
causes above assigned for the origin of the Kanaka flattened occiput, is
one suggestive of its origin from influences which, though artificial, are
not traceable to design ; and to like undesigned artificial causes bave been
traced some of the peculiarities even of ancient British crania. The im-
portance of this element of artificial disturbance of ethnical forms of crania
is only now being fully appreciated. To it I believe to be traceable borne of

the predominant peculiarities which have suggested the idea of a homo-

geneous cranial type cbaracteristic of the whole native population of this
Western Hemisphere, and which guided the distinguished American
äraniologist, Dr. Morton, when describing the celebrated Scioto-Mound
'kull, in his selection of it as a perfect type of the native Amerienn skull-
form. " This," he remarks in his " Catalogue of Human Crania," " is,
perhaps, the most admirably formed head of the American race hitherto
discovered. It possesses the national characteristices in perfection, as
seen in the elevated vertex, flattened occiput, great inter-parietal diameter,
ponderous bony structure, salient nose, large jaws; and broad face. It ii
the perfect type of Indian conformation, to which the skulls of all the

4 Types of Mankind, p. 436.

t Orania Brittannica, Dec. iii. Pl. 24 (4).
$ 'he author has discussed Borne of the points referred to, in his Preistoric Man

vOl. ii chaps. xxii and xxv.
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tribes fron Cape Horn to Canada more or less approximate." On visit-
.ing Philadelphia some years since, with a view to the examination of the
Mortonian collection, I made the ancient mound crania a special abject
of study. But the Sciota-Mound skull, which forns one of the most
prized treasures of the collection, was not then included among the
crala of its class ; and it was not until my recent visit that I had an
opportunity of studying the original.

The result of this examination was ta satisfy me that the remarkable
form and proportions of that skull are much more due ta artificial influ-
ences than I had been led ta suppose from the views published in the
"<Smithsonian Contributions ta Knowledge."* The vertical view, es-
pecially, is very inaccumate. In the original, it presents the peculiar
characteristics of the truncated form; passing abruptly from a broad
flattened occiput ta its extreme parietal breadth, and then tapering with
slight lateral swell until it reaches its least breadth immediately be-
hind the external angular processes of the frontal bone. The occiput
bas been subjected to the flattening procesa ta a much greater extent
than is apparent from the drawings ; but, at the same time, it is accom-
panied by no corresponding affection of the frontal bone, such as inevi-
tably results from the procedure of the Chinooks and other flathead
tribes, among whom the desired cranial deformation is effected by ban-
dages crossing the forehead, and consequently modifying the frontal as
much as the parietal and occipital bones. On this account, great as in
the amount of flattening in this remarkable skull, it is probably due
solely ta the undesigned pressure of the cradle-board acting on a head
of remarkedly brachycephalic proportions and great natural posterior
breadth. The forehead is fully arched, the glabella prominent, and the
whole character of the frontal bone is essentially different from the
Indian type. The sutures are very much ossified, and even ta some ei-
tent obliterated. Sa early as 1857, when discussing Dr. Morton's theory
of one uniform cranial type pervading the whole ancient and modem
tribes of North and South America, with the single exception of the
Esquimaux, I remarked, "I think it extremely probable, that further
investigation will tend to the conclusion that the vertical or flattened
occiput, instead of being a typical characteristic, pertains entirely ta the
class of artificial modifications of the natural cranium familiar ta the
American ethnologist, alike in the disclosures of ancient graves and in
the customs of widely separated living tribes."t

One result of this confirmation of an earlier opinion was ta direct muy

• Ancient Monunents of the Mississippi Valley, pi. xlvii. and xlviii.
† Edinburgh Plnosoph. Journal, N.S., vol. vii. p. 24; canadian Journal, vol. I.

p. 406. '
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attention with renewed interest to the traces of similar undesigned arti-
ficial conformation in ancient British crania ; and it will not, I venture

.to hope, prove uninteresting to the antiquaries of New England to follow
in the footsteps of some researches, by means of which the skulls reco-
vered from Indian graves of this continent throw light on the habits and
social life of the British Islands in pre.historic centuries. In illustrating
this, it will give definiteness to the subject to refer to a specific example
of the ancient British cranium in which occipital conformation is appa-
rent, traceable, as is supposed, to the saie source as the corresponding
form of many American Indian skulls.

In the month of May, 1851, I learned that a rude stone cist, Or pri-
mitive sarcophagus, had been accidentally discovered in trenching a
garden a few miles from Edinburgb, and immediately proceeded to the
spot in company with several other members of the Society of Antiquaries
of Scotiand. At a slightly elevated spot, which probably marked the site
of the ancient barrow under which a chief had been entombed, a shallow
cist was brought to light, formed of unbewn slabs of sandstone, enclosing
a space nearly four feet long by two feet broad. A large slab covered the
whole, and projectei over the sides, so as effectually to protect the sepul-
ehral chamber from any infiltration of earth. It lay in a sandy soil, within
little more than two feet of the surface ; but it had probably been co-
vered until a comparatively recent period by a greater depth of earth,
as its site, which was higher than the surrounding surface, possibly pro-
served the traces of the nearly levelled tumulus. Slight as this elevation
was, it had proved sufficient to prevent the lodgement of water ; and
hence the cist was found perfectly free from damp. Within this, a male
skeleton lay on its left side. The arms appeared to have been folded
over the breast, and the knees drawn up so as to touch the elbows. The
head had been supported by a flat water-worn stone for its pillow; but
from this it had fallen to the bottoin of the cist, on its being detached
by the decomposition of the fleshly ligatures; and, as is common in
erania discovered under similar circumstances, it had completely decayed
at the part in contact with the ground. A portion of the left side is
thus wanting; but, with this exception, the skull was not only nearly
perfect when found, but the bones are solid and heavy; and the whole
skeleton appeared to me so well preserved as to have admitted of articu-
lation. Above the right shoulder a neat earthen vase had been placed,
probably with food or drink. It contained only a little sand and black
dust when recovered, uninjured, from the spot wiere it had been depo-
sited by affectionate hands many centuries before; and is now preserved,
along with the skull, in the Museum of Antiquities at Edinburgh.

The skull discovered under such interesting circumstances, within sight
of the Seottish capital, and in the rude simplicity of its primitive sepul-
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ture, connecting so curiously the present with a remote past, exhibits a
peculiar flattening at the back of the head, such as, in many Iidia
&kuls, is clearly traceable to the use of the flat cradle-board in infancy.
This source of cranial conformation did not escape the sagacious and ob:
servant eye of Dr. Morton, il relation to the peculiarities of American
typical skull-forms ; though the pre-occupation of his mind with the
idea of one universally predominant American type prevented him givirig
full value to its influence. When commenting, in hie "l Crania Ameri-
cana," on the characteristie peculiarities of the Peruvian skulls, he notes
in reference to them, " These heads are remarkable, not ouly for theft
amallness, but also for their irregularity; for, in the whole serics in my

possession, there is but one that can be called symmetrical. This irregua
laSty chiefly consists in the greater projection ef thé occiput to one side
than the other; showing, in some instantes a surprising degree of de.
formity. As this condition is as often observed on one side als the oer,
it is not to be attributed to the intentional application of mechaiòïd
force: on the contrary, it is, to a certain degree, common to the whole
American tribes, and is sometimes, no doubt, increased by the manner in
êhich the child is placdd in the cradle."

By the mode of nursing the Indian pappoose, the soft bones of the
skull are subjected to a slight but constant pressure in one directiod
during the whole period of suckling; which, among a nomad people, is
protracted to a much longer period than is usual among civilized races in
a àettled condition of life. To this, I have no doubt, is to be ascribed
erftain familiar occipital forms in the Indian skull, traceable among

tlbes who never purposel'y employ any artificial means for modifying thé
ihape of the head; and the same cause tends to increase the brachycé.
philic proportions, or short longitudinal diameter, as compared with the
patietal breadth which is characteristic of many Indian heads. But if
ho* becomes obvions, that a like cause has tended to the exaggeratioi
of the saine abbreviated longitudinal diam*eter in ancient European bra-
êhycephalic crania. Dr. L. A. Gosse has not only illustrated this in his

Eshai sur les Déformations artificielles du Crâne." but incidentally
nôtices the peculiarity referred to in Scottish and Scandinavian skullà;
s&d traces it to the same probable source of the cradle-board, Hie
remarks are, "Passant dans l'ancien continent, ne tardons-nous pas &
rlconnaître que ce berceau plat et solide y a produit des effets analogues.
Eas anciens habitants de la Scandinavie et de la Calédonie devaient 'ein
servir, si l'on en juge par la forme de leurs crânes."

Dr. Thurnam and Dr. J. Barnard Davis, the learned authors of the
"Crania Britannica," also fully recognize the source of deformation à«
one whiclihas affected an important class of crania recovered from
ahcient British barrows. Mr. Thomas Batemhan ascribes the 6attendd
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ocipult oberived by bii in certain *kullg tecotdted frotü thé~ sépèhal
mond f Derbrbire, and described i his IlTen Yer' Di 1g i

43eltic an xon Z@ Gravehiflls," to, the ufft1ë cause; and indeed thil.
*burce of ~ ~ 1 ceti acet kull4er*io, andl the inferetsee deddèible froffi i
of the use of he oale-oad amiong prehistir ra~es~ of Britm*n and the
jnorth of EÙuPe, Miay nw- bce considered as genera1ly tecogi*ed amonxg
]Suwdpeéti elilOiRtý. Nor is the fact of al0ht imlportancle; for it

thrb ecOffes Obvious, that a elkss of 1nr4Mtiofts i the~ form f tI't
b*U1an be&d whieh becoies more compréhensive sis attenioù1 is dirêctte

tb it, is whlyIO7 indepeadent of cognia r inheifted caracei1st~icà.
It ie in thlif direction tblat th1e importance of the truths règni1tingfroý

the. recognition of u8fsgedat1~ifii caes0, affectin the fc>rmsx alik
of Europeêan andt AjÉerieai cr*nimý chflly lies. The contents of ea1ly
Br$tigh diste and bsrdws pro*e that the race *ith ihtbey 4*rigiât&

is a rude peol,~ ignoranti for th1e Mhout pa4't, of the. vey knu*1edge 4it

U*étas or~, at> boit, i the8 earlieÉt rudimentary stage of inetullurftis atsit>
they were in as uucivilized acondition as thxe nideat> forest ludiang ci
*io ontient. T. prove, therefote, thut, like th1e Red-hIdian squaw, f4i

British alêpylian; or ()eltic inether, formed the cradle for bier babfr Ç

&fUt board, to whiei se bound it, for Bafety atid hdcillty of nur~sing, i
the vicissitudes of her nomad life, thougx interesting, like every~ othet

T.edYveied glimjpse of a lomF4orgottexi past, la not, in itself, a d1covëry
of gsat sipxificaxlse; but~ it remàidà us'lhow essentially msn, Oven i th@.
Iost dM~aded state of wanderig savage life, differt frou& all Oth4*
utinals. The. germm of an artilgcial 11<. are there. Eternal applianei
ari the. conditions whicli we designate es domestication in the. low*

uniinala4 appear te be iuséparabile frdi him. Vie Most niitutdreé
bmads subject their offepri to many artifidci ifluences, siieh as hg

»ê saalog among the. marveilu istinctive opérations of th. lo~wf
bânds t is nuê even unworthy of notice, *11,1 man is the* only antnid

t&wOf a supine position is natural for repose; and ithU h, mor4
*buÉu Ohe aiiigal the, leadý whiet re1axbent, inviablv asumae*

Poition1 *hioh throws thxe greatest premsure on the brain-cage, and not o
th1e 'Ma" "I maxilI3ry boues. WitIK»x, there4'ore, rinn te th ex-
treme of Dr. Mortou, *iio deuied, for' the ÂniiIicai COntinent at 1*èt
tb. existence Of anY true dolichoepiialic craia, or indeed any esni
vaiation from one0 assumeild tiypiouI forie, it bècomxes ani imupotata point

for the0 craiiiologist tu détermné, if possible, 10> wbtt citent certain charu
neteristie diversities may b. relied upoli as the inherited féatures of
taibe or race, or wbetber they #ve nut the mere result of artifiial ca*mëW
origmating in loug-perPetuattetl national customs and nursery uss.

The, Scioto-Moun<1 sijuil illustrates fhat pecnliar ciiatüiôwý

t'ioni uteê= by artifinisl CamwEs, to whti 1 lrnv gtvei th mief the
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evertical occiput." But there is another form equally common in Amer-
ican crania, and now recognized as characteristic of certain British 4kulla,
where the compression affects the parietal bones along with the upper
portion of the occipital bone, and produces an obliqn flattening extend-
ing towards the crown of the head. This, Dr. J. Barnard Davis regards
as something essentially distinct fron the vertical occiput, and designates
it "parieto-occipital flatness." The term correctly expresses the form,
which is of common occurrence in Indian skulls, and is in reality the
most inartificial of all the results of the undesigned pressure of the
cradle-board. This will be understood by a very simple experiment. If
the observer lie down on the floor, without a pillow, an'd then ascertain
what part of the back of the head touches the ground, he will find that
it is the portion of the occiput immediately above the lambdoidal suture,
and not the occipital bone. When the Indian mother places a sufficiently
bigh pillow for her infant, the tendency of the constant pressure will be
to produce the vertical occiput ; but where, as is more frequently the
case, the board bas a mere cover of moss or soft leather, then the result
will be just such an oblique parietal flattening as is shown on a British
skull from the remarkable tumulus near Littleton Drew, Wiltshire, en-
graved in the « Crania Britannica," and in varions other examples froma
English and Scottish barrows.

The distinct forms are strikingly illustrated, as occurring in American
crania, in two examples selected by Dr. J. C. Nott as illustrations of his
" Comparative Anatomy of Races," and produced in the I Types of
Mankind," «to show that the type attributed to the American races in
found among tribes the most scattered, among the semi-civilized and the
barbarous, among living as well as among extinet races; and that no
foreign race has intruded itself into their midst, even in the smallest
appreciable degree.* In a communication on the subject of the Amer-
ican eranial type, submitted by me in 1857 to the American Scientifia
Association, I drew attention to this supposed correspondence between
the Scioto-Mound skull and that of a Cherokee chief who died a prisoner
at Mobile in 1837, and remarked,-

" In this example, in so far as can be judged from the comparison of
both by drawings in profile without precise measurements, the points of
agreement are indisputable, though even here amounting to no more
than an approximation. The vertical occiput of the ancient skull-more
markedly vertical in the original drawing than in the small copy-is only
partially represented in the other. The square form of the ancient pro-
file in the coronai region becomes conoid in the modern one ; and the
intersecting line drawn through the meatus auditorius externus shows a
very partial reproduction in the modern example of the remarkable pro.

Types of Mankind, p. 42.
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ponderance of î:osterior cerebral development, which, if not produced by
artificial means, is the most singular characteristic of the ancient head."*

The transmission of a copy of the paper referred to led to a friendly
correspondence on the subject with Dr. Nott ; and in one of bis letters,

in which he frankly owns that there are so many exceptions ta Morton's

Indian skull-type as ta make him readily accept the opposite conclusions

ta wbich I had been led, he further adds, " According ta my own obser-

vation, the characteristie of the Indian skull is not so much a flattening
of the occiput proper as of the posterior part of the parietal, together

with the upper angle of the occipital."* This is well illustrated in the skull

of the Cherokee chief referred ta, which was subsequently presented by
Dr. Nott ta the Natural-History Society of Boston, where I had au

opportunitv of examining it.
If the influence of undesigned artificial compression, thus slightly

illustrated in the foregoing remarks, affects the skull forms of this con-

tinent ta as great an extent as my observations have led me ta beliere it

does, a just estimation of its effects must enter into all attempts at ethni-

cal classification. The determination of the race of the mound-builders,

for example, and the attempt ta trace out their relationship ta other

ancient American races, must be based on much more carefully elimin-

ated data than bas hitherto sufficed ta establish for them a Peruvian or

other origin. But while the traces of artificial modification in the

Scioto-Mound skull detract from the value of supposed analogies of form

previously deduced, they lead ta other conclusions illustrative of habits

and customs of the ancient race, and may prove of great importance in

future comparisons, when a more adequate number of specimens of genu-

ine mound crania has been brought ta light.
Meanwhile, the illustrations derived from the more general bearings of

this subject, in relation ta aboriginal races of Europe, are replete with

interest. The philological investigations of European linguists, conse-
quent on the discovery of the intimate grammatical affinities between

the principal languages of Europe and the Sanscrit of the Indian Vedas,
led to the ingenious Finnic hypothesis of Arndt and Rask, which assum-
ed, that in the Finn,, Basques, and other supposed Turanian races of
Europe, we have the detached fragments of what once constituted a
homogeneous population occupying the whole European area prior ta
the intrusion of the Aryan nations. Since then, other discoveries, of a

very different class have tended ta familiarize the mind with the idea of
the occupation of Europe by races altogether distinct in character from
any of the Aryan nations. In the drift of France and England, the
startling discoveries of recent years reveal the traces of human ingenuity

Edin. Philosoph. Journal, NB, vol. vii. p. I'.
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and mechanical skill lying alongside the boues of fossil mammIs4
hitherto regarded as extinct prior to the human era. The full signif.
cance of such disclosures has yet to be determined : but they unquestion.
ably point to the existence of an aboriginal population in the north of
Europe, conpared with which the eldest of historical nations is altogether
modern ; and they show that the arts of the aboriginal race were even
ruder than those of the American forest Indian. Some of the ancient
Éritish crania have been recovered from peat-mosses, at great depths in
alluvial strata, or in the excavation of deep mine shafts ; nud undoubt-
edly belong to very remote periods. Others, however, have been obtain-
ed from sepulchral mounds, chambered galleries, and otherplaees of
regular sepulture, some of which are probably not much older than the
era of the Roman invasion. In instituting a comparison between these
and the crania of the American mounds, and tracing analogous habita,
and modes of nurture, in races no less widely served by space than by
time, it is impossible to evade the interests thereby suggested. It seemps,
indeed, as if the European colonists of America had abruptly displaced a
condition of social life in one of its early stages of developement, such as
Europe passsed through more than two thousand years before. Metal-
lurgie arts, picture-writing, architecture, and all the elements of matured
civilization, were but in their germ, -and, with the great majority of the
aborigines on the northern part of the continent, searcely even manifest-
ing the germinal stage. The more minutely the attention of the archue-
ologists and geologists of Europe is attracted to the traces of a long-
extinct primitive condition of life there, the greater will be the value
attached to our studies, in this New World, of the arts, the customs, and
the social habits of its aborigines, among whom we witness, in the living
present, so much of what we are learning to pereive constituted the
social life of prehistoric Europe.

UNIrESIry COLL.Uz, Toronto, April 7, 1863.
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Miss Vinreth was vain. That perhaps was not to be wondered at, for

vanity is a feminine quality; probably we only admit the truth if we say

an essentially feminine quality ; the men say exclusively so ; and if we do

not quite agree with them, or if we think that their assertion disproves

itself, it is yet scarcely worth while to contradict them.
Perhaps Miss Vinreth had some cause. She was young, handsome,

and rich, three titles to admiration and favour of which the possessor id

seldom ignorant. She had not passed ber twenty-third birthday ; her

mirror showed ber a face and figure of which it would have been moçk

modesty to deny the beauty ; and ber banker's book displayed a result

çqually satisfactory. She was, moreover, entirely and independently

mistress of ber fortune and herself. Her mother had died at ber birth ;

and her father bad followed his wife before the little Winifred had lear.ned

to lisp his name.
Miss Vinreth lived at a place called from its situation "The Spur."

The house stood on the end of a long point of land rnpning out into

Lake Tonasco. On either aide this point the lake stretched away by
curved wooded shores, by deep bays, and rocky inlets, for a distance of

some four or five miles. The dwellings on each side were but a mile

apart by water; but to reach from " The Spur," by land, the bouse which

stood on the opposite shore, you must have ridden six miles round.

Miss Vinreth did not live alone. When, at the age of nineteen, she
left school, and found herself, as I have said, young, ricb, handsome, and

unprotected, it was represented to ber that it was not consistent with the

received opinions of society that she should do so. Miss Vinreth smiled

spornfully. « Does society think me incapable of taking care of myselff"

she said. But she bad not passed five years at school to no purpose.
She knew tha against the 6at of the world there is no appeal. So ehe

9mmon-d to her side, as chaperon and duenna, the widow of a cousin
of her father, Bomne eleven times removed ; whom, from ber knowledge
of the qualities she possessed and did not posses, Miss Vinreth believed

likely to be as little disagreeable as possible in that capacity. This lady,

Mrs. Marsdale by namu, who was of ah amiable disposition and yielding

temper, made a very agreeable companion. She came, at the call of ber

Voung relative, fromp a secluded home in the mountains, and for all Che

eheck she exerted over Miss Vinreth's. ways or movements,.might as gIl
have remained there. Under the gu ardianship of this peaceful drgPP,
Miss Vinreth passed three,years of as perfect freedom as thougiheo had

remaiined alone; but society wss satisfie4,and Miss Vinreth Congrtulated
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herself to think how, in lier first transaction with it, she had outwitted
the world.

I have said that Miss Vinreth possessed in an eminent degree the.
feminine quality of vanity; but she also possessed other qualities by nu
means feminine. She was selfish, and she was unforgiving. To sacrifice
lier own good or pleasure for that of another would for her have been an.
impossible thing; and to have injured her wouild have been to lay up an
account to be paid, with heavy interest, some day.

Nevertheless, Winifred Vinreth was courted and admired. Wheu a
girl can flash such a pair of eyes, and drive such a pair of horses; when
lier voice and the contents of lier purse are musical alike ; when shé is
romantically Arcadian in tastes, and yet has half a million of dollars to
fall back on when tired of rusticity; and when, though lier temper may
not be perfect, her cook is ; people are not apt to be critical. "She was
a little vain," they admitted, " perhaps rather too high spirited and
proud; but then, poor thing, she had no mother, she would settle down
in time. She certainly liked admiration ; but then she had a right to
expect it, she would have had enough-by and by. She was no doubt fond
of her own way ; but then her way was seldom wrong, and she would learn
to yield some day." So they smoothed over the faults they could not
help seeing, and yet were unwilling to see. Miss Vinreth heeded no one,
and went lier own course. She was a beautiful and gracious Juggernaut,
who, though she trampled over feelings, hearts, and prejudices by the
score, did so with smiles.

Miss Vinreth spent three summers roving from one watering-place to
another, three winters at lier house in town. Then she grew tired of
seeing always the same places and the same people, and longed for some-
thing new. Summer was approaching, and lier soul fainted at the idea
of resorting to the well known scenes, and enjoying (t) the worn out
pleasures of the year before. She did not wish for a new companion,
because she knew that in that respect it was not probable she would
change for the better ; but she wanted a new residence, so she entered
into a negociation with one whose business it was to minister to such
wants, the resuit of which negotiation was that Miss Vinreth came into
possession of "The Spur." She wanted to avoid old acquaintances, su
she resolved to plunge at once into the solitude of Tonasco. She wanted a
new sensation, so she fell in love.

Had el doue so according to Celia's prescription, it would have been
well enough ; but it was not in Miss Vinreth's nature to "make sport
withal." She loved, as she did most other things, with her whole heart.
It is the fasbÀon to describe as heartless those whose hearts do not happen
to be good ; this is a mistake. There may be, and often is, more of an
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evil beart than of a good one. Miss Vinreth bad a heart, quick with
passiongte life and strength. Unfortunately for herself and others she
gave it all away ; and more unfortunately still, she chose Harold Lazenby
to whom to give it.

Harold Lazenby had been for some time in the train of the heiress,
and had of course like the rest of her admirers, been lavish of compli-
ments and devotion. He thought ber a charming woman, a fine girl,
and ail the rest of it, but was very far from sharing the intense feeling
to which bis thoughtless attentions had given rise in her. Those atten-
tions, the same she received from others, and wbich in them she knew
meant nothing, assumed, directly she loved Harold, deep significance.
The words of compliment and flattery which every man tbinks lie bas a
right to address to every pretty wornan, seemed to her the true breathings
of deep affection ; that polite service and attendance on lier wishes, which
has been, since its introduction in the days of chivalry, considered as the
homage due to the sex, appeared in ber eyes to spring from the watchful
care of love. She waited for him to speak plainly, but she waited in
vain ; till at last in endeavouring. to find a cause for bis silence abe
believed she had bit on the truc one. Harold's fortune, though ample,
Was less than her own ; lie scrupled to ask the hand of the heiress from
fear that bis motives might be mistaken. It depended on ber to show

bow she believed in bis sincere affection and to dispel bis needless fear.
The thought does not say much for Miss Vinreth's diffidence, but, as has
been already said, she was vain. She could not conceive that any one
whom she honoured with the bestowal of ber affection could be blind to,
or ungrateful for, the gift.

Thus it came to pass that both were under a mistake. Miss Vinreth
believed that Harold Lazenby was, in effect, ber betrothed lover; that he
had earnestly sought and won ber heart, giving in return bis own; that
but the last words needed te be spoken, and that those were only with-
heldfrom the nobleness of ber lover's mind. Mr. Lazenby, on bis part,
thought it a pleasant thing to be a favoured admirer of Winifred Vinreth;
he enjoyed greatly her lively society, ber talented conversation, and ber
brilliant wit. He even thought tat by and by, when he was tired of
bis liberty, and inclined for quiet and a wife, that Winifred Vinieth
might be bis choice. You perceive how very far lie was from being in
love with ber; and equally distant from bis mind (for Miss Vinreth in
the midst of ber vanity was proud,) was the suspicion that she was deeply
and seriously in love with him.

Miss Vinreth found that ber wishes were incompatible. Her love of
retirement and ber desire for Harold Lazenby's society could net be
indulged at once, The solitude of Tonasco would now no langer bo



dlelightNil to ber ; r.Laniy must bc lier guest, and as b. couli ns#
be s aloune, ajbe musZt hiave other guests as well. 8h. chanpd ber

,opinions andç plan; abc liadfcorrerly said a lonely place was just what she
desired because she did flot 'wish for society; she 110w deelared tliat Ione-
lines was of n~o consequelice iieçalse she could fill lier bouse with visitors
S. abc did. Slie fou»nd amon be h lurndred friends haif a score who

thuwglt sLicl a way of pasilag the, sumlier woulil bc delightfuilly new,
ýul Look tlier -iti lier to Tonasoo.

ILt iid b>aen represeiited to lier that abc could iiot at once enter on
possion of " The Spur." IL was but ~a farmhlouse, Nery muai out of

order, would take some Lime~ ta put in thorougli repair ; but Miss Vinretéi
was not celebrated for lier patience, and not incIined to }vait - orne timebo
By th zmuortl of August, sh. was told, the. Place iwould lie ready; but h

that ti the. swuner would be nearly goiie, so sihe sent down au atm .y
,ofsevans ndworkaoi> wlo sor made tiie iuteriur of the. bon»

'habitable tad hoime-ike. The grouwids did iiot inatter ; they could ýbe
b.ettr attended t, under Jier own eye; su while Ji"'. breezes rustled the
leajes, anid June suMIsl1iJe gleamed over wood and water, Miss Viiureth
tonji up lier abode at Tonasco ; jeedless that burdocks still flourished
round the fences, and mnullions and whiteweed gre up to the. door.

He~re for a fortniglit *ii and4 ler friends enjoyed ta the. fullest eiteut
aUl tii. plmeares of solitude. Noeune0of thiier own station did they se.
They rode, they drqve, they fisbed in the. lake, tiiey bathed lin its waters,

and agreed tiiat tliey 1usd never before known how deliglitful ia -a
country lif.. M4iss Vine.th provided all things necessary for their
amusement; and for lier own, provided-a boat.

A amall boat, only capable of holdin~g two persowus; a. liglit faqge
tling, intentled o8ly for a fair-weatli.r ses. Miss Vireh ad 4al"
Ib.ii fond of thei waer, and in this pretty toy, esote y sorne skilMe
pilot Mr. Laeby generaly, a c was mot skilful of all ali loved t.
floa on the placid lake, sorem e in idleness, sornetinies condescending

to ake thue oars. Going~ out one even4g iii remarked tiuat baling the
wtr oer the aide of tie bioat ha isau4 lily damped th~e cushion.

<4h41t is easly prpevented," sai4 Mr. Laznby "It às troublesome, t4o>,
to àave to bale it out ever'y time, and yet, till you have a hbohuse,

w9itr mst bc left n h oat. But we can bore ol inth b~u ot
let utthe.water and plu itup when we put to aca. It i ptn doc,

S» on heir r turan sugqr waa sent for, and the busuiness >eoupleteâ at
once. Ill there no smaller one tiian this ?" 5aid Misa Vinretb. '« Thi

1W il mak- a very large hale.1y"AllJ the better," said Mr.Lzenby.
'We will niake the plug to correspond, and the, draining of the boat W'1li

t4ke the less time.- So the matter vas settled, andl the plan suoceeded
éàiaI'" ise Vinreth'a dreu never got wet again. 8h. eajoyed
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her life at Tonasco exceedingly, though perhaps she was not quite so
happy as she had expected. She was still waiting for Harold Lazenby
to say, I I love you ; be my wife." And she still waited in vain.

The end of the second week brought a change ; she added n friend to
her list of friends. When Tonasco had been first mentioned to Mrs.
Marsdale, she had said, " Tonasco! how fortunate, I have a cousin
living on its shores. He bas a daughter who will be a nice companion
for you, my dear. When I last saw ber she was a pretty sweet child,
but be cannot be a child now. It is a long time since I saw George
Sandys. "Wben they arrived at "The Spur" they found that the
house of Mr. Sandys was the one immediately opposite on the
other shore; but Miss Vinreth showed no disposition to make the
sequintance of the pretty sweet child." She put of the visit on one
excuse or another, until at last chance efected the introduction. A
party of three or four, Miss Vinreth among them, had crossed the lake
one evening, and landed, when a light shower of rain coming on, they
took refuge under a tree. Here they were presently joined by a
drenched young lady in a garden hat, who invited them to the safer
shelter of the bouse. The bouse proved to be that of Mr. Sandyf, and
the young lady Lucy Sandys, not indeed a child, but a lovely girl of
Røventeen. " A pretty baby face, sweet temper, and no mind," was Miss
Vinreth's decision, Mr. Lazenby looked, admired, and said nothing.
Miss Vinreth took a fancy to Lucy on the spot, kissed ber at parting,
and invited ber to come the very next day to "The Spur. So the
acquaintance with Lucy Sandys was begun. How much did either fore-
see how it was destined to end ?

The friendship with Lucy Sandys ripened rapidly. From her rela- *
tionship to Mrs. Marsdale she was rauch at " The Spur," where ber
sweet face, gentle manners, and amiable temper, soon made ber a favorite
with aIl. Miss Vinreth was deligbted with ber new toy, and kissed and
ondled the timid Lucy to an extent which sometimes overpowered that
litde maiden, who was not used to it. She lived alone with ber old
ather, Who, though he only existed in his child, was not much given to
carees. Miss Vinreth made ample amenda for all neglect in others.
For a whole fortnight ber favor lasted; it budded, flourished, blossomed
into full blown beauty-hen it faded. Miss Vinreth woke to the truth,
and saw, too late, what she had don.

For a long time she would not believe it; she put away the idea from
her as she would have rejected a poisoned draught; it could not be true.
Was he not ber's ? Her's by eery elaim and title ? Had he not won

ier heart wholly and entirely, and professd equal love in returu 1 Mas
be, Harold Larenby, to dare to trifle thus with her ? And ws she,
Wnifted Vinrth, with ber beauty, her wealth, and her strengh of pas-

VOL. i.
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sion, to be forsaken and betrayed, for the sake of Lucy Sandys' brown

curls and baby face ?
So she thought in hier burning indignation, as day by day the truth

became more plain. He, day by day, Harold Lazenby, all unconscious of

the storm lie was fast raising, sank deeper and deeper in the " strong
toil of grace," woven by Lucy's brown tresses and innocent smiles. He

congratulated himself now, that much as lie had admired Miss Vinreth,
hie had never committed himself to anything positive ; that he had never,
in his attentions, exceeded permissible bounds, and was free. Alse

how often is this the case! iHow little do men think, or thinking, how

little do they care, what they do ? So that they say, " So far and no

further; so that they just stop short of that point where the censure of

the world would overthrow them ; all the rest is theirs. Little matter if

they possess a woman's every thouglit, se that they ca Ihonorably "

say: " She is not bound te me." Little matter how they engage her

heart, if they leave free her band. Oh, those destructive attentions and

lirtations! Oh, those wretched understandings and half engagefnents!

What in this world has caused so much misehief, been productive of

sudh misery, as they ?
Not that I mean to say the men are alone to blame; they are deceived

in their turn sometimes; but they have more power to avoid the danger,
inasmuch as they must make the first advance. Most people go through
some such trial, and most people survive and in a measure forget it ; but

there are exceptions to every rule. Here and there a man's heart breaks;

(we lear enough of it then, but who keeps count of the women's broken

hearts ?) Here and there a woman is found, whose passion overcomes

a 1er sex's attributes of gentleness and patience, and also avenges her

wrongs. Such a one was Miss Vinreth. Her undisciplined and passion-

ate soul rose up in wild rebellion at the injury inflicted on 1er; and

while 1er love for Harold was not one jot abated, on the innocent and

unconscious girl who had supplanted her, she vowed revenge. She was

a Cleopatra in the fervency of her affection, and in lier jealous wrath.
It is net a pleasant occupation to stand by and watch the gradual but

sure withdrawal of the affections of one you have believed yours only.
It is net agreeable te witness the bestowal on another of ail the devotion
and the tenderness you have been accustoned to consider as exclusively

your own. Yet, this, for three weeks, became Miss Vinreth's daily task.
In all 1er passion and indignation she preserved her self-control; she

knew that if she once betrayed her feelings, 1er already almost hopeless

cause was lost. She could break with Lucy ; so she continued, (though
ber fondness had departed, which perhaps Lucy did not much regret,)
te play the polite hostess during hier visits at " The Spur." These were

frequent as ever; the house was gay, Lucy was young, and liked thi,,
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lier first experience of gaiety. Mrs. Marsdale was kind, and all the guests

were attentive and goodnatured to the simple and lighthearted girl ; but
above all, and totally innocent of all wrong therein, she was happy in
her growing, though as yet unconscious, love for Harold, and in bis for

her. Miss Vinreth bore it all in silence. Ever on the watch for some

fresh food for ber bitter jealousy, her passion tost heart preyed upon
itself; every day she became more certain of her misery, more indignant
at ber wrongs, and looked on Lucy with a deeper hate. She believed
that, could Lucy be removed, Harold would return bis allegiance to ber,
ignorant that she had never occupied the place that Lucy now filled ;
but in the mean time she almost gave up hope, as she saw that day by
day bis words to her grew colder; that day by day the glances he
bestowed ou Lucy Saudys became more frequent and more warm.

July drew to a close and brought no change. Miss Vinreth's infatuated
hopes revived. She saw that nothing definite had as yet passed between
Mr. Lazenby and Lucy ; in the perfect candour and innocent confidence
of the latter, Miss Vinreth's experience could read that she had not yet
fathomed lier own heart, and was ignorant of the cause that suffused her
life with such a rosy glow. Oh 1 if she could only separate them before
it was too late ! She racked ber brain for a chance which offered some
probability of success. She would have left " The Spur," but she feared
partly that her motives might be suspected, and partly that Harolà, who
was now a frequent guest of Mr. Sandys, might choose to remain at
Tonasco. She could not run the risk ; she must remain. Then it struck
ber that perhaps Mr. Lazenby was endeavouring to pique ber into
jealousy, and in return she established a mock flirtation on ber own part,
to no purpose. She gave up in despair, and waited for the crisis she
knew must corne, each day with fiercer passion, and deeper wrath. Pas-
Sien none the less fierce, wrath none the less deep, that it was unsus-
pected and concealed with smiles.

The crisis came at last ; not, however, as she had expected. Harold
Lazenby revealed bis love, not to Lucy Sandys, but to her.

It was a warnl evening, and several of the party were wandering
through the wood which covered the greater part of "The Spur." A
rough ragged wood it was, full of brushwood, stumps of trees and un-
cleared copse, with here and there an inviting circle of soft green turf,
like a play-room for the elves, In one of these they bad all seated
themselves in happy idleness, when Harold gathered from the remains
of a felled tree, some leaves of viyid red.

"Oh how lovely !" exclaimed Miss Vinreth. " What can they be 1"
"Maple," said one. " Virginia creeper," suggested another. " Ivy,"

added a third.
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" It in too eagly for maple, ivy does not grow bere, and the leaf is not

in the least like Virginia ereeper," said Miss Vinreth, disposng of all

three. "But they are.most beautiful. What can they be ?"

"They are oak leaves," said Lucy Sandys, quietly.
" Oak leaves, you little g0se !" said Miss Vinreth rudely. Who ever

heard of scarlet oak leaves, I should like to know?"
"I think you will find thein so. I know them well."

"I am sure they are not. Mr. Lazenby, what is, or rather w«a, that
tree ?"

l Miss Sandys is right ; it is the stump of an oak tree. I have

often found these red leaves myself, growing from the remains of both

oaks and elms, after the tree bas been felled."
Miss Vinreth bit her lip, mortified at this triffing defeat. Mr.

Lazenby twisted the leaves into a wreath, and laid them with great affec-

tion of ceremony on ber hair ; but they did not look well.

" Your hair is too light, niy dear," said Mrs. Marsdale. And Winifred

saw that Harold thought so too.
" Take them off, then," she said impatiently, tosuing them on the

ground. Mr. Lazenby raised them, and imprudently transferred them

them to Lucy's dark brown curls. There was no doubt that they looked

well there ; and Miss Vinreth, out of all patience, pettishly rose and turned

towards home.
The rest followed ber. Harold saw that she was annoyed, and re-

mained by ber side, while Lucy walked a few steps in advance, her lovely

laughing face upturned to the person beside ber, and the scarlet leaves

still dropping from ber bair.
"IShe is very pretty," said Miss Vinreth to Harold. "Do not yon

think so ?"
i Most beautiful !--that is-rather so," h. replied.
Winifred shivered and turned white. "' Pretty girl and pretty name,"e

she continued, "I Do you not think Lucy Bandys a very pretty name,
Mr. Lazenby ?"

" Not particularly. They de not go well together."

She forgot her self-command. " Perhaps you would prefer Lncy

Lazenby ?" she said, with a laugh. A laugh to hear whieh was a warn-

ing. He did not answer, but he turned to look at ber, and their eyes

met,
Not another word was spoken, there.was no need. That look told all

on both sides, and Winifted knew the end was come. She saw that he

was aware she had discovered his secret ; she read eqally plainly that he

hsd found out her own.

" There is a thunder storm coming on Miss Vinreth, we had better

returnl.
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It was a sultry August evening, and they were taking their last ride.

It was three days ater the scene of the oak leaves, and Mr. Lazenby
had annonneed that important business demanded that he should next

day leave " The Spur." She knew it was an exeuse ; ehe knew he went

only to leave her ; she knew that once gone she should never see him

more, and deep and wild as her love and passion had long been, they had
never been Re now.

4 Yes," she said, glancing at the sky. " I think it is time."
It *as time indeed. Solid leaden clouds were rolling up from every

quarter of the heavens, and distant mutterings gave warning of the
coming storm. They turned their horses heads, and never drew bridle
till they plunged into the dark shadow of the wood that lay between
them and home.

In a lonely side-path they eame suddenly on Lucy Sandys, alone, who
uttered a seream of delight as she saw them. "Oh I am sa glad 1 I
foolishly came into this wood alone, I have lost my way. Oh, Mr.
Lazenby, put me in the right road, that I may reach home before the
storm cores on."

"Come with us te ç The Spar,' Lucy," said Mrs. Marsdale. " You
cannôt go home to-night: the stormr would overtake you before you wer
half way."

-Oh I must go home Papa will be distracted. I umst go."
" You canat go. You are seven miles from home."
Lucy wrung her hands. " Oh! what will papa say 1 What will he

do !" and her distress was pitiable to see.
Harold whispered Miss Vinreth. " Certainly," she said. " Mise

Sandys, Mr. Lazenby proposes that you shall cone home, and cross the
lake. George shall row you over; he is an excellent boatman ; and
there will be time for that."

Lucy thanked her with words and eyes ; and as swiftly as they could,
the party made their way to the house, and thence ta the shore. The
servant was summonod ; and Lucy, gathering up her heavy riding.skirt,
and wrapped in a plaid, was placed in the stern of Winifred's own boat.
" How wicked the water looks!" she said with a shudder. • Like the
back of a looking-glass-so leaden, and so deathly still."

There had been no time for carefulness; s0 Harold had turned the
little craft upside down to rid her of the water, and himself adjusted the
peg at the bottom of the boat. As ho did Bo, a light, like a streak of
blue lightning, shone in Miss Vinreth's eyes.

"Wait a moment!" she said, a' the man prepared to push off; and
darting to the side of the boat, she once more drew the plaid closer
round Lucy, and stooping down, wrapped a shawl about her feet. Then
sle kissed her. " Good bye, dear, till we meet again."
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Meet again! Never more-in time or in eternity-:Bhall those two,

the betrayed and the betrayer, the innocent and the guilty, meet again I

The boat had almost left the shore, when Harold caine forward. " It

is not right to send her with only a servant. I will go inyself.»

Miss Vinreth gasped, and caught bis arm. " By.no means: the boat

will not carry three."
"I mean to row ;" and before she had recovered breath, he bad dis.

placed the servant, and had left the shore. She looked after hum, her

face livid as the clouds. " Is the peg secure in the boat ?" she cried, as

well as her white and sbaking lips would perform the.words.

"Yes; I fastened it myself." A few more vigorous strokes carried

them out of hearing ; and Miss Vinreth turned aside, afraid to let her

face be seen.
The rest of the party watched the boat for a few minutes, and then,

mindful of the storm, turned to the house. They bad not reached it,

when a piercing shriek rang over the water, and echoed through the

wood.
Terrified, they came rushing back. What did they sec ? They saw

the form of Lucy Sandys erect in the boat; they saw Horace Lazenby

stoop to her feet-saw bis gesture of surprise and alarm-and saw him

enteavour to replace the frightened girl. Fast and thick came the

shrieks, as he beld her hands and tried to force her to be seated. O God!

Is she mad? Had terror deprived her of ber senses ? Let the boat

leak as it will, they can reach the hore if she will but be calm. Another

start-the boat rocks with the movement-a moment of horrible sus-

pense-and both figures are in the water. They a-e lost ; the boat is

upset and the oars are gone. Harold sees it ; and grasping the form of

his companion as she rises, strikes out for the shore.

Who shall describe the scene ? The struggling form on which all

eyes are fixed-the screams of women-the shouts of men-tbe uselesa

running to and fro-the wild gesticulations-the ghastly agony of Miss

Vinreth's face-and, over all, the black darkness of the coming storm?

Will he ever reach the shore? Fearful as are his efforts, desperate as

are bis struggles, good swimmer as he is, will he ever-with that heavy

burden-make the ]and? Slowly, slowly he approaches. Nearer,-till

they can see bis features, and the white face upon bis shoulder, shrouded

in the dripping hair. Nearer,-till they can hear bis laboured breathing

as ie gasps for air. Will he ever do it ? Encumbered with bis own

dress, laden with her heavy babiliments and senseless form,-will be

ever reach the shore ?
He bas reached it I A few more frantic strokes, and those who dash

chin deep into the water draw to land two drencbed and senseless forms;

-one white, still, and ghastly ; the other witb a crimsou torrent pouring
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from the parted lips. Too much for him, and vain for her, has been the

fearful ûght for life. Clasped in an embrace, close as if never to be

parted, they lay upon the beach togetber-the dying and the dead;

while above them, with the fire and the crashing thunder of the laut day,

breaks at last the storm.

Restored to consciousness, be waved aside the few who had not ied in

terror, and beckoned Miss Vinreth to his side. She came, white aud

quivering-the dead face of Lucy Sandys not more ghastly.than her

own.

«Winifred Vinrethl unclose your hand."
She obeyed. What ws it that she held within it?

"I knew it. You took it out when you kissed ber. Judas are you

satisfied with your work ?" le gasped, and a fresh torrent welled from

his lips.
Oh ! be silent ! Do not speak 1 You will kili yourself "

" Aye. I wish it. Since I could not save ber, I will die too."

O Harold! Kill me-kil me ! Let me die!

"Die ? No! death is not for you." He spoke very slowly and with

fearful effort. "You thought to part Lucy and me, and you have

united us-wholly and for ever. You will live to feel that your treachery

was known, and to die daily in the knowledge. You are young and

strong ; you will have the relief of neither death nor madness. You

will live to die a thousand deaths before the one you pray for."

"lHaroldi do you curse me with your last breath ?"

"l No; I curse you not. It is not my fault that. you have drawn upon

yourself the curse of Heaven. Were not the words a mockery, I would

say, I will try to forgive you as I hope to be forgiven. Go !" . . . .

She heard no more. When, many weeks after, she came back to life,

she was alone at " The Spur." Her summer friends had fled from the

scene of so fearful a drama. Nothing was known of her share lu the

tragedy ; but it was supposed that she had been beloved by Harold, and

that bis fate had turned her brain. Well for her had it been so: but

Harold's prophecy was fulfilled. She did not die, and her reason re-

inained firm. Shelives still-a gaunt gray woman--no longer young,

but far from Old, with many years before ber in which to bear the tor-

ments of remorse, without repentance. She bas endured and must en-

dure.
People seldom go near "The Spur"-they fear her. The place is

falling to ruin and decay. Thisties choke the neglected flowers: nettles

and white weed still grow rank about the door. But those who have

the courage, may see her, when a thunder-storm comes black across the

.lake, standing on the shore,-and vieW reflected in her haggard face,
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stioe form, and firm elenched hadls, the agony of years ago. They
whisper, that at such times she still sees the boat go down in the eaden
water ; still se" her lover struggling vainly for his life ; still hear her
viçtids death-shriek ringing in her ears.

TE "VO«YAGEURS" OF CANADA.

»t . OUORGE 3Bs MONTRA%

" And ever and anon they mug.
Yo, heave ho1

And loud and long the echo rung,
Yo, heave hJ1

are you, my friend, ever been on oneof our Ona din steamers, on
the b#. Lawrence or Ottawa, and met with a raft, or perhape a doseu
of them, on their passage down to Montreal or Quebec P And if you
have, you have seen the Voyageurs at work at their big paddles, like a
family of Hercules?; and perhapa you have heard them singing some
of their beautifflly simple melodies, while they kept time to the dippiii
of their oars. You may have seen thema on their great rafts of lumber,
with arma bare to the shoulder, and their long black hair waving in the
wWid while they atep backwards and forwards as the long stroke af
their oars necessitatea; you may have seen them straining every muscle
as they pass you in such graceful attitudes, their rich swelling voices
keeping time to the simple

"En roulant ma boule roulant,"

" Trois Canards 'en vont baignant,
or,

" Si mon mone voulait danser
En beau cheval lui donnerar?"

all of which are great favorites of the Voyageurs. But rafts in a eux
rent and steamers in a hurry wait for no man ; and soon the fine fellows
on their lumber home float out of sight--their song dying away in the
distance till it aounds like faint echoes on the hills. You have wit-
nessed tbis picturesque scene, and have thought it very fne and roman.
tic; sud you think 'twould need not only the pen of the writer, but the
painter's brus, and the art of the musician to express even half of ita
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by conciliation, and not coercion, that they will respect the-ir superiorm.
It is the most difficult thing in the world to get them to obey their
leaders, and the man appointed captain of a raft is usually chosen by
and from among themselves. It is not every man they will obey; and
they would think no more of pitching him into the river, if their pas.
sions were aroused, than they would a rotten log. I bave seen these
men in every mood and in many circumstances, and I assure you sub-
mission is not one of their virtues. Even in the matter of rowing and
working, they will do neither if eating and fighting is more agreeable.
I may remark, however, that the Hudson Bay Company's authority is
somewhat respected by the voyageurs.

The voyageurs consist chiefly of Half-breed Indians, French Cana-
dians, and some Scotch and Irish. But I never heard even the latter
two speak in English to each other. Their language is a mixture of
Indian, French, and Englisb, very much intermixed with "aere." It
is the most inconceivable jargon of patois and curses that humanity ever
devised. One would think it was a trial to see who would make the
most noise, the most gesticulation, and be the least understood. They
will yell in each other's ears, like the chattering of a thousand monkeys,
till your senses seem wandering, and you expect to see them eat each
other up. While disputing with each other, and if a civilized being in
near, they will suddenly turn round upon him for bis opinion, with an
expression of face and action that might start the hair of some people
on end, and set thenm to reciting their prayers. And, as generally, the
man they select doesn't understand a word they say, he has to shrug
his shoulders and say "pas comprendre." I pity the nervous man who
gets into their company.

Now some may conclude that such a class of men, who seem partial
to every thing rough and noisy, can be no tempting addition to our
population. True-; the roughness and the noisiness are not, but the
men are indispensable. Very much of the lumber trade of Canada,
and business of the Hudson's Bay Company could not be carried on.
Canada could not do without them, and the Hudsou's Bay Company
might paddle their own canoe " brigades," or shut 'up their establish-
ment, if the voyageurs refused to work. The Hudson's Bay Company
and Canadian lumberers principally employ them. Those engaged by
the former, bring the furs, packed-in which the Company traffics-in
Spring, to the three chief depots on the sea coast, viz.: Fort Van-
couver, at the mouth of the Columbia River, on the Pacifie shores ;
Fort York, on the shores of Hudson's Bay ; and Moose Factory on the
shores of St. James' Bay, from whence they are transported in the
Company's ships to England. The voyageurs of this Company are
consequently oftener in the canoe than on the raft, and are not the
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same we are so familiar with-the lumberers. A great commotion is

caused by the brigade of boats laden with merchandise and furs. " The

still waters of the lakes and rivera are rippled by the paddle and oar,

and the long silent echoes, which have slumbered in the icy embrace

of a dreary winter, are now once more awakened by the rnerry voices

and tuneful songs of the hardy voyageurs." I cannot do better than

give you the following quotation from Mr. Ballantyne's " Hudson's

B3ay," on selecting the men for a brigade :-
"Choosing the men for this long and arduous voyage was an inter-

esting scene. L'Esperance, the old guide who had many a day guided

this brigade through the lakes and rivera of the interior, made his

appearance at the fort a day or two before starting ; and at bis heels
followed a large band of wild, careless, happy looking Half-breeds.

Having collected in front of the office door, Mr. McK. went out, with
a book and pencil in bis band, and told L'Esperance to begin. The

guide went a little apart from the rest, accompanied by the steersmen,
(seven or eight in number), and then, scanning the group of dark,
athletie men who stood smiling before him, called out "Pierre !" A

tall, berculean man answered to the call, and stepping out from among
the rest, stood beside bis friend and gide. After this, one of the

steersmen chose another man, and so on till the crews of all the boats

were completed. Their names were then marked down in a book, and
they all proceeded to the trading room, for the purpose of taking " ad-
vances," in the shape of shirts, trowsers, bonnets, caps, capotes, tobacco,
and all the other things necessary for a long and rough journey."

This recruiting must be a strange scene indeed. When a brigade of
boats are on their journey they go well stocked with food, and en-
eamp on the shores at certain times for their meals. Then, they consist
nostly of pemican and flour, boiled into a thick soup, called robbiboo.

The sanie materials are sometimes fried, for variety, and is then called
ricAeau. The latter is preferable, I think. I suppose you know what
penican is. It is made by pounding the best parts of the meat very
small, dried by frost or a fire. This is put into baga made of the skin of
the anima, and melted fat poured into it. When spiced it is really splen-
did. The above soup ie boiled in kettles, hung upon tripods over a fire,
sud is constantly stirred while boiling. I may here mention that
when the voyageurs are travelling they measure distances by pipes, as
they call it. They stop paddling at certain times, light tbeir pipes and
smoke for a few minutes; then start again, refreshed, paddling at the
rate of about fifty strokes a minute. " Trois pipes " (three pipes) are
about twelve miles, and I can tell you the voyageurs' pipe yearning is a
Perfect sun-dial, and they can tell exactly when "a pipe" is to cOM-
mnence again.
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Il is a fine sight to see one of these canoe brigades leaving on their
voyage. " Bonjour," au revir," "Aeoroo 1 " and strange exclamations
of farewell greet those On &hore. Then the stroke is taken up and
away they go, the fine manly fellows keeping time to the lively chorus
of "A la claire fontaine," or to the rigmarole which every one of them
jois in, and which runs precisely like this :

" Ta la th' da te,
Ta , la la,
Ta la th' ra te,
Ta la, la, la i Hooreo»

* t is amusing, what life this absurd bit of composition will put into
them. I wish I could give you the air here ; it is so laughable. Te
scene is really beautiful as you see the regular motion of the light red
paddle, and hear the swelling voices across the waters.

Their arrival at Lachine, nine miles from Montreal - where is the
depot of the late Hudson's Bay Company-is a time of great excitement.
The wild picturesque appearance of the men, and the distance they have
cone, awakens a sympathy for them, and hundreds will go from town tO
se them. Their apþearance in t'he city is very odd. They go along
the streets, either gaping and staring at everything, and in such haste
and excitement that they run against people and stumble over little ob-
structions. They laugh out straight in the face of some exquisite, roar
aloud with laughter at the extensiveness of the ladies hoops, and the pe-
culiarity of their bats, &c. ; look in the windows at the jumble of new
things, to them, and have hearty laughtat what they- consider the ab-
surdities and curiosities of city people.

The dress of the voyageur is half-civilized, half-savage. Some of them
dress very fantastically ; light blue capotes (hoods) corduroy trowsers,
or leather or blanket leggings, moose-skin moecassins, striped blue and
white shirt, and a belt of scarlet; the leggings and other parts of their
dress being decorated with beads and bits of colored cloth, or curious1y
eut tin. The ceverings for their head are often adorned with feathers,
gold and silver tinsel cord, etc. But we don't often see this swell-voy.
ageur; never among the lumberers. The shirt is left open from the
neck half way down the breast, showing the sunburnt, brawny neek and
bosoms. Many of them trust to their thick, black hair for a head
covering; many of them wear felt hats, especially when coming into the
city. In fact, one notices the affectation to the savage style of dress.
The voyageurs of the Hudson's Bay Company dress more fantastically
than the raftsmen; are mostly flner men also ; and a good many more
of them areiinarried. Surely the woman wbo would -of her own free
will " marry a voyageur, and follow him, at times, tbrough the woodo,
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and on the rafts, and labor for bis comfort, surely such a woman must
have devout love in her heart. What a blessing so many people in the
world are so easily satisfied.

The voyageur is never a " man of property." His worldly posses-
sions are generally the clothes on his back, a knife-sometimes a gun-
and a well-tempered axe ; net forgetting the minutiS of tobacco, short
handled pipe, a piece of another piece of epmb, a bit of looking-glass,
:matches, flint, &c., ouly surpassed in number by the contents of a little
girl's pocket. When a voyageur buys a pipe, he immediately breaks
off the landle to within a few inebes of the bowl, logically concluding,
that it is not so liable te break in his pocket or hat-tthey often stick
them in the bande of their bats-as if it was long ; and accident might
break it nearer the bowl than intention. Towels and hair-brushes are
alien te his nature; one large piece of sail-eloth or old rag is made te serve
for towel for the whole crew. Some voyageurs can shake the water
from themselves, like a dog, and think that quite sufficient. Don't
laughl; for Vve repeatedly seen them do it. To give them some eredit,
bowever, they do not altogether exclude soap from their toilet; but that
is a luxury te be used, perbaps, once a week. As te shaving, some of
them do when they think about it, but the majority let their beards
grow ; or some one of the crew who boasts of a pair of scissors, clips
them te a suitable size for un pipe du tabac, for the whiskers, and deux

pipeg, for the hair of the head. You seldom see a voyageur without a
chew of tobacco in his mouth, and many of them keep it in while at
meals. Their habits of life being unreetrained by etiquette or conscience
are by no means exemplary. There is always a moral in the vilest of
natures, but seldom a model. They are civil and complaeent, and some-
times exceedingly obliging to strangers ; but if you accept their invita-
tions " to dine," you must expect to see appetites as voracious as that
of a beast, and germandising that would put te shame that eivilized
beast of a man who won a prise by stuffing himself at one time with
enough foir a respectably large family.

The integsity of the voyageurs is not always as it should be; but voy-
ageurs are not alone in this respect. Their hospitality is unboeunded,
and they alwayB.esteenthemselves favored by the visit of a tranger
when they ar at meals. Their bump of combativeness is rather much
developed ; so much so, that they are sometimes obliged to " let it out "
by fighting their fried.ae weil a, foes. Some of the most savagethink
nothing of gOugmg your eye out-an accomplishment introduced into
Canada by Our SoutheOrn seighbouris. Their ideas of law and guern-
ment were once merged iu Judge Lynch, and "l every man for himself,"
but since the visit of H. R. H. the Prince of Wales, and the reception
they gave him in canoes, they understand something about "the Sov-
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ereign," and respect to the throue. Summary punishment, though, is

in accordance with their feelings. I knew a habitual thief, who had his

legs and arme tied, and a rope passed around his body, and was then

plunged in the river, from a raft, a dozen times. Their orisons are few and

far between, and superstition replaces devotion. They neither care for man

or the devil, and would sail even where Charon ferried. They have a

strange way of ealculating on their fingers, or with bits of wood or stone,

and count by " threes."-tose who eau count. Very few of then can sign

their own naines ; and a great many don't remember their surnames.-

1 seldon knew of any who could read. Some of them have extraordi-

nary powers of imitation, and imitate birds and animals perfectly-a

power very useful when hunting. They.have no desire to be " famous,"

they are the most contented class in the world, and love life ; but if they

have to die, they will die with the stoicism of an Indian. They would

be as content to sleep, like Diogenes, in a tub, as on their rafts, or in

the woods. Their ideas of love 1 could never find out ; it's a great ble.-

sing for woman if they have none. Their amusements consist of sing-

ing, dancing-wonderful dancing, too-card playing, checquers, and

dice-a peculiar game I never saw before-and whiskey drinking. The

former are their forte, the latter their curse. They generally play carde,

&c., on the top of a keg-the contents of which they have previously
imbibed, and have consequently a sort of affection for it-and play far

away into the morning. Wheu they return on the steamers to their

stations, after bringing the rafts down to their destined ports, they keep

the whole boat awake with their noise.

They bear, and go through more severity, and change of climates than

the ancient Britons, and many of them with nearly as little elothes as

our forefathers wore. But I cannot note well the manners of these

strange men, without going into details, which might be unwelcome.

I have come down the rapide with these fine fellows, with my pants

rolled up, and boots and stockings off, when the water would splash and

dash over the logs, when the waves would seem to suck the whole mass

of lumber into their depths, and at times you could not see a bit of the

timber you were standing on; while your hand grasped tightly the polo

which was stuck between the logs for you to hold by, when you'd think

the whole mass was going to pieces, when your very knees would be

beneath the water-oh! it makes one hold bis breath with terror!-

I have been out in the woods with them, and, notwithstanding their bad

traite, and partiality to bad whiskey, I have been more amused in their

company than anywhere else. I spent the two monthe vocation which

ciour school " allowed,

Their pdàlions are very fierce; they are often brutes in action, but there
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is a complaisance and kindness beneath all this, which is easily brought te
the surface. The voyageurs of Canada are a class of men peculiar in
everything, and differing from other men in everything relating to hab-
its; but they are a wild and romantic class, who murmur not to toil far, far
back in the tbick dark woods in the cold winter, where the wild beara

prowl, and all ia desolate-who risk their lives on the raft of logs ; who
are content with their simple fare, and are happy in their hardships.-
One cannot but pity them, but they are content, and "what's the
odd?"?

THE CITED CURATE.

BY miss MURRAY.

CHAPTER IX.

EUDTLET' LTTZX CO!iTfINED.

For a little while Kate and I stood together looking over the clif,
down into the glen, which was thoroughly illuminated by the blaze from
the burning hay-rick. The broad, glaring lights, the deep, dark sbadows,
-the tufted thickets, the jagged rocks, the brown heath, the white
crags, the snarled and twisted trees, the glittering strean leaping down
the clif-all the wild scene on which they were thrown, formed one of
those vivid necromantic like pictures which stamp themselves indelibly
on the brain. Yet clearly as I can recall it now, the impression was
scarcely felt at the time. I tbought only of watching the departure of
my enemies, and making sure that no straggler still lurked near the
house ; and Kate's eagle glance followed mine. But not a human being
was visible ; they had all vanished. Now Kate drew a long deep breath,
s if her bosom had just thrown off an intolerable load.

" They're all gone," she said, " I saw Freney turn the corner of the
glen. You're safe now."

" And who am I to thank for-my safety, Kate ?-And Aow am I te
thank her ?-But how you tremble 1-Does your arm pain you very
ruch ? "

"A little, and besides I am cold. But the walk home will warm me."

479
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" Home D Uo you think I would let you walk home aftera ayou have
gone through to-night ?"

" Oh, I must go. My father will be frightened if ho misses me.-
Do't, Mr. Temple, don't ask me te stay."

" Only till morning, Kate, and thon Il take you home myself. Why
should you be afraid to trust yourself with me for a few hours ?"

I am net afraid, sir, but the people might say-"
" What matter what they say. I it necessary that you should walk

home through the dark night, when you are suffering such pain, and are
hardly able to move, lest people should talk nonsense ?"

" I don't care for myself," she said, with a smothered sigh, " but it
might grieve my poor old father if ho heard such things as I heard thom
say to-night. And Id care if they said what was false of you, and ae-
cused you of being wicked and cruel, when I know that your al that's
good and kind."

Is there anything more bitter te a nature that is not altogether igno-
ble than te receive praise from a trusting heart, which you know you do
net deserve. Kate little knew how ber words stung me.

Poor girl, though she was eager to set out on a walk of five miles,
fatigue, pain, and excitement had completely exhausted ber, and she
could hardly descend the clif, even with my support ; yet when we came
te the gate, she stopped, and again declared that she must go home-
l Il be quite strong when I am once on the road," she said, " but be-

fore I go you must promise me one thing."
What is it, Kate ? "l
That you won't stay another night in this house. You must go to

live in the town or some place where your life will net be in danger.
I promise yeu, Ill take care of myself, Kate. But now listen to

me. If yeu persist in going home, 1 muet go with you.'
« Indeed you must not," she exclaimed.

If you were the most indifferent acquaintance I have-nay, if I had
never seen you before in my life, I should net let you walk home alone
at such an hour, especially while such demons as were hore half an hour
ago are prowling about; then how do you suppose I would allow you to
do so."

" They would dû me no harm, but you-I would not have you travel
that road to-night for the whole world."

" Then yeu must stay, Kate."

"Very well," she said, quietly, "I Pll stay. At any rate -I would net
have gone very far. ,I only meant te bide myself somewhem near to
watch that they did net come back. I cannot feel sure that you am safe
till daylight comes,"
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Was that what you meant, Kate? You are afraid to come with me
into the bouse then ? I did not think you were afraid of me."

" Afraid of you, sir-Oh, no! I am not afraid to go with you any--
where !"

Walter, I like to live over again that night, as I do while I am wri-
ting this to you. Nothing blissful and beautiful ever comes back again,
then how could such a night as that ever return!

There was scarcely any wind, and the bouse and stable were all stone,
so that there bad been no great danger of the lire spreading from the
burning rick, and it was now getting low. The doors of the bouse lay
in fragments, and some of the windows were torn out of their frames ;
the furniture was broken and scattered about, and on entering the study,
wbat fuel do you think I found feeding the fire in the grate ? The pic-
ture of Francesca di Rimini. That was Freney's doing, I could swear.
Of course he saw the likeness to Kate, and I daresay believed it to be
ber portrait-as you did. But wonderful as the resemblance was, it was
a purely accidental coincidence. I saw it in an old Jew picture-dealer's,
as I told you, and bought it, because it was so faithful an image of that
face, in which I had for once found my ideal of woman's loveliness real-
ized. In the place it bad occupied a huge coffin was scratched with a
charred stick, and my name scrawled in the centre. I own to you,
Walter, the change gavye me a disagreeable sensation. I thought it
looked ominous. Everything else in that room had escaped, except,
strange to say, the little china flower-pot with its sprig of heath, which
you may remember ; the flower-pot was broken and the ftower gone.-
That rascal Freney must h a wizard and have known that Kate had
given it to me. Even my pistols bad been left untouched. I would
have given a good deal to have bad them in my hand when I stood on
the cliff and expected every moment to see my pursuers close at my
bide.

Placing Kate in an arm-chair by the fire, I threw on some turf and
bogwood, making a brilliant funeral pyre over the ashes of my poor
Francesca, and then bringing out some wine, which, I daresay, my visi-
tors did not suspect me of possessing, I compelled ber to take a little,
and kneeling down beside ber, I made ber let me examine ber wounded
arm. It was swollen and inflamed, and she muet have been enduring
great agony from it the whole time we were on the rocks, though she
had so bravely suppressed all signe of pain. I bathed it in a cooling
lotion and bound it up in a handkerchief as tenderly as I could, and
though at first she timidly resisted services which it seemed so much
more natural to her to give than receive, she submitted after a while
with mingled pleasure and bashfulness, and seemed to feel a strange and

Vo, .
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new delight in being thus cherished and waited on by one she loved so
well.

Never could mortal maiden have looked more lovely than she did
then, lier grey hood thrown back, and lier shining ourls falling on lier
shoulders, the warm crimson hue of the blazing pine lighting up her
delicate features, and giving au almost supernatural brilliancy to her
rich dark eyes-eyes the sweetest in the world ;-proud and glad that
she had saved my life, happy that I was by her side tending her and
taking care of her, thrice blessed in the timid half-assured consciousness
that I loved her! And this loveliest, sweetest and purest of human be-
ings, this most loving, gentlest, truest heart, loved me as I never shall
be loved again-for te no one on earth can such a love be twice vouch-
safed ! I had only to say to her " Kate, be mine for ever ! " and she
would bave followed me from one end of the earth te the other, and
clung te me while life was left to lier. Wild thoughts of breaking
through the cramping, galling withes that bind me ta this trivial, mon-
otonous sphere of being, of carrying lier to distant lands where the fire
forever burning within me could discover some other food than vain
hopes and empty imaginings, and where my craving ambition might find
or make a path ta greatness, denied in this country of rules and lines, of
measured roads, and clipped hedges, and walled-in gardens, came throng-
ing fast. Italy, Greece, Syria, in either of them a strong energetie arm
wielded by a daring and creative brain might find elements which only
awaited the formative impulses ta be moulded into empires; and some
day hailed as liberator, prophet, king; I might clasp a diadem on Kate's
peerless brow ! Madness all this, no doubt, ta the eye of sober reason,
but te such moments of inspiration, genius has often owed the projects
that ended in a conquerer's crown. Nothing but the love of this simple
girl had ever made me swerve one moment from tihe worship of Power,
and at that moment I verily believe I could have led a host to victory
for the chance of obtaining both 1 I gazed in the face of the fair un-

conscious sibyl who had inspired the wild thought working within me,
and wbo, little dreaming that her destiny and mine were then trem-
bling in the scale, looked at me with such trusting, tender eyes. Wal-
ter, how the struggle might have ended, I know not, but as if sounded
by magic, a loud bugle born sounded close outside-my wild visions fled
and I started to my feet a cold hard man of the world once more!

Going into the parleur I saw through the sattered window half a
dosen horse-police on the lawn. They were returning from an uneue-

essflul expedition to the mountains in search of an illicit still, and as
their road lay near the glen, the burning rick, now a red smouldering

mass, attrnoted their attention, and they had cone up to the cottage,
eounding a bugle tosummon another party that were behiid. Mter
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speaking to the sejeant, Iwent back to the study to arrange with Kate
about ber return home, but when I entered it, I found that she was gone.
My first impulse was te follow her, and I was just going out by the win..
dow through whicb she had passed when I heard my name pronounced
in bland, polished accents, which I at once remembered. I turned hastily
and met Sir Francis Denzil, who, grasping my hand warmly, expressed

great pleasure at seeing me safe.
"We only arrived yesterday," he said, " and I was aroused from a

sound sleep by some of my terrified English servants bursting into my
room, and declaring that a rebellion bad broken out, that one of the
gamekeepers had seen your house on fire, and had come to warn us that
we might expect a speedy visit from the rebels in our turn. I soon dis-
covered that the report I had heard wa considerably exaggerated, but
the story about the burning of your house seemed true enougb, soI got
on horseback as quickly as I could, and came here with some of my ser-
vants. How did you get out of the rascals' way ? Uad you notice of
their coming? "

" Yes, one of my parishioners, a protestant, though belonging to a
catholie family, let me know their kind intention, aud so I left the house
in time."

"What a narrow escape ! We must reward the faithful fellow that
gave you information-one of your converts, 1 suppose-for I hear it is
your active labours as a clergyman that bas excited such a hatred against
you atmong these wrotehes."

" See what they left te greet me on my return," I said, pointing te
the gigantie coffin on the wall inscribed with my name.

" The scoundrel !" exclaimed Sir Francis, starting. " Listen to me
my young friend," he added, gravely ; "you must run such risks no
more. Yeu are much too elever a fellow toe lc lft te the mercy of sach
incarnate fiende. You must come home with me at once, and make
Grey Court your residence for the present."

He would not listen te any excuses. " Have you a horse ? " he
asked.

Not within reeh, I- said, and my thoughts forcibly flew back to
Kate, toiling wearily and painfully tbrough the long five miles that lay
between ber and home; her only solace that she had left me in safety

" Well, one of the servats shall give you his, and you can give di-
rections about having your clothes and any valuables you may have bere
removed te Grey Court. He will have the policeman to protect him.-
Now let us be off. Evelyn will be in' an'gony of suspense till I re-
:turn."

What, then does Mis Denzil know of your coining P" 1 asked.
Of course sbe does. DO you suppose ber muid could resiakuo
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ber mistress share her terror ? No doubt the poor child's imagination
bas already encompassed you with a martyr's halo, but I daresay you
will have no objection to dispel the illusion, and appear before ber with-
çut a bair of your head being singed."

But I need not go on, Walter. I am still at Grey Court, treated as

a valued friend by Sir Francis, and certainly not with dialike by bis fair
daughter. She is fair, too, with deep, melting blue eyes, clear as a limpid
well, a brow smooth and cloudless as that of an angel might be, shaded
with soft glossy curls of a golden brown, a chin fair as snow, showing
the rose's blush on the transparent cheek at every word, ail ber features
soft and delicate, and ber mouth like an opening rose-bud. There 1-
I have made a pretty picture, have I not1 But a face scarcely so bril-
liant in its hues, bearing more traces of thought and feeling, yet fresh
and pure as morning, and lighted by eyes whose lustre is that of the
soul, rises up before me as I gaze on it, and blots it from my sight.

But I have sworn to be firm, and now Fate has come to my aid, shall
I turn recreant P Never, come what may !

Witness my band and seal,
EARDLEY TEMPLE.

CORME IL.

The next tidings that reached me of Eardley was the news of bis mar-
riage to Miss Denzil. Shortly after I received an invitation to visit him
at Grey Court, to which he and bis young wife had just returned after
their bridal tour.

From some whim which I could scarcely explain, even to myself, I
resolved to pass the night before my going to Grey Court, which was
Saturday, at the inn by the Ford, and meet my friend the next morning
at church. The landlady was surprised to see me when neither fishing
nor grouse shooting was in season, but on learning that I was on my
way to the Court, ran off in such rapturous descriptions of .the beauty
and goodness of Mrs. Temple, and the great affection Sir Francis showed
to bis son-in-law, that it was evident Eardley's popularity was still at
full tide.

" There was not such a well matched pair in the kingdom," she de-
clared, " for Mr. Temple was fully as handsome for a man as she was
for a woman, and if she bad the most money, he had genius and learning
enough to weigh down ail the riches in the world. And, indeed, every
one in the house made more of him than if he bad been a prince "-
Bhe next;old me of the villainous attacks the Whiteboys had made on
the young curate, and declared her solemn conviction that they had been
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iet on by the priests in revenge for the young eurate's zealous efforts to

open the eyes of the poor deluded papists. Some of the wretches, she

said, had been taken, convicted, and transported ; soldiers and police

had scoured every mountain and glen in the country, and neither a

Tebel nor a pike had been left a hole to hide in; the place had never

been so peaceable or safe in the memory of man. I did not forget to

ask for Freney, but it appeared that he had not been seen in the neigh-

bourhood since such stringent measures had been taken against the

Whiteboys, with whom he was supposed to be connected.
I had not forgotten Kate Redmond, but from some dread of inculpa-

ting Eardley,-in some way or other, I refrained from making any en-

quiries about her. Her lovely young face seemed to gleam before me

as I sat in the little inn parlor and looked out on the swollen river

rushing by, and I wondered again and again what her fate had been.

It was now nearly the middle of December, and as I took the road to

the church on the moor the following morning, the contrast between the

present scene and what it had been when lat I traversed it, bright and

SAft in rich September, was great. The valley and heights were bleak

and bare, the trees brown skeletons, the sky dull and grey, the river

iooded and discoloured, rushing angrily along, not a ray of sunshine to

l>righten the dreary waste, not the note of a bird to be heard ; a few

daisies, scattered here and there still raised their little heads, but every
other fower was gone, and the very sound of the church bell had to my

er sad as well as solemn tone. When I came out on the moor with

ita solitary church and few scattered headstones, standing bare and grey

in the midst, I thought I had never seen any spot look more lonely,
desolate and austere ; and the dark barren mountains that enclosed it

seemed to shut it out from every image of hope and life. No larks now

sang carole in the cold damp air, no bee or linnet fditted among the
heath and thyme, whose dry and withered stems no longer emitted their

Plesant fragrance when my foot crushed them.
The bell had ceased a the last straggler had entered the church be.

fore I reached it. The pews were so crowded, that it was with difiiculty
I found a seat, and the congregation's attentive and interested air
proved the influence their young pastor's eloquence exercised over them.
Eardley looked quite as handsome as ever, yet I fancied himu somewhat
changed. Something harder, sterner, more sareastie, was impressed on
his face ; there was less Bweetness in the haughty mouth, less softness
in the Ilashing eye. After one glance at him I looked for Kate, but she
was not to be seen. I had expected to find ber absent; it would have
jarred against a0l my pre-conceived ideas had I found her in her plaea
as of old, and the gaily dressed damsels who occupied her seat were more
Il character there now than she would have been. Eardley's bride Was
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not present either; there was no one in the Denzil pew but an elderly
gentleman, tall, handsome, and digifned-Sir Francis, of course.

The service proceedd as usual till Eardley left the reading desk to

go to the communion table. He had just entered the railing, and turned
to close the door, when I saw him grow deadly white, and gaze down
the aisle with a wild horried atare. At the same moment a low mur-
mur ran through the congregation.

Up the aisle of the church ber eyes bent immoveably on Eardley,
Kate Redmond walked slowly aud steadily. The light, wavering, nash
of insanity glittered in ber eye, its vacant wandering smile was on her

lips, and ber cheek, though a hectic flush burned in its centre, was hol-
low and wasted. Yet enough of her loveliness remained to make its
wreck inexpressibly touching and mournful, and there was a sad sweet-
ness mingled with the wild expression of ber face, that took from ber
.madness all that was fearful and appalling. She was dressed in the every
day dress of an Irish peasant girl, a blue calico jacket, and black stuff

petticoat, and ber head ws uncovered; but nothing about her wau out
of order except her hair, which hung loose on ber shoulders; its long
silken tresses reaching nearly to the ground. Some of the congregation
rose, and all staeed at her, but no one attempted to stop her till she
reached the marble font, just in front of the communion table, where
she stopped, and supported herself by grauping it with ber slight blood-
lesas fingers. Eardley stood by the railing, one hand yet holding the
door, bis face blanched white as his gown, bis eyes fastened as by a spell
on Kate's. Hers had never once moved from him.

At last she spoke. "I have come to bid you farewell," she said, and
her voice, though still silvery in tone, was so shrill and over-wrought as

to pierce.the ear painfully, "l I couldn't die in peace till 1bad seen your
face again. For I'm dying fast. You'll soon hear that rn laid in my
grave, and then you'l be sorry, and say, ' Poor Kate Redmond 1 it was
I killed her, but I loved ber once!' For you did love me, didn't you

Eardley ? Your heart's joined to mine, and even when I'm under the
earth, they can't be sundered."

Unable to master bis anguish, Eardley turned away and covered his
face with his hands, and at the same moment, Sir Francis Denzil left
bis pew and came noiselessly up the aisle.

"He's sorry for me now," said Kate, bending wistfully towards ber

unhappy lover. " I knew he would be. le can't bear to look in my face
when he sees how plainly death bas marked it with bis fluger. But I
know we won't be separated long. Something tells me that you'll soon
come to me, and we'll be together in another world, though we were
parted irf'this. There now, b's crying," she exclaimed, more wildly,
as a sort of convulsive sob burst from Eardley-" Oh, bis beart's not
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bard or cruel as they said it was ; it was always soft to me, and I knew

how he suffered when he bade me farewell. That hour my heart grew

as cold as ice, and my brain began to burn like fire, and they ve been

that vay ever since. But lie loved me all the time," she contined, as

if that one conviction atoned for everything else; "lie told me he'd

never love any one but me, and I know lie never will I "

Utterly powerless to control himself, Eardley made a movement to-

wards her, she sprang to meet him, and. in another moment they would

have been in each other's arms, had not Sir Francis interposed between

them, pusbed Eardley back, and lifting op the struggling girl, carried

her towards the door. Her cries now became heart-rendhig, and in

piteous accents she besougbt Eardley to come to lier, but lie had been

recalled to himself, and stood pale, stern, moveless, as if made of iron

except for the wild fire of his eyes as they followed the frautic girl.-

At the door she broke from Sir Francis, and turning towards the stony

inexorable figure of her lover, but without attemnpting again to approaeh

him, she cried-" So you won't come near ie, you won't touch me ; you

bats me, yen despise me. It isn't enougli that you've killed me, but

you won't speak a word to me, or move a step t, make me die lu psaoe,

and rest quiet in my grave. But l'Il never rest quiet till you come,

Eardley Temple; I never will , summon yeo tefollow me nd an-

swer before God for ail your cruelty to me, before the next green leves

fall from the trees! "
Wildly and shrilly as ber words rang through chareh, fearfully

as they impressed every one else, Eardley heard them without moving

from where he stood IHis 'irst terrible emotion conquered, he was

master of himself agairi; he neither stirred nor spoke, but bis eyes

seemed to devour her as she thus poured forth ber frantic words, and to

meet ber frenzied glance with au imploring passionate appeal. Tle

next instant, before Sir Francis and others who had corne to his assist-

ance could again seize her, she rushed from the church.

Several persons followed ber out, and I among the rest. Sir Francis

spoke a few words to some one in the porch, I think giving directions

that Bie should be tken care of, and then returned to his pew.

When I came out, she was sitting on a grave, her arms twiied round

an old man who sat beside her, evidently ber father, He looked up-

wards of seventy, and more feeble and bent than is common even at his

years, but his finely-marked features, and large dark blue eyes bore tra-

ces of the beauty that had adorned his prime. His hat had fallen of

and his bail of the pure silvery tint, so beautiful in old age, was blown

wildly about by the breeze, its white locks blended with Kate's raven

tresses, and tears, which he made no effort to stop, or even to wipe,

away fell slowly down bis wrinkled cheeks. A hushed and pitying
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group of spectators stood near, but neither father or daughter heeded
them ; they were only conscious of each other's presence.

" Hush now, father, hush " murmured Kate, softly stroking bis face
as if he had been an'ifant, "don't cry any more, and I'il sing you a
song you always liked te hear me sing,"--aud she began one of those
mournful ballade so much beloved by the Irish peasauts.

" Cruel is this winter' wind
That chilla may heart with cold,But crueller that fase one
That sold bis love for gold il"

The wild broken melody of her voice had a pathos no art could reach,
and the poor old man seemed to feel all its force, for he sobbed out-,Oh, don't, my heart's darling; you'll kill your old father if you go onthat way ["

" Aye, it's too mournful, isn't it, father ? " she said. "But I can't
think of anything merry now; if I try to sing gay songs, sad tunes and
sorrowful words corne to my lips ; I think there's nothing ele in my
heart. I suppose it's this pain in my bead tbat ails me tbrobbing and
shooting all day. I don't know what else it can be."

<Oh, Kate, my darling," my beart's treasure, exclaimed the poor oldman, " how can I bear it! How can 1 look in your face and se the
change that's come over it, and keep my senses! The light's gone fromyour eye, and the smile from your lip, and the heart's dead in your bo-soin, and you're wasting away before my eyes ! Oh, how can I bear itat all ! "

" Bear what ? " she asked, wildly, and drawing back a little to gazein his face, " do you think I'm mad, like the rest ? "
"No, no, my darling, not mad; God forbid ! only dying by inches

before my old eyes."
" Ah! that isn't the worst," she said, more gently, and with a strange

frightened look, "there's many worse things than dying. How hard
and cold he looked, all but his eyes, and they blazed like furnace fires-they're burning into my brain now. But there's quiet for us all downunder the green grass, and l'Il soon be lying there."

" And your poor old father, too, Kate, my darling. God is good, andwill take us both together.
"<There now," she cried, " I forgot my father was listening, andtalked about dying. It was only nonsense, father dear; I won't die.rl stay and take care of yon. And lIl aing for you every night as I

used to do. 'What shall 1 sing ? "
She seemed unable to recal anything but the same sad old strain ahe

had before commenced, though its mo-urnful notes appeared to inflict
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almost as much pain on herself as on ber hearers, and she immediately
stopped again. At that moment she chanced to catch sight of me, and
my presence seemed in some way to bring the scene that had just passed

in the church more vividly before ber bewildered mind ;-" Were you
thereî " she cried, wildly "did you see him? Do you think it was

really him ? Oh, it was him ! " she exclaimed, in an accent of the most

beart-rending anguish ; " it could be no one else! No one but him

ever looked so handsome and go proud ; but oh, he didn't seem the same

to me! "
"Stop talking of him, stop talking of him! " cried her father with

fierce vehemence, adding curses too fearful to write, but which still, at
times, I hear sounding in my ears ; for the trembling weak voice, the
bent enfeebled body, the withered, ashen coloured face, the shaking
bands, and half-crazed, scintillating fire in the eyes of the aged figure
that pronounced them, made them seem to me more awful than any
maledictions I had ever heard ; those terrible cries for vengeance con-

trasting so fearfully with the tottering feeble frame which had given
them utterance.

Kate shuddered violently, and putting ber hands on ber fatber's lips
tried to stop him. " Hush ! father, hush ! don't curse him !" she cried

"you're cursing me when you curse him, for my soul's bis, and bis is
mine. Oh, father, father, don't curse him auy more ; " for the old man'a

passion, now thoroughly aroused from the lethargy of age and imbecility,
was again about fo break forth in words, " Oh, wicked father, how cau

you curse him that I love so weil !"
' To hear you talk that way is the worst of al," cried ber father pas-

sionately, " how can you love him, the false, cruel villain ! Rate him

and ourse him as I do, and then maybe we'll live to trample on bis grave

yet."
"I'd rathQr you'd trample on my heart ! " she exclaimed, frantically

starting to ber feet, " But you don't know how I love him ; how could

You-no one knows ; he knows least of all ! Oh, Eardley, my heart
echoes for you night and day-will you never come to me again !" And
sinking down in the grass she buried ber face in ber bands.

The poor old man's impotent paroxysm of fury melted again into soft-
ness at the sight of bis daughter's sufferings, and kneeling beside ber
he lavisbed the fondest caresses and. the most endearing epithets on ber.

" Forgive me, Kate, my own darling, forgive your poor old father;
he didn't mean to grieve you, but he's old and foolish, old and foolib.
Look up, my darling child, look up' and I'l never curse him again! "

But she heeded him no longer ; utterly exhausted, she lay half unco'n-
scious, and no effort could rouse ber.

" Let us take ber home, boys," said ber father, at last, '<she doesn't
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mind anything when she gets this way, and she'll let us take her home
quietly."

A jaunting-car was brought, and old Redmond getting up on it, the
passive girl was placed beside him. Putting his arm round her, he up-
ported her head on his shoulder, and as I looked at them I thought of
poor old Lear holding his dead Cordelia in his arms. ' The driver of the
vehicle jumped up on the other side of the car, and giving his horse a
signal from his whip to move on, they drove away across the moor, and
seemed to vanish among the gloomy mountains that formed its barrier.

ON THE WORD."CANADA."

Taz learned Dean of Westminster, in his interesting and valuable
work on "lThe Study of Words," remarks, that "the rise of some new
words is mysterious, they appear, they are in everybody's mouths; but
yet when it is inquired whence they are nobody can tell. They are but
of yesterday, and yet with a marvellous rapidity have forgotten the
circumstances of their origin." lie adds, "one might suppose that a
name like 'Canada,' given, and within fresh historie times, to a vast
territory, would have been accounted for, but it is not."

Although philologists are not yet agreed as to the derivation of the
word "Canada," yet numerous have been the attempts made to account
for it. Some writers have suggested an aboriginal origin; others an
European; while some have gone to search for it among the languages
of distant India.

We will consider first, the European theories; secondly, the Asiatie;
and lastly, the aboriginal American.

1. Some have iaintained that the name of our beloved country is
derived from two Spanish words, "Aca" and "nada." These writers
say that when the Spaniards-who visited the shores of the St. Law-
rence long before either the French or the Englisb-arrived here they
were, as usual, eagerly in quest of their long sought El Dorado; but
that on finding neither silver nor gold nor precious stones they de-
parted, saying to each other, "Aca nada," "lAca nada,"-"'There is
nothing here."

The red men who dwelt on the banks of the river, bearing these oft
repeated wor1s, treasured them up int their retentive memories; not
knowing, however, their meaning, (according to some writers) or net
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wishing to have any dealings with the tracherous white men, (aecord-

ing to others) when the French voyagers arrived the Indians, who sup-

posed that they also were Spaniards in search of gold, kept continually

repeating to them l Aca nada," " Aca nada." The French (ay these

writers) mistook these words for the naine of the country, and abbre-

viated them into " Canada."
This theory as to the origin of the word is, however, liable to several

strong objections": frst, it is very improbable that the learned mon who

-accompanied the French expedition under Jacques Cartier were aU 8o

entirely ignorant of the language of the Spaniards, their neighbours, as

not to be able to recognize these two very common words, "Aca,

nada." Secondly, instead of the early voyagers inding " nothing here,"

we know that these Europeans did ind some gold here, and took

home large quantities of a substance which they thought was gold, but

wbich eventually turned out to be only mica; tbey likewise found some

precious stones, resembling diamonds, near where Quebec now stands,

and from that circumstanee gave the nane of Cape Diamond to a

neighbouring headland. A third objection is, that Agui not Aca is

the Spanish for HKre, and it would be forced and unnatural to corrupt

" Aquinada " into Canada.
The chief supporters of this theory are Dr. Mather, in his " Magnalia

Christi Americana," Bk. VIII., p. 71; Harris, in his "Voyages," Bk.

IL, p. 369; and Moulton, in his "Il History of New York."

Il. Other writers have suggested a second Spanish theory: these hold

that it is highly probable that the Spaniards-who, as above mentioned,

are known to have visited the St. Lawrence before either the French

or the English-on observing the high banks between which the River

of Canada poured its waters into the mighty Atlantic, in their astonish-

ment and admiration compared the rive. to a mountain torrent leaping
down some ravine or chasm, and called it Canada; which word, per-

haps, the aborigines picked up and repeated to the French, who gave it

to the country on both sides of the river.

1II. John Jo8 selyn, Gent., in the fifth chapter of his curious and

amusing book, published in 1672, and entitled " New England Rarities,

discovered in birds, beasts, fishes, serpents, and plants of that country,

also a perfect description of an Indian Squa, in all her bravery, with a

poem not improperly conferred on ier," says, speaking of Canada,

"the country was called Canada from Monsieur Cane." We believe,

however, that this derivation depends solely on the authority of Mr.

Josselyn, and is held by no other writer.

IV. Another conjecture on this subject is thrown out by Dr. Davies,

a member of the Council of the Philological Society of London, lu an

article lately published in the Canadian Naturalit. lie fancies that
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the name may have an origntal origin, "for," saye he, "I met someyears since with the word Canada in a very learned article on tho
Canarese language and literature, in 'Zeitschrifter Deutsichen Mor-
genlandischen Gesellschaft,' for 1848, p. 258, where the erudite author
gives Canada as another form of the names Canara and Canata, froln
whence we doubtless get the geographical names Canara and Carnatie
in Southern India. The occurrence of the word reminded him that
Columbus and the early voyagera thought that they had stumbledon
the eastern coast of Asia, and it suggested that as the American ls.lands were called the West Indies after the East Indies, so it was
possible part of the main land wa called Canada, in reference to thatpart of Hindostan that was so named, either because the voyagera tookit for a portion of India, or because they fancifully chose to give the
name to the new continent.

V. As before mentioned, some philologists bave sought for the deri-
vation of the word "Canada" among the various languages and dialects
of the natives of the country. Jeffreys, in his " Historia Americana,"
gives a derivation which, as far as we can learn, resta on his authorityalone. He says, "the word Canada is Indian, and derived from two
words, namely, Can, a mouth, and ada, country, and so means themoutk of the country."' This name probably was first given to theRiver St. Lawrence, which, at its embouchure, resembles somewhat themouth of an animal.

VI. The last theory that we will bring forward is that which is moStgenerally held, and is most probably the correct one. Those who sup.port this theory maintain that the word Canada- is derived from theIroquois word Canata, a town or village. The word Canada firat occurs
lu the narrative of Jacques Cartier, who entered the St. Lawrence in
1535, and was the first European who explored the interior of the
country. He heard the Indians talking about their town of Stadacona
(which waa situated near where the City of Quebe. now stands) u
"Canata," or "Kanada," and he applied the name to the whole coun-
try ; which name this, the brightest jewel in Britannia's crown, ha eversmince retained. In his narrative he remarks, "Ils appelent une ville,Canata."'

Charlevoix, in his "' Histoire de Nouvelle France," Vol. I., chap. 9,speaking of this word, says, " Quelques uns derivent ce nom, du motIroquois, Kannata, que se prononce Canada, et signifie un amas de
cabanes."

The celebrated chief Tyendinagea (better known by hia English name
of Captain Joseph Brant), in his translation of the Gospels, alwaypuses this Nord to express a town or city. And in all other translations
into the Mohawk, and its cognate dialecte, the Onondaga, Oneida, &c.,
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imilar words are used, as " A City called Nazareth " is " Ne Kanada-
gongh konwaytsk Nazjareth," in Mohawk.

Mr. Davies, in the excellent article before quoted, says, "this is the
explanation wbich appears now to find most favour, and, though not
satisfied with it myself, I must add that it is somewhat supported-as
it struck me-by the analogy of another term, namely, Canuc, which
is used vulgarly and rather contemptuously for Canadian, and which
seems to me to come from Canuchsha, a word employed by the Iroquois
to denote a 'hut,' (sec Arch. Am., Vol. Il., p. 822.) ience a Canadian
is a townsman, a villager, while a Canne is only a lhutter.'"

BM. 

ON THE CULTIVATION AND MANUFACTURE OF FLAX
AND IEMP IN CANADA.

BY THE EDITOR.

FLÂX AS A FARM CROP.~

Flax is one of those hardy plants which grow upon almost any kind of
arable soil capable of producing average farm crops in common cultiva-
tion. Like other plants, it has its likes and dislikes, and succeeds best
when cultivated on a medium rich sandy loam. The fibrous nature of its.
roots causes it to delight in a deep and open soil, through which they may
ramify, both vertically and horizontally. Low alluvial soils tend to en-
ou-rage mildew, which, not unfrequently, attacks flax cultivated in such

situations in America.
Rotation is almost immaterial, provided the soil be in good heart and

free from weeds. In Europe it is made to take every position which eau
be assigned to it in rotation with other crops, convenience generally being
the rule which determines its place, but when special attention is devoted

• It does not come witbin the scope of this article to discuss, or even to describe
·le minutie of fiai cultivation, or the preparation of the fibre. The reader who is
desirous of devoting attention te this part of the subject will find ample information
in " Our Farm Crops," by Professor Wilson, of Edinburgh; also in various articles
and corespondence in the Canadian .griculturist ; Kirkwood on Flax in the Parlla«
mentary Reports. A small pamphlet entitled " Flax, directions for its ciltivation
and management." c A mai of Fiai culture." (Moore, Rural manua, Rochester,.

. Y.) The same remarks apply alsO to hemp.
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to rotation, practice serves to indicate that it should follow a straw or
hoed crop.

TUEJ SERD.

European flax-growers exercise the greatest care in the selection of
their seed. In Germany particular value is attached to linseed from
Courland and Livonia, where the soil and the nature of the climate, es-
pecially the short hot summer, bring the flowering and fruit time near
together ; so that the flowers, being simultaneously and uniformly fructi-
fied, produce ripe and perfect seedsa. The Belgians, also, always select
Baltic flai for their seed. For the heavy soils the Dutch seed is fre-
quently used, which is the produce of Riga seed, once grown in Flanders.
The American seed has been tried, but experience has shown that the
plants had a tendency to grow branchy instead of a single erect stem ;
and although good for seed purposes, a large portion of the fibre was
necessarily lost in scutching. lu the regular flax growing countries, where
they rely greatly upon their flax as the money-producing crop, they al.
ways obtain a new supply.†

Professor Wilson recommends sowing merely sufficient foreign seed to
reproduce the quantity required for the succeeding flaX. crop, in order
that a clear sample may be obtained, for foreign seed is notoriously dirty.
This practice is generally followed in Belgium and Ireland.

The quantity of seed sown varies from one to two bushels to the acre.
The larger quantity being used wheu flax is grown for the sake of its
fibre. Thick sowing induces the plant to throw up a tall slender stem,
and its fibre is developed at the expense of the seed. When sown for
fibre and seed, it is recommended to be sown earlier than when seed alone
is the object of its cultivation. The seed should be very lightly covered,
a common bush-harrow being used for the purpose, and the work finished
with a light roller.

Sown in the last week of April, or the first week in May, after danger
from frost is over, the flax crop will be ready for pulling in Canada about
the middle of July, according to the season and the latitude, and the ex-
act time for pulling, if both fibre and seed are to be saved, is a matter of
much importance. " In Belgium-and we instance that couatry, as the
fax cultivation bas a higher importance there and receives far more at-
tention than with us-the way they proceed is this :-A full grown plant

•Liebig's Natural Laws of Husbanldry.
SThe amount of Riga &a seed exportsd fr sowing in 1890 wu 126,518 barels.

Each barrel welghs about 2m lbs, and contains three and a half bushels. The
I.lees of Riga seed have ranged from 35 shillings sterling tu 53 shmllng Per baral,
or about $2.50 to $45 per bushel, withirthe last twenty years.
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is selected, and the best matured and richest capsule is taken. This is cut
across with a sharp knife, and the section of the seeds examined, if they
have become firm inside, and the outside has assumed a good deep green
colour, the plant is considered fit for immediate pulling. At this time
the entire plant will exhibit signs of its approaching maturity-the bottom.
of the stalk will be seen to have assumfed a yellowish tint, and have become
much harder to the touch than it was before, good indications of an inter-
ruption to the circulation of the juices of the plant. If this altered con-
dition be allowed to go on by the plant remaining in the ground, the
change of colour will rapidly make its way up the stem until it reaches
the capsules, and then the seeds will be found to be fully matured, quite
bard, and to have assuned the dark colour with which we are.so familiar
in the market samples. The next stage of the plant would be the burst-
ing of the seed-vessels, and disjection of their contents, and the decay of
the entire plant ; but to preserve both seed and fibre, the plant should
be harvested at the earlier stage, at which time the fibre is at its best con-
dition. If left until the seeds are quite matured, the stem gets hard and
woody, and the fibre is apt to get much broken in the subsequent process,
of separation. Long experience bas proved that this is the.most profita-
ble time to pull the flax ; for although the seeds are not at that time fully
ripe, yet if allowed to remain in the sheaf, they will absorb from their
integument a quantity of sap to render themn sufficiently mature for the
purpose of vegetation, though perhaps for commercial purposes their mar-
ket value may not be so high as if allowed to stand a little longer in the
fiCld."

TAKING THE CROP.-FLAX-PULLING MACHINES.

As it s probable that the ordinary mode of taking the crop, technically
called « pulling," will be commonly practised for some years to come in
Canada in many localities, a brief reference to it is necessary before allu-
ding to the flax-pulling machines. Flax is pulled, stem and root, by the
band, bound in small sheaves to dry the fibre and ripen the seed thor-
oughly. It is then stooked, and when cured it may be housed at once.
The idea that it is necessary to pull flax by the hand in place of using
machinery for gathering it or cutting it, is fast giving way to more ad-
vanced opinions.

There can be no doubt that the supposed necessity for pulling flax by
band has been one cause for the neglect of its cultivation, " but it need
not be so for the future ; it is now found, that wben the ground is smooth
and well rolled, it may be as well cut with the reaping machine, except
for the very finest fibres ; in this case a machine for pulling it bas been
invented, which executes the work with great rapidity, and at a very
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small expense."* Such is the evidence of competent men in America.-
In the United Kingdom Professor Wilson says, I If the tillage operations
of the farm have been properly carried ont, and the directions given as
regards tilth of surface, and rolling after the seed is got in, has been
attended to, there is no reason why we should fnot avail ourselves of the

mowing machine,' which is now doing such good work in our grass
felds, and cut down our flax, as near the ground as possible, in the same
manner." For all textile uses, the portion of the fibre, of any value,
exists only in the stem above the ground, the lower part of the stem eut
off by the mowing machine is worthless for fibre producing purposes,
and arrests the process of fermentation when in the "steep." The ends
or buts of the steeped straw are also injurions in the process of dressing
the fibre, so that on several grounds the use of the mowing machine is
preferable to pulling.

R. PPLING.

Rippling," or the process of separating the seed from the straw;
à best accomplished with a common rippler or comb soon after the crop
is cut, if it be delayed until the winter, it undergoes a beating process,
which separates the seed from the capsules without difficulty. Rippling
can only be undertaken with safety soon after the crop is pulled, as the
fibre becomes too brittle for this process if the plant is permitted to get
thorougbly dry. The seeds may either be used directly as f.'od or sold
for the extraction of thei oil they contain, and the manufacture of oil-
cake.

TE ROTTING PROCESS.

We now arrive at the most serions objection to the extended cultiva-
tion of flax, at least in this country and the United States. The rotting
process in unskilful hands is always uncertain, and frequently leads to
disappointment and serions loss; nevertheless it is essential that this neces-
sary part of flax manufacture should be carried on within a few miles of
the spot where the crop is grown, otherwise the expense of carriage of
the straw would so far diminish profits as to render flax cultivation
unremunerative. About three-fourths of the entire weight of the straw
is useless for textile purposes, but it is not useless as fodder or manure.
Since the straw will not bear the expense of transportation to any con-
siderable distance, it is clear that the farmer must either consent te
perform the rotting, breaking, scutching, and hackling processes, as they

Report I Fiaix and Machinery for making Fiai Cotton: By a Committee of the
New York State Agrieultural Society.
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do in Ireland, or factories for the express purpose of preparing the straw
for the manufacturer must be situated near where the flax is grown. A
fax district Must, as it were, be created, and a factory erected within the
limits of the district, just as saw inills are generally built near the supply
of timber, instead of rermote from it. Experience shows that where a
constant supply of flax is cultivated, and enough te support a factory
can be relied on, there is never any trouble or difficulties in fmding
enterprising and capable men willing te erect and work a factory. It is
a want of mutual confidence on the part of the grower and the flax-
factor which has checked the cultivation of flax in Canada: the factor
bas net erected his mill, because the farmer showed no reliable disposition
to cultivate the flax, and the farmer refused to grow his crop because he
was net sure of the factor being ready with his mill te consume it. It
is thus that a generation has passed away without any improvement
being made, and those lessons of experience whieh the drst settlers had
learned in the cultivation of this plant and its subsequent manipulation,
or knew before they emigrated from "home," have net been transmited
from father te son ; hence the present generation, as a class, have
actually to be taught a portion of that valuable industry with which
their fathers were familiar, and by neglect has grown out of date and
perhaps out of remembrance. The State of New York cultivated 46,000
acres of flax in 1845; ten years later the area under that crop had
diminishied seventy-five per cent. The United States, in 1850, produced
7,709,678 pounds of Iax ; in 1860, only 3,783,079 pounds, a diminution
of more than fifty per cent.

In order te understand the true nature of the preparation of flax for
the market, and the difficulties and chances which attend it, a brief des-
cription of flax straw is necessary,' se that the object of the successive
manipulations te which it is subjected may be understood.

COMPOSITION OF FLAX STRAW.

If we examine minutely the structure of flax straw, we shall discover
that it consists of five parts. Ist, the epidermis or outer covering; 2nd,the bark; 3rd, the fibres, which make it commercially valuable ; 4th,
the woody centre, or "shove"; 5th, the pith. The " fibres" form a
tubular sheath round the woody centre or shove, and are" cemented
together by a mucilaginous compound which it is the object of the
manufacturer to dissolve, se that the fibres may be separated after they
have been renoved fron the bark and woody centre, into delicate fda-
ments or fibrilla. The grand object of the flax-fibre manufacturer, then,
is to separate these filaments uniformly from one another by a cheap
mechanical or chemical process. This is effected in a greater or less

VOL. 1. 2(;
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degree by the steeping, breaking, and scutching processes. The " steep"

dissolves, after fermentation, the mucilaginous cernent wbich binds the

filaments into fibre and the fibres into a tubular sheath. The breaking

process enables a considerable portion of the woody centre, or " shove,"

and the bark to be separated, the remaining part is removed by the

scutching machine, when the material is considered to be fit for market

purposes. All of these objects can be effected by band labour, and the

greater part of the flax fibre in Europe is se prepared ; but hand labour

in this country is too expensive, and would always operate as a bar to

the extensive preparation of flax fibre among our farmers, hence the

absolute necessity of performing as much of the mechanical processes

by machiniery as possible, if we desire te extend the cultivation of this

-valuable plant.
A great step has already been made in advance by the Government

introducing into the country Rowan's fiax-scutching machines. To this

machine has recently been awarded the gold medal, fron among forty

competitors, at the late Agricultural Meeting at Lille, the centre of a dis-

trict where the cultivation and manufacture of flax is the staple industry.

The cheapness of Rowan's machine places it within the reach of smail

manufacturers, and the excellent work it accomplishes, with the small

amount of loss, gives it a practical recommendation of the highest value

in extending the sphere of this important branch of industry.

It will be argued by many that in the present scarcity of capital in

Canada it will be necessary te rely upon the farmer preparing the straw

for the operation of the scutching machine ; that there is no prospect of

the establishment of a sufficient number of factories in districts where

flax would probably be grown if the entire process, from the steep te

the prepared fibre, is to be accomplished in one and the same establish-

ment, the farmer merely supplying the straw. Although the arguments

which could be advanced in favour of home steeping are very strong, yet

they are far fron opposing an obstacle te the gradual introduction of a

modification of Scbenck's process in factories especially designed for

the purpose. Schenck's process is speedy, economical, reliable, and can

be conducted throughout the year. It does net involve much outlay

of capital, and has been actually introduced, to a considerable extent,

in Ireland, where skilled labor available for the ordinary rotting process

ia everywhere abundant. In Ireland there are now upward of thirty

establishments at work on this principle, requiring annually froin fifty

te sixty thousand tons of straw.
The mode of operation is simple in the extreme ; it consists in sub-

mitting the straw to the solvent action of water at an uniform tempera-

ture of 8D° or 90Q. Instead of the flax requiring te remain in the

eteep for ten to twenty days, according to the temperature, the whole.
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fermentative process is completed in three or four days. The operation
is altogether independent of the weather, and can go on uninterruptedly
throughout the year. Tanks, with a hot water pipe passing through
them, are all that is required. The results bave been favourably reported
on by the Irish Flax Improvement Society. The investigations or that
body led to the conclusions that Schenck's process increased the yield
of fibre, increased the strength of the fibre and increased the quality
of the linen made from the fibre. Prof. Wilson speaks of this process
in the following words: " This process is so simple, and its advantages
over the old method so manifest, both in respect to time, quantity and
quality of produce, that it is somewhat remarkable that, notwithstanding
the knowledge which existed of the value of temperature in respect to
fermentation, even indeed in reference to flax itself, it has only so
comparatively recently been employed."*
lu the Report of the Committee of the New York State Agricultural
Society (Feb. 1863.) the following words occur It seems to us that
our experimentalists have much neglected Mr. Schenck's method of
ateeping the flax in warm water at ninety degrees, with Mr. Pownall's
improvements in exposing the steeped straw to the pressure of a pair
of smooth iron cylinders, while at the same time a strean of water is
made to flow upon the rollers, so as to wash away the softened organic
matters which adhere to it." Numerous other processes for separating
the fibre have been invented and to a small extent practised, but they
are not suitable te Canada.

The process for the manufacture of flax-cotton which some years ago
excited so much attention in connexion with the naine of the unfortunate
M. Clausen, although previously discovered by Lady Moira in 1775,
failed on account of the attempt to obtain uniformity in the length of
the fibre by the simple process of cutting, whieh had the effect of leaving
rough or " stumpy " ends, which so impaired the quality of fabries made
from the so called flax-cotton as to prove fatal to the success of the
process. Nevertheless, well founded expectations are entertained that
flax-cotton is no idle dream, and that a process will soon be developed
for obtaining this result. Indeed so confident are persons interestedn
the cultivation of flax in the ultimate success of the project, that the
United States Commissioner of the Census states in bis report published
in 1862, that «"the manufacture of fabries from flax-cotton bas been
commenced and success in a new branch of industry is confidently
expected."

* Our parma Orops?
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eNCOURAqeE1NT Oy HOME I$DUSTRY.

With respect then te the encouragement of the cultivation of flax in
Canada it appears essential that the following steps require to be taken:

1. The annual importation and subsequent distribution under careful

and responsible supervision of a certain amount of Riga Flax Seed.

2. The establishment of flax growing districts, in each of which a flax

mill for the preparation of thI fibre should be established and efficiently
sustained.

3. The purchase from the farmer of crude flax straw by flax factors

at the district mills.
The introduction of Schenck's improved process and the employment

of Rowan's scutching machines.
It is not to he supposed that the purchase of flax straw, at the dis-

trict mills, precludes the purchase of fibre prepared by the farmer by
the steeping or dew-rotting process, it is rather to secure a certain ma r-

ket for flax-straw in suitable condition, and by the employment of

Sehenck's process, and Rowan's scutching machine to prepare an arti-

cle for exportation which shall by the price it will command abroad

encourage private enterprise to establish mills in all suitable localities.

It is suggested that any government aid which the Minister of

Agriculture mnay be disposed to recommend should be placed at the

disposal of the Boards of Agriculture for Upper and Lower Canada, for

the purpose of importing Riga Seed ; also that handsome premiums be

offored for a certain number of bales of flax, the produce of district

mills either erected by private enterprise or joint stock companies, where

crude straw would be purchased from the farmer and manufactured into

merchantable fibre.
The experience of the past two years shows that the efforts which

hsve been made in various parts of Upper and Lower Canada to en-

courage the cultivation of flax among our farmers is beginning to
produce good results,* but before the introduction of tlis most impo-

*BiTrHa AMcRicAN LAND COMPA-NY,
Sherbrooke, C.E., 23rd June, 1863.

DEAU Sm,-I hasten to reply to your letter of tie 20th instant, just received.
I can give you no exact statistics, but a few words will convey to you what bas

been done and is now doing, on the subject by our people.
Throughout Lower Canada, some years ago, every farmer-whether French

Canadian in the Seignories, or English in the Townships-grew nore or less dax
for domecstic use. The French still continue the growh, for their own doniesic
manufacture, in small garden patches; but the practice was almost entirely dis-

continued in the townships when cotton goods took the place of the home-made
linens to'a great extent. The cultivation of fdar is now being revived, but not for
domestic use so much as for expert to England, Ireland, and 4he United States.
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that plant as a farn dop becomes genera throughot the country, the

s.bject will have to be warmly entertained and discussed by the different
agricultural societies and measures take-n to secure a market for the

The quantity grown bas been as yet very small, but it is increasing rapidly, the
oly drawback bein that the farners are slow to be convinced that the market is

lkely to be permanen
Thé tonï8hips of Eaton, Ascot, and LingWick grew a small quantity lat year.

,ieie had the Eaton Bfax-which was dew-retted only-gcutched by Rowan's ma-

chine, and have sent two sample bales home-one to Messrs. Marshall, of Leedg-
the other te Belfat-to get a report as to quality, &c. The report fromn Messrs.
Marshall is, on the whole, very favorable. I atm, as yet, without any report from
Belfast; but I belleve they ari spiining and making the fax into cloth, with the
view of showing its capabilities.

This year I have distributed about two hundled bushels of seed in the townships
of Bury, Lingwick, and Eaton, and as the season is much more favorable than last
year, I anticipate a very good result; I hope also to have this flax water-retted and

not dew-retted. There are besides large experiments being made in flar in the
Bedford District of the Eastern townships, including the counties of Shefford,
Brome, and Missisquoi. In the village of St. Armand, in the Bedford District, a
woollen and flannel manufacturer, of the namue of Lagrange, has purchased flaï
(Borne of that grown in Eaton) to mix with wool, and with a most satisfactory result.

The Eastern townships, generally, are exceedingly well adapted for flux growing.
The soil of the valleys (intervale lands) is very fine, and the uplands are mostly of
very good quality. We bave generally more moisture than in Western Canada,
althongh I fancy the Western farmers are generally more painstaking.

We possess very great facilities, not only for growth, but for the after preparation
Of fiax, in the abundance of water for steeping, and water power for scutching and
manufacture into linen,

I am, dear Sir,
yonrs faithfully,

R. W. HENNEKEP.
Editor of the Brilish Ameican Magazine.

MoNTvAL, August 10th, 1863.
DImS SI,-Absence from home for some time, and a pressure of engagements

on the part of the writer since, have provented an earlier acknowledgement of your
much regarded faveur of the 1oth uit. We feel a deep interest in the culture of
fliax in this country, believing that, if properly developed, it may prove of very great
value as a staple article of expert and domestic manufacture. It has obviously
this advantage over wheat, that it is not subject te the destructive attacks of in-
sects and rust, which render the latter so precarious as a crop; nor does the market
price of fibre and seed fluctuate so much as the cereals which have heretofore
claiined the chief attention of the agricultnralist.

We are convinced that a general adoption on the part of our farmers of systematic
drainage, deep cultivation, and rotation of crops, with a considerable breadth de-
voted te fiax, would render our agricultural interest extremely prosperous;

And with its agriculture, every other species Of iudustry would necessarily advance

n a correspouding ratio.
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crude strawa besides circulating such information among farmers as will

enable them to effect the water-rotting process in a satisfactory and
profitable manner, if they prefer it, within easy reach of a scutching
machine.

With the view to promote the growth of flai and hemp, we imported a quantity
of Riga flax seed and Piment hemp, for sowing, which we supplied at cost. We

bave a sample before us of Riga flax grown this season in this vicinity, which mes-

sures forty-six inches. This description Of hemp (piment) grows from ten to twelve
feet in height.

We purchase from twenty-eight to thirty thonsand bushels of flax-seed annually,
which produces from fifty to sixty thousand gallons of oil and about five hundred

tous of linseed-cake. The latter is mostlY shipped to Great Britain, for cattle

food. Our machinery could work up a much larger quantity if'the seed could be ob-

tained. This department of our works is idle for a portion of the year on account

of the paucity of the raw material.

We enclose a copy of a circular which we printed last spring for circulation in

the rural districts, and we shall be happy to supply any further information which

we may have it in our power to contribute, to promote an object which we deem

so important.
We are, very respectfully,

Your most obedient servants,
LYMANS, CLARK & CO.

Editor of the British American.

• In the State of New York last year, the average crop in Niagara County was

one ton of straw and fourteen bushels of seed to the acre. The Lockport Flax-

cotton Company contracted last year with the farmers of the neighbourhood for lat

etraw at $10 aton. Flax seed is worth $l.50 a bushel.
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CHAPTER V.

NELLY.

Owing to fatigue and excitement, Lawrence slept to an unusually late

hour on the morning succeeding her ravine adventure. Beautiful visions

had haunted ber sleeping hours, but as the sun rose in the heavens "a

change came o'er the spirit of her dream." Claridge was cold and stern

to her, large tears rolled down ber cheeks, ber breast heaved with sobs,

and she was truly glad to be aroused from so painful a state, by Maggie

unceremoniously sbaking ber. " Miss Lawrence, what ails yer? You're

as white as a sheet, and crying like anything broken-hearted I Here's a

letter for yer from Mr. Claridge, lie brought it himself an hour ago, but

I wanted you to rest yourself, I knew you were tired out last night-

there, read it, and get dressed quick or yer pa will have to pour out
his own coffee."

Lawrence wiped away ber tears and tore open the missive. Her face

clouded as she read; it was overflowing with true and honest af-

fection, but there was an under current of pain, of mental suffering, she

could not comprebend. He beg;ed ber to have a little patience with

him, to grant him time to write home and receive an answer, before he

spoke of his presumptuous hopes to ber father. He had lately received

a letter from his parents desiring him to leave Swinton, as his year was

nearly expired, and locate himself in the neighbourhood of New London,

but now he wished to alter their decision, and prayed ber indulgence.
This was a real trial to Lawrence; she could hardly retire to rest the

previous evening withliout telling lier father all, and how to keep the
secret till Hemsley could hear from England seemed an endless period

of probation. It never occurred to ber that though le bad not falsified

he bad suppressed the truth, lie needed an English letter, but not froi.

his parents alone! Lawrence strove in ber love to bear ber forced silence

cbeerfully, but it preyed sadly on lier light heartedness, and ber father

several times enquired so tenderly what ailed lier, that she could scarcly

restrain the impulse she felt to throw herself on his neck and tell ln

her secret. However, she strove in employment to find peace. Claridge

enjoyed but little of ber society, his presence gave her as much pain as
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pleasure ; and ber lover learnt that to tempt Lawrence from the straight
path of duty, was not the way to promote ber happiness or bis own.

A welcone distraction arrived about this time in the person of Mrs.
Sheldon, who reached Mapleton village, penniless and heartsick, early in
June. She was pressed to accept the hospitality of the Vale, but res-
pectfully declined, declaring ber post was by ber son, and beside him
only could she take ber rest. The unfortunate youth, who had so far
recovered as to be able to walk about a little, displayed no pleasure at
seeing his idolising parent, although the demonstration of her affection
melted all who beheld it. He was rather annoyed than otherwise at ber
appearance ; she was a plain woman, and the foolish boy had bragged so
much of his origin, and talked so grandly of bis descent, that it was
mortifying to his pride to acknowledge a mother who might well pass
for a decayed housekeeper or retired tradesman's wife. Mr. Gilbert had
endeavoured, at Miss Mapleton's suggestion, to interest him in a pros-
pect of future study, and lie had listlessly turned over a few law book
but there was no life in bis actions, no energy in bis intentions. He
only craved for the rapid lapse of time, that he might own his small
property and go to ruin as quickly as lie could desire.

One of Mapleton's smallest cottages being vacant in the suburbs of
the village, Lawrence persuaded Mrs. Sheldon to take possession, the
young lady furnishing it in plain comfort from the superfluities of the
Vale, Ailsie secretly adding considerably to its appointments. Had Ralph
been moderately contented bis mother would bave been happy, she had
not felt at ahome before for years, driven from ladging to lodging, and
ditracted for means to pay ber rent. She was not an independent,
proud-feeling woman, and Lawrence's way of doing a kindness could not
ofend any person, so Mr. Gilbert, to bis infinite thankfulness, was left
alone in his humble dwelling. The change was certainly satisfactory to
both parties, for Sheldon's indolence and want of principle provoked
the self-denying student as much as his severity and industry irritated
the pleasure-loving stranger.

Miss Glegg's interrupted friendship with Lawrence was resumed, and
they frequently made a call at Mrs, Sheldon's shanty; they never saw
the invalid, for frail in body and morose in mind, he shut himself up in
bis stifling little room, sometimes not vouebsafing a word to bis devoted
mother for a week together. He never recognized Ailsie's attentions to
his parent, although that weak woman clung to the stronger, younger
spirit from the first interview, and was never weary of dwelling on ber
charmns to ber son. Often through the long summer evenings the elder
woman andthe younger would sit in the porch, discussing the failings and
peculiarities of the object of their mutual regard, poor, simple Mrs.
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fire! To kiss a floating curl, a stray ribbon, a fallen ffower tIhat had
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ti, it gave ber the wildest joy, oil7 wh coiild~ she not share it witli
ber father? Why need they addes each other as bare friends ? Wlij
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the door. Befor#i she couTld question ber she was goxie; but Lawrence,
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kitchen. She was working as eneargetically as usual, folding clothes, for
the next day's ironing.

4What la the natter, Maggie ?" said lier young mistress, -lias any-

sunk iuito a chair beside bier
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ber hands tightly, as if resolved to preserve a dogged silence. Lawrence
approached her timidly, but when she saw the unspeakable anguish that
was depicted on ber coarse features, every feeling was swallowed up in
pity, and, loosening Maggie's clutched fingers by very force of tender-
ness, sbe knelt by ber side, saying, " God aflicts not in anger but in love,
Maggie, therefore we should submit, not rebel; accept the cross, and it
will be lightened by the very submission. I know but little of real
sorrow, but I have found my small troubles lessened by acknowledging
the superior wisdom of our Heavenly Father, and waiting patiently for
the end."

" There's no end to my grief, but death."
" Oh, Maggie ! there is nothing irretrievable in this life, tell me your

hopeless sorrow, let us see if there is no 'silver lining to the cloud.' "
Maggie looked straight into Lawrence's face, and in a hollow toue re-

plied, " Nelly is ruined. I hope never to see ber again alive."
" Maggie ! Maggie !" shrieked Miss Mapleton, recoiling from her with

borror, "curb your passionate tongue, God may grant your wicked
prayer. How is Nelly ruined, where is she, what do you mean?"

" I do not know where she is, or what bas become of ber, I took her
shoulders with my two strong hands and put ber out of doors, bidding
ber never to seek my face again."

" What have you done ? Nelly, so proud, so high-spirited, will take
you at your word! If, indeed, she bas sinned so deeply, the more she
needs your tenderness; if your door is sbut against ber who will open
theirs? I fear you have done very wrong, how long is it since you parted ?"

" An hour, may be, but it seems twenty years to me."
« Put on your hood, Maggie, and let us go and seek ber."
" Seek her that's brought shame on me? never !"
" Then I will go alone."
Lawrence gave a last look at the stony face to see if there were any

relenting, then turned hopelessly away. She dispatched Paddy to ex-
plore the neighbourhood, while she walked to Mrs. Sheldon's cottage
herself. Although it was getting late, Lawrence, brave at heart and strong
in ber good resolves, tripped quickly along unconscious of timidity. The
summer moon cast a bright radiance over everything, and in a quarter of
an hour she reached the cottage. Without questioning wherefore, she
linked Nelly's misfortune with Ralph Sheldon, and fancied the unhappy
girl might fly to ber betrayer in ber hour of need. What excuse to
frame for ber visit, when at the humble door, she knew net, excuses
were never ready on Lawrence's lips ; a simple observation saved ber the
trouble. The window was partially open, and through it issued a sound
of reading ; she stooped ber bead, and saw the pious mother, Bible in
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band, reading aloud to her son, who, stretched on his bed, was listening
in sullen silence.

" There, mother, that will do," he exclaimed petulantly, " go to bed,

you would go on buzzing all night, I believe,-give me a cigar, and
leave me alone."

As Lawrence turned away heart-sick, but satisfied that Nelly had not

sought Sheldon's roof for protection, she reflected that Mrs. Sheldon

might achieve more by catering for ber son's amusement than by aiming
higher ; a child must be taught to stand before it can walk, to learn its

letters before it can read ; so must a fallen human soul rise by short

steps, we must be content to lead it by circuitous and flowery paths to

the stern walk of virtue. Lawrence retraced her steps, sadly thinking of
poor, pretty Nelly. Paddy returned after a couple of hours' fruitless

search, and she was fain to submit to inactivity during the night ; as

usual all lier anxiety was shared with ber father, who severely blamed

Maggie for her harshness. The following morning Lawrence renewed

ber efforts without reference to Maggie, whose hollow eyes and cadaver-

ous face shewed the suffering she was enduring. Her master's words

echoed in lier ears, " Maggie, Maggie," he said, as she brought him bis

boots for bis morning walk, "wo made you a judge over Nelly ? if you
have meted to her according to her deserts, how will the same judgment
find you ?"

Claridge, indefatigable in everything that interested Lawrence, set bis

energy to work to learn poor Nelly's fate. Alas ! it was so sad and sinful

that oblivion had better have shrouded it forever.
Peter Waylett, the fisherman, while fishing the previous night, two or

three miles below the village, where the rocks are steep and the water

deep and dark, was attracted by a heavy splashing sound ; he drew his

net and rowed to and fro, till presently he espied a body floating near bis

boat, the bright moonlight revealed a human form of female mould, with

long black tresses undulating like seaweed on the surface of the waves.
With difficulty he lifted her into lis small craft ; the breath of life was
scarcely flown, and he thought if remedies could have been instantly
resorted to she would have recovered. He gained the shore as quickly
as possible, bis log shanty was close by, and he and bis wife tried every

means through the night to restore animation. Their efforts were useless.
The stained, outraged, passionate soul of Nelly had sought another tri-

bunal than the world's. Would Supreme Power exercise mercy or justice?

Claridge learned all this from Peter Waylett, whom lie met in the

village inquiring for Nelly's fiiends. Hemsley took him to Mapleton

'Yale to tell lis story in lis own unsophisticated manner. They found

Lawrence and her fatber sitting on the verandah, a few words explamied

the cause of their visit. Plentiful tears rolled down Lawrence's cheeks



a she listened to -the fihéranii's shriple recital; as he finishèd she
became conscious of another presence, and looking up sa Maggie
standing at the open window, with a face as rigid and livid as dead
Nell's. She had heard all, she knew her wicked wislh was grantedl, her
mad words registered in fiery letters for eternity. Vain were Lawren$e*
compassion and pious soothings: no tears dimmed the stony glitter of her
eyes, no hürsting sobs relieved the anguish .of ber heart. . Good Peter
Waylett evidently believed poor Nelly's death was accidental, whaftever
IMr. Claridge and Mr. Mapleton nray have thought, they spoke of it as
a'shocking casualty ; but Lawrence and Maggie, though not acknowledg-
Üig the dreadful certainty of Nelly's sElf-destruction to each other, felt a
îôrrible conviction of her sinful suicide. Over and over again Lawrencè

alied the mad leap of the betrayed, goaded soul, into those dark deep
äütéré. It was the first time in her life that gross sin had intruded its

downward career and summary punishment on ber observation, and the
sight chilled hier young soul with terror. It was not only Nelly she siW
in the miserable event, but the weak and ignorant all over the world
she caught a glimpse of life, unjust, cruel, selfish life, and her heatt
grew sick and sorrowful. Poor Nelly's obsequies were conducted in the
4uietest níanfier. Miss Mapleton went to the humble shanty of Peter
Waylett and wept over the pale corpse of lier loved though humble
companion, she smoothed back lier rich black hair as she lay in her
coffin, and exclaimed with a burst of indignant tears, " How wicked
iust the world be if such a tissue of wrong and sin could reach us here

and lead a human soul to perdition! How can Divine Justice be satisfied
fith such a disparity of punishment, what misfortune that can overtake
liin can equal the misery of his victim ? God of the poor and the
fatherless, guide thy erring creatures and pity their frailty !"

" Were you speaking, Miss ?" inquired Mrs. Waylett looking into the
ioom, with a fat baby in her arms.

The interruption recalled Lawrence's *andering thoughts and restored
ier composure, and after thanking the fisherman and his wife for their
ëlristian charity, and recompensing them for their loss of time, she took
ber lonely way home. On the road she saw Maggie, bent and bowed,
ollowing an unfrequented path to Peter Waylett's shanty. No remark

*&E mnade by Miss Mapleton as to lier absence or the object of ber viÉit,
but she prayed earnestly that poor Nelly's dead face might preach a
germon to the mother's proud and rebellious heart. Nothing could ex-
ceed the kindness and indulgence of the young mistress to her stubborn
domestie, and the strong womvan's rough attention and undeionstrativé
afection proved that she was not indilferent. She strove, though wit
but little saucess, to moderate ber harsh manners to the others, who
dung to their mistress with tenfold the a.ffection they felt for their
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was furnished and decorated with eccentric taste. The walls were hung
with tapestry of Hindoo manufacture, a legacy from bis brother, Ensign
Mapleton of the Royal Bengal Artillery. Poor Horace ! so dashing,
handsome, and brave! he found an early grave under the tropie palms,
another victim to the 'desolating pestilence that carries off more of
Britain's sons in that unwholesome chine than all the ravages of war. In
one corner were piled the vestiges of his naval career, and crowning all a
French flag, that as a mere boy, a midshipman of a year's standing, he
had by a bold stratagemn taken from an enemy's ship, during a fierce
encounter in the flBaltic. Then there was bis cabinet of treasures, so
oddly ordered, strange specimens of ore and pebbles found on the Huron
shore, mixed up with shells from the Mediterranean and the Baltic. Yet
he never for a moment confused their history or their class. Leonore's
letters, yellow and faded with age, werc laid side by side with little
memorials of Alice or of Lawrence's infancy, dead flowers, triffing
articles of jewelry, &c. Mapleton was a man of reminiscences and
dreams, ; fancies, fostered no doubt by the many years of utter isolation
he had spent in the wild woods, before Lawrence with her innocent
prattle followed him wherever he went, and left him no refuge from her
loquacity. A small bookshelf comprised bis library, he was not a studious
or a learned man, he enjoyed the experimental sciences as far as he could
prosecute them practically, he knew more of the plants, insects and
birds of the country than most people, he was deeply interested in
natural phenomena, and was so fond of exploring among the rocks and
strata that the less enlightened villagers thought he expected to find a
buried treasure. Vestiges of these pursuits adorned bis room, stuffed
birds, winged insects, different earths, wild herbs, aquatic plants,
transformed bis apartment into a miniature museum. The only link
there to the external world of selfishness was a small, high writing desk,
containing deeds, business letters and account books. Mapleton bad a
way of his own in business, and his book-keeping would have puzzled an
accountant. Yet his affairs were always prosperous ; lie was just while
he was benevolent, and, although liberal in giving, liked his due. That
desk was never approached but when necessity compelled, yet if there
was business to be done, it was donc at once, no procrastination or
flinching from-present duty, hc never indulged himself till work was over,
but it was with a smile of satisfaction that le turned frum "debit and
credit " to bis garden, bis favourite studies, or his daughter.

The old gentleman was mending some fishing tackle when Claridge
presented himself, he expressed no surprise at being sought in private for
Lawrence had forwarned hima of the visit though not of its purport,
possibly he' May have had bis own suspicions. He went on with hi&
employment consulting lis visitor on the subject, and appeared so far
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from suspecting any motive of importance to have influenced Hemsley in
seeking the interview that the young man's courage almost failed him.
At length, after a silence which it was his part to break, as Mr. Mapleton
bad made the last observation, he said desperately, "My father wishes
me to leave Swinton as soon as I eau, the very small capital he can afford
to give me is at my disposal at once, and he suggests the neighbourhood of
London as a desirable place for settlement, yet leaves it to me to decide,
and thinks if I could get the benefit of your advice and experience it
might be very useful to me."

"So, so, young man, you have made up your mind to live among us,
to become naturalised, aye? Well I do not know that you could do bet-
ter, but you should weigh weil all you turn your back on, and count the
friends you leave, before you resolve on a matter for life. I had seen
more of the world than you have when I settled myself in this wild spot,
and besides I had a powerful incentive that in your case is wanting."

"I have nothing to resign Sir, I daresay the world is well enough to
those whom fortune favours, but to one like me, a poor parson's poor
son, it turns a very cold shoulder. I do not know what your incentive
was, but I doubt if it could have been a stronger one than mine."

" Indeed, I thought your motive in settling here, was the very laudable
one of improving your fortunes ?"

" That object is subservient to a higher."
"Well, well, I do not seek your confidence beyond what you volun-

tarily give me, I must believe your motive a good one, for I 1,ave watched
your course with pleasure and appreciate your morals and your manners."

" I have sought your presence to-day Mr. Mapleton with the double
intention of asking your advice concerning my pecuniary affairs, and of
making known to you the bigh object I have in view. Imagine the utmost
presumption the wildest ambition could prompt, then say if you can guess
my incentive to energetie toil."

"]Really, Mr. Claridge, you speak so enigmatically I am quite at a loss
to imagine what you mean, when you spoke first of an incentive to action
I thought most probably love quickened your arm, but now you refer to
ambition I must own I can see no hope of gratifying it as a small farmer
in an out of the way district, if you wish me to understand you, you
must speak more plainly."

" Then Sir, I love your daughter ! she is the goal of my expectations,
the star of my future, let me speak before you overwhelm me with your
reproaches, not intentional, not by design have I won her heart, or given
her mine, far from it; I fancied I had left it behind me and sported in
the sunshine of her presence secure in my armour. When I found out
my error it was too late to retreat. I am aware of my numberless
deficiencies, of my inferiority to her in all respects, I can only plead in
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self defence that I love ber, I believe as faithfully and truly as man cau
love, will you believe this ? even if you forbid any engagement between
US."

The old man passed his hand dreamily over his forehead, the great
trial that hie had been looking for the last year or two had cone at lat,
and it was not so deadly a blow as he expected. If Claridge were ever
so devoted, or Lawrence ever so fond, ie had not the means to carry her
off to his castle and leave him a prey to melancholy. There were
bright lights in the picture and perhaps his daughter might be made
happy without so great a sacrifice on his part.

"Does ny daughter sanction this application to me?
She does," returned the young man, Iindeed sought this interviey

almost entirely at lier instigation, for my own moral courage forsook me
at the prospect of making such a proposal."

"And why ?"
" What have I to offer your child but a devoted heart ?"
"Are devoted hearts so common that she could afford to barter it for

acres or bank stock ? Hemsley Claridge I have expected this, and have
watched you as I would my own son since your arrival here, and I teU
you frankly that one offense in morals or manners would have banished
you from my house. I am not going to pass an eulogium on you, I give
you credit for too much good taste to tolerate it, but I will say that I
would rather give my daughter to you, poor as you are, and poor and
proud as your friends are, than bestow lier on some selfish wretci, in
whose eyes ier wealth would be lier chief charm, and although your
circumstances lay you open to suspicions of your disinterestedness I
know you are not actuated by base motives. I have watched your every
look, noted your most trifling words, and I feel confident that although
you are not steadily grounded in good habits and high principles, you
aim to do what is right, and meauness and selfishness have no part in you.
I do not fear that I shall have to repent of my generosity to you."

lNever, Sir, so help me God !" replied the youth wringing his hand
with emotion, as much with gratitude at this voluntary tribute of good
opinion as for bis unparalleled kindness. The old gentleman said they
must not keep Lawrence in suspense while they were settling details that
could be arranged another day, he had better find lier, tell her of his
success and bring her to lier father to receive his blessing. The ceilings
were scarcely lofty enough for the elated lover, though it must be owned
his rapture was somewhat damped by finding Lawrence quietly hearing
Maggie's children read. How could she be so self possessed when he
was so agitated? she did not feel much for the chance of disappoint-
ment when she could employ herself thus ! The young creature burs
into a frest joyous laugh as he muttered his remonstrances.
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Dear Hemsley, there was no risk, I was as certain of papa's answer
as I am of your love, I do not even ask you what success yeu have had,
and you do not look so very pleased that I might take it for granted, still
i know it, and am perfectly at ease and at peace in my confidence."

Claridge clasped her to his beating heart and whispered some confused
words of angels, &c., that young men are apt te do in such circumstances,
and then they returned to the Lieutenant's sitting room to talk over their
happiness and receive his congratulations.

The following day Mr. Mapleton opened to Hemsley and his daughter
his plans for their future. He could not spare Lawrence, be said, in his
old age, he looked to her to close his eyes, had sbe been a boy he should
have expected him to have taken many cares from his shoulders, and by
attending te business and superintending the estate, he would have had
leisure to follow those pursuits in which be found amusement, and go
down peacefully to the grave. That task now devolved ou Hemsley, he
must take a son's place, there was a great deal to be done, his office
would be no sinecure, he was particular to a figure at the same time he
exercised judicious benevolence, and he expected his successor to follow
in his paths and improve on his schemes.

"I shall be the master in honour and name," said the old officer, "you
in power and work. You must rent out to advantage, clear the remaining
wild land, improve that under cultivation, watch the funded interest, sell
out, or buy in, according te the times, see that those in subordinate
places do their duty, from Paddy upwards, reprimand the lazy and assist
the unfortunate. Lawrence will take care of the old and the sick Und
keep a sharp eye to the school interest, between coaxing and admonition
secure a good attendance of children both at the common and Sunday
schools. Altogether my young friend your labours will be pretty onerous,
does your courage fail you

" No indeed, only I doubt my capacity; at all events I must pray that
my induction may be gradual lest your affairs fall into confusion through
my ignorance."

"Now, that we may net have to revert to the subject again, as not
being a pleasant one between relatives, I wish you te understand what
your income will be, here is my last year's blue book, the revenue
I trust, under your administration will not b. less; it should increase
every year for half a century te come. Well, as I was observing, you
will there se. the sum total of my returns, half of them for the future
will b. yours and your wife's.

Poor Claridge's cheeks flushed crimson; the old man opened the
volume in question, and placed it in his hands, but the figures swamn
before his eyes and he was not much the wiser for his examination, the

VOL. 1. 2n
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only feeling of which he was sensible was that a lifetime of devotion was

not sufficient to give to either father or child.'
" Lawrence is a good housekeeper," continued Mr. Mapleton without

noticing the young man's confusion, " and will never waste your means,

trust ber as implicitly as I have done, let me say this much to you, as an

oid man who has experienced life in many phases, and may be supposed

to know something of mankind. Live together literally, never have a

separate thought, as a good basis to begin the habit upon, never spend a

cent without mutual account, don't be trying to make the other believe

you are free from little faults and weaknesses, because human nature

is frail ; but be natural, be truthful to each other. If you, Lawrence,
want a dress richer or more gaudy than Hemsley likes, tell him so, and

say you would be the happier for it, and if Claridge wants to spend

money in some Utopian scheme that he knows you would not approve,

still let him consult you, talk over it together ; listen to her view of the

case Hemsley, combat it, go against it if you will, but do it openly, be

ready from the beginning to say to each ather, "I do not see it in your

light, I like my own way best, I wish to do sa and so," and let the other

yield."
"I think, dear Papa, your homily will be useless, for we shall always

be of one mind."
" Thank you, Lawrence, that was just what I was going to say," said

Hemsley with a grateful smile.
"Weil, children, put my axioms by, they will keep, only remember to

bring them out when they are needed ; by the bye, when are you going

to leave Swinton's?"
Claridge looked at Lawrence wbo smiled and blushed, the old man

understood the state of affairs and said with a sigh, "I suppose now that

things are so far settled, it is of no use putting it of, and still less use

for you to be giving your strength and labour to that rascal. Well,
Lawrence, when is it to be ?"

"<When you and Hemsley will, papa."
"Say next Sunday then.

"Oh! papa, how can you!"

You said when I will, and I will next Sunday, what is to prevent?

You'want no tyou88eau, the garden blossoms will make your bridal

wreath,iyour muslin dress your wedding robe, Maggie will supply us

with dainty fare and'Mr. Muckle will be here to preside."

" Dear papa, say Christnas if you please, I wish to have some pleasure

in dwelling on the past and looking to the future, let me hive Lawrence

Mapleton, your own darling, a little longer."

She threw herself on her dear old father's neck with such affection
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that he could searcely steady bis voice to say, "Well, Claridge, what do
you say?"

" Lawrence should have the privilege of deciding altogether, lier wish
is mine, whatever it may be.

" Very well begun really! then Christmas let it be."

Quickly indeed flew the intervening time to all the actors in the scene.

Hemsley had many letters to write, to bis parents, bis sisters and the very
few friends he wished to retain as a Benedict. Mapleton insisted on bis

keeping for bis own immediate and private use the money sent out by his
father, though lie desired to throw his mite into the general stock. That
lie needed the supply may be well imagined by those who know the
inroads farm work makes on garments of the strongest description,
especially when, in addition to that, he had been in the habit of airing
the best of bis wardrobe in daily visits to the Vale. Then lie had an
opportunity of indulging his taste and affection in a few gifts to Lawrence,
al well chosen, useful and lasting. The delight with which she put on
the little pearl ring lie brought lier from New London bad in it something
childish, her young fresh feelings had never been blunted by any previous

pleasures of the kind, and every delicate thought for her happiness and

enjoynent was appreciated by ber at its full value.
The news soon spread through the village, and everybody bad their

say on the subject.
" Poor young thing, to be snapped up by a fortune hunter," mumbled au

elderly lady of the old maid type.
" Lucky dog," said Major Gleg, " lie has played bis cards well; what

a fool old Mapleton must be 1"
" Curse him," muttered Sheldon between bis teeth, "to think that lie

can walk into that bouse and hang up bis bat, without another thought
but how to spend ber money."

"I wonder whether Mr. Claridge really loves her," simpered Miss
Terry, who had been to boarding school in London for a year and had
read two or three novels.

Fortunately these remarks never reached those they affected, and with
the exception of Claridge, who would most undoubtedly have winced
under them, it is a question whether they would have excited aught but
a laugh. Certainly the old Lieutenant had acted in a very unusual
manner towards the young man, who, in spite of cash deficiences, bad
presumed to love bis daughter. Query: was lie justified in eo doing ?
Doubtless Mammon is the god of this world but is bis universal worship
a proof that it i a righteous one? Can even the most covetous Or
ambitious of worldly pelf say, in all candour to themselves, " Money is
above worth, dollars above mind.» Those who are not possessed of it
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may 'be excused for valuing it highly, for it is a necessary evil, and
existence cannot be borne without it, but surely for those who roll in
affluence it may be permitted to look beyond the golden cirole of their

possessions, and recognize with agenerous heart the natural nobility of
some of earth's poorer children without society crying out " they are taken
in," "'they are imposed upon 1" Let us honour the old settler, who, in
his simplicity of heart and purity of motives, gave his pearl of price, all
dowered with a goodly heritage of gold and land, to a faithful, noble
youth, an adventurer, indeed, who had adventured his life's fondest hopes
in a bark that could never founder; for it was built on high principles,
rigged with purity and at the helm sat perfect love.

ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE EARLY TRADE CON-
TESTS BETWEEN CANADA AND NEW YORK-THE

ST. LAWRENCE e. THE HUDSON.

B1 J. GEORGE 11OUGINS, LL.A., F.R.G.t.

To non-commercial men, and other on-lookers, who have silently
watched the ebb and flow of trade to the sea-board, by way of the St.
Lawrence, it may be interesting to glance back nearly two centuries and

recall the circumstances under which the early contest, in favour of trade

between Canada and Europe vid the St. Lawrence, began.
That the river St. Lawrence is the great natural outlet to the commer-

cial trade of the vast country lying in the interior, and along both sides
of the Canadian Lakes, is an obvious fact which requires no demonstra-
tion to prove it. It is self-evident. In later times, the artificial channels of
the Erie Canal and the New York Central and Erie Railroads, have proved
formidable rivals to the natural route of the St. Lawrence, which, even
the additional aids of the St. Lawrence canals and Grand Trunk railway,
have not yet been able wholly to overcome. But in early times, there
were no such rivals, and the contest for supremacy then partook more of

a tribal and warlike, rather than of a geographical or commercial char-
acter.

The great river systems of this continent are not only vast in tbeir pro-

portionsrbut are also marked by great physical distinctuess. When we

speak of the Mississippi and the St. Lawrence, we at once associate with
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,the name of the one, the sunshine and perennial bloom of the South,
and with the other, the periodical return of the silence and snow of the

northern winter. Yet, they take their rise comparatively near to each

other, in the saie water shed, if not in the very sane hilly ranges.

By a singular coincidence, the discovery of both these great rivers was

due to the early French explorers of Canada, who, with sagacious fore-

sight, sought at Quebee and New Orleans, to lay the foundation of

future supremafcy over the waters of each of these great arteries of com-

merce. Perhaps no chapter of the early history of Canada is so full of

heroi incidents and daring exploit, as well as of persistent efforts to

accomplish a great object, as that relating to French Canadian explora-

tions on this continent. Soen after the settlement of the infant colony at
Quebec took place, this spirit of enterprise developed itself. Nor

was it satisêed until the Saguenay, Richelieu, St. Maurice, St. Lawrence,
Ottawa, and French rivers, and the St. John, Champlain, Ontario, Erie,
Ste. Claire, Huron, Nipissing, and Superior lakes were successively tra-
versed and opened up, for future trafic and enterprise. Even the then

mysterious Mississippi was explored for many miles down its course, and
subsequently to its mouth.

It cannot be said that this extraordinary activity in explorations was

the result of a romantic zeal. The prosaie principle of gain, ne les

than the higher one of Christian benevolence, stimulated most of these

efforts. The early projectors of colonization in this country, were made

up of two great parties-those who looked upon Canada as a great ield

of Missionary labour, and those who looked upon it merely as a vast

mine, out of which untold wealth might be obtained, with very little

effort. The trading merehants of Rouen and Rochelle, as well as other

royal chartered associations, pursued their plans in the spirit of this latter

class and in antagonism to that of the former. By their narrow and ex-
clhsive policy they showed how lightly they valued the religious interests
or material prosperity of the colony, as compared with its capability, in a

wilderness state, to furnish so many thousand skins of wild animals every

year. S.o completely was the very commercial existence of Canada bound
up with each of these successive trading companies, that at one time the in-
habitants could neither import articles from France, for themselves, or for
trade with the Indians, without permission, nor purchase imported articles,
except at the Companys stores, and at a fixed tariff of high prices. Even
the royal Intendant himself, (M. Talon) bad, in 1665, to implore the
interposition of the French monarch, to prevent the colony from going to
ruin under such a perniciously repressive system. The representations
of the Intendant were listened to ; and to the colonists was giveê "ftee-

donm of trade with the aborigines and with the mother country." M.
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Garneau, in his Histoire du Canada,* thus refers to the deplorable state
of the Colony, on the relaxation of the restrictive commercial régime to
which it had been so long subjected. He says : " The commercial
freedom thus accorded was really urgently needed, as every interest of
the Colony had fallen into decay. The Sovereign Council (at Quebec)
had felt constrained to multiply its restrictive regulations, to pacify
certain sections of trades, and to foster special interests to the injury of
others ; insomuch that the collective industry of the Colony has been
reduced to a state of bondage. Thus, for example, the Council tried to
lower the monopolist prices (become exorbitant indeed) of the Com-

pany's merchandise, by issuing a tariff with lower rates, fixed by law.
As a natural consequence, noue of the commodities so depreciated by
purblind authority, being brought to market at all, were to be bought
at any price. Such a state of things, which, though it did not last long,
went nigh to effect the perdition of the colony, ceased at once as soon as
trade with the Savages and France was declared free."

Notwithstanding these restrictions, the staple traffic of the country
was, in order to comply with the demands and expectations of the stock-
holders at home, vigourously prosecuted. In 1665, 550,000 francs worth
of furs alone was shipped to France. Of course, every effort was made,
and every expedient was resorted to, in order to obtain these furs from
the Indians. The disputes and rivalry excited among the various tribes,
were so strong and violent, that the general policy of the government of
the day was often subordinated to the necessity of allaying or suppress-
ing these internal disputes and disagreements.

During all this time, a powerful rival, like the youthful Hercules, was
silently gaining strength and growing into prominence on the southern
Atlantic seaboard. The English, having dispossessed the Duteh at Man-
hattan (New York) in 1663, and, being less phlegrnatic than their
predecessors, soon developed the peculiar energy and commercial activity
of their race. Enjoying perfect liberty of internal trade, they gradually
extended their forts and trading posts far into the interior. In doing so
they were peculiarly fortunate in securing the active friendship of most
of the celebrated Iroquois Indian tribes or cantons, whose hostility to
the French and their Huron allies was both fierce and unrelenting. Nor
was it without a sufficient cause that the Iroquois cherished this hostility.
The first time they ever met was signalized by an unprovoked and mur-
derous attack upon them by the French,-who had become the allies of
their enemies, the Hurous,-and this was shortlv afterwards followed
up by another and still more decisive blow. With a singular want of
sagacity, Champlain had, on bis arrival in Canada, allied himself with the

• Bell's Translation, VoL L, p. 220 ; Montreal, John Lovell
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nearest Indian tribes. Without inquiring into the character or resources

of the enemies of these tribes, he espoused their quarrels ; and in the first

few unequal encounters with the dreaded Iroquois, he gained an easy
victory, by means of his destructive Europeau weapons. Fearfully indeed

were these unprovoked quarrels avenged. The injuries then inflicted

were never forgiven. For more than a hundred years the llerce war

whoop of the unappeased Iroquois scarcely ever ceased its echo among

one or other of the French settlements,-which, in time, had stretched

themselves from the lower valley of the St. Lawrence to the upper valley

of the Ohio.
It is truc that other causes tended to foster this vindictive feeling

against the French on the part of the Iroquois; and the English colo-

nists in New York did not fail to turn it to good account in their

sechemes of traffic. Having soon exhausted the supply of beaver within

their own cantons or territories, the Iroquois were unable, without en-

croaching upon the beaver preserves of their neighbours to furnish a

sufficient number of skins. to satisfy their own love of gain or the de-

mands of the English. As these preserves lay within the territory of

their hereditary enemy, the Iroquois felt little compunction in mnvading

them themselves and even in compelling the Indian allies of the French

living there to furnish them with beaver to be sent forward to the

English traders. This, in many cases, they were not loath to do after a

little while, especially as the price paid by the Anglo-Iroquois trader for

the beaver skin was higher than that paid by the French, while the

articles supplied by the English in barter were cheaper. This was the

case in 1670,-shortly after the Dutch ceased to hold possession of New

York ; and the fact was afterwards confirmed by Frontenac, in a letter

addressed to Louis XIV. He says: "I consider it my duty not

to conceal from you that the English rate the beaver carried to Orange

(Albany) and elsewhere one-third higher than it is rated at the office of

your Majesty's revenue; (Ferme;) and that they pay ordinarily in dol-

lars, without making any of the distinctions customary here (at Quebec);

and when merchandise is preferred, they furnish it at a lower rate, by
half, than our merchants do."

Jn order to show exactly what was the difference of prices in the

Indian trade at Moutreal and Albany, in 1689, we give the following

table :
The Indian pays for At Albany At Montreal

8 Ibs. of powder....... One beaver ........ .four beavers.
A gun ............... two beaver .,........ five beavers.

40 Ibs. of lead ........ oe beaver ............ three beavers.

A red cloth blanket.... one beaver............ wo beavers.

A white blanket ...... one beaver ........... two beavers.

4 shirts .............. one beaver............ two beavers.
6 paire of stockings ... one beaver ........... two beavers.
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As might easily be supposed, a rival tariff of prices so favourable to
the Indian, the half-breed, and the coureurs de bois, or white trappers,
as well as to the increase of trade at Albany at the expense of Montreal,
would need little argument to commend itself. Thus it proved ; and in
proportion as it was known did it lead to embarrassmeut and hostility on
the part of the French authorities against the English traders. Neither
friendly alliance nor national pride was proof against it. The Huron
and Ottawa Indian allies of the French, secretly leagued themselves with
the Iroquois to supply beaver to the traders at Albany ; while the
licensed French coureurs de bois, and even some of the highest French
officials, were found either active agents of, or silent partners in, this
forbidden traffic. In November, 1679, Duchesneau, the royal Intendant,
thae writes on this subject to the minister of Louis XIV. at Paris:
" The coururs du boi&s . . . carry their peltries to the English, and en-
deavour to drive the Indian trade thither. Du Lut, the leader of the
refractory, and who has ever been the Governor's* correspondent . . .
shares whatever profits he makes with him and Sieur Barrois, his sec-
retary, wbo bas a canoe. Among his . . . the Governor takes the pre-
caution to pass his beaver in the naine of merchants in his interest ; and
if Du Lut experiences any difficulty in bringing them along, he will take
advantage of the agency of foreigners." As an evidence of the value
even then of the right kind of a douceur in this traffie, we quote the
following curious passage from the sane letter: "The Indians having
iicluded in their presents to the Goverlior some old moose hides and a
belt of wampum, which they appreciate highly, but which the French
do not value as much as they do beaver, he caused.his interpreter to tell
them, according to their mode of speaking, that aucÀ did not open hi&
cars, and that he did not bear them except when they qpoke with beaver !"

In the contests for the fur traffic between the traders of Montreal and
and Albany the latter had decidedly the advantage over the former in
the more liberal system of tradë established by the government. In
Canada the fur and peltry traffic was chiefly in the hands of some char-
tered company or association, or in those of the government. No one
was allowed to trade with the Indians for furs except by special license.
Varions other restrictions and charges were also iumposed, in addition to
the payment of a heavy royalty on each beaver or. other skin brought to
market. The license system led to great abuse; and the payment of the
royalty and other exactions to farmers of the revenue, &c., were very
onerous; besides, a high tariff of prices was generally fixed for articles
supplied to the Indians and traders. In New York, the fur trade stood
upon an entirely different footing. There every one was at liberty to
embark in,the trade at bis pleasure, without restriction or without the

• Prrot Governor of MontreaL
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payment of any fée for the right of doing so. He could also sell articles

in exchange for furs at such prices as he pleased, or could obtain for

them. The revenue tax was limited te the payment of ninepence for

every beaver skin exported; other skins were rated according to the

beaver standard. It is easy te see under which system-that in force in

Canada, or that followed in New York-the fur trade would flourish. It

will be easily seen, too, how strennous the efforts of the French traders

would require te be'in order te resist a rivalry se potent and se active.

The Indians were not slow te perceive the nature of this rivalry; and

they did all in their power, by sometimes supplying both parties and by
fostering mutual dissension, te promote their own influence and to pre-
vent au union of interests between the French and English traders, which
would inevitably result in their destruction or subjugation.

As the English neared the St. Lawrence and the border. of the great

lakes, the French sought, by extending their trading posts towards the
North West, te maintain the balance of trade in their faveur. Explo-

ing parties were despatched far into the interior; and distant tribes
were visited, and trading poets established among them. in thi8 way
many new discoveries were made far te the west and north. Nor did

these efforts end in mere diseovery. A chain of posts or trading forts

was established, which net only gave the French an immense politieal
influence over the aboriginal tribes scattéred throughout the vast area,
but aio secured te them a territorial jurisdiction, for the very purpose

of the peltry traffic whieh was then of the utmost importance to them.
In this way the great rival entrepôts of European trade at Quebec or
Tadousas, and at Albany or New York, were abundantly supplied; and

for a time both enjoyed great prosperity.
Both the French and the English colonists were anxious te promote

as large an expert trade as possible between themselves and their res-

pective countries. New York and Quebee were therefore, as long ago
a* 1670, in direct antagonism as te their commercial interests. The
French sought te obtain from the neighbouring tribes, and from the
interior as large a supply of peltry or furs as possible. The English
were equally on the alert ; and they had this advantage, that they
were perfectly untrammelled in their trading operations with the In-
dians. They sold their goods cheaper than the French, and, in con-

sequence of a brisker trade, were enabled to pay more for the peltries

in exchange. As the trading influence of each party came more directly

into contact, the prices of furs increased up te the English standard,
while the desire te obtain them as the basis of trade became the stronger
with each. Not only did the Iroquois continue to furnish large snPPlies
to tteir allies, the English, but by their skill and prowess they were suc-

cessful in inducing, tribes far in the interior, and within the territory of
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the French, to furnish them with beaver and other skins, so that they
might resell them to the Englisli. M. Talon, the Intendant, in a memo-
rial to the King, dated November, 1670, estimates that " the English
at Boston, and the Dutch at Manatte, (New York) and of Orange,
(Albany) who are subject to them, attract, by means of the Iroquois and
other Indian tribes, over 1,200,000 livres of beaver, almost all dry and
in the best condition, part of which they use in trade with the Musco-
vites. All this beaver is trapped in countries subject to the King
(Louis XIV.)" It was in this active or positive form of Anglo-Iroquois
interference that the rivalry between the traders at Quebec and New
York first commenced. So audacious an interference on the part of the
Iroquois with the territorial trading rights of the French Colonists could
not be permitted to pass unpunished. The French Governor of the time
(M. de Courcelles) at once determined to inflict a signal blow upon the
power of the insolent Iroquois. He marched straight into the very
heart of their country, and for a timae was highly successful in his efforts
to compel them to respect his authority. But these and subsequent re-
pressive efforts against a determined and interested enemy had but a tein-
porary effect. The English took part with their allies, and silently and
skilfully followed up every advantage of position and influence gained by
the Iroquois.

At length the French and English came face to face in this conflict
of jurisdiction of territory and of 'traffic, in 1686. In that year, Col.
Thomas Dongan, Governor of New York, gave a pass to Col. Patriek
Maegregorie, in command of a small party, to trade with the Ottawa
Indians at Michilimackinac. Up to that time, Col.. Dongan says, " Noe
man of our government ever went beyond the Sinecaes [Senecas]
Country "-near Niagara. Macgregorie was taken prisoner and sent
to Montreal. Angry indeed was the correspondence which followed

between the Governor of the aggrieved French colonists in Canada and
the Governor of the aggressive English colonists of New York. The
one haughtily denounced, while the other explained and temporised in
diplomatie phrase. Nevertheless, the rival traffic went on; and many
a bloody blow was struck by the Indian allies of either colony for the
possession of some rich cargo of furs on its way to the rival trading-
posta.

The French, being first in the field, could not brook the loss of prestige
which the successful rivalry of the English traders on the borders of
the great lakes or on the rivers in the Ottawa or St. Lawrence valleys
produced. With sagacious foresight the French had erected palisaded
enclosures around their trading-posts at Tadousac (Quebec), the River
Richelieu.,-Trois Rivières, Montreal, and Cataroucy (Kingston). Sibse-
quently, and as a counterpoise to the encroachments of the English, they
rected palisaded forts at Niagara, Detroit, Sault Ste. Marie, Michili-
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mackinac and Toronto. Thus, after Governor Dongan had sent Colonel

Macgregorie to trade at Mackinac, the Canadian Viceroy, M. Denon-

ville, wrote to the French minister, to authorize the erection of a fort at

Niagara, which, he said, " would secure to us the communication between

the two lakes, and would render us masters of the road the Senecas take

in going to hunt for furs."-" This post would absolutely close the entire

road to the Outaonacs against the English, and would prevent the Iro-

quois carrying their peltries to the latter." The post was accordingly

erected in 1687, and named " Fort Margaret." Finding that this did

not siifficiently accomplish his purpose, M. de Denonville shortly after-

wards writes to the minister to say: '"The letters I wrote to Sieurs du

Lhu and de la Durantaye (of which I send you copies) will inform you

of my orders to them to fortify the two leading passes to Michilima-

quina. Sieur du Lhu is at that of the Detroit of Lake Erie, and Sieur

de la Durantaye at that of the portage of Toronto. These two posts

will block the passage against the English, if they undertake to go again
to Michilimaquina." Nor on their side were the English idle. Creeping

gradually up the Hudson River, they erected armed trading posts at

Albany and up the Mohawk valley, until at length they boldly threw

up a fort at Oswego,-mid-way between Frontenac and Niagara.
Although the English governors of New York were to a great extent

held responsible for the conduct of the Iroquois towards the French, it

is clear that they were not only unable in many cases to restrain them,

but the English were themselves often equally the object of attack or

dislike. Thus M. de Denonville, in a memoir on the State of Canada,
dated 12th Nov., 1685, speaking of the Iroquois, says : " Even the Eng-

lish in Virginia have suffered, aud still daily suffer from them ; " and

in his memoir on the same subject, dated 8th October 1686, he adds:

" The Iroquois have no other design than to destroy all our allies, one

after another, in order afterwards to annihilate us; and in that consista

al the policy of M. Dongan and his traders, who have no other object
than to post themselves at Niagara, to block us; but until now they

have not dared to touch that string with the Iroquois, who dread and
hate (the) domination (of the English) more than ours, loving them

not, in truth, except on account of their cheap bargains." AB to

the character and policy of the Iroquois towards the French and

their allies, we find M. de la Barre thus speaking of them, in a letter

to the Minister of Louis XIV., dated 4th of November, 1688. He

says: " That nation (the Iroquois) the strongest and shrewdest in all

North America, having, twenty years ago, subjugated all their neigh-

bours, turned their attention to the trade with the English of New York,

Orange, (Albany,) and Manette (New York) ; and fading this muck

more profitable than ours, because the Beaver (exempt from the duty of
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one fourth which he pays here, (Quebec) is much higher there than with
us, they sought every means to increase it; and as they perceived that
they could not succed better in that than by destroying the Outaouar,
(Ottawa Indiana,) for thirty years our allies, and who alone supply us
with two tAirds of the Beaver that is sent to France, they, * * *
after having excited all the five cabins, (or cantons) deciared war against
these people, doubting not but they would easily master them. This
done, they would absolutely intersect the path to the South, by which
our French go trading with licenses, and prevent the farther Indians
bringing any beaver to Montreal, and having mastered the post òf Mis-
siimaka establish a new one there of themselves alone and the Eng-
lish.1

The determination of the Iroquois to extirpate the Ottawas so as to
control their beaver trafie and thus Iinterseet the trading path " of the
French "to the South," was no doubt due to the refusa] of Count de
Frontenac to permit the Ottawas to enter into a treaty for trade with
the Iroquois some years before. By this treaty the Iroquois l offered
to supply the Outaoûâses with all the goods they required, and the latter
were to carry to them generally all their peltries, and the erehange was
to take place on Lake Ontario." Frontenac, in his Journal of a Voyage
to Lake Ontario in 1678, remarks : " The only way to traverse and up-
set this negociation was, as had been frequently before proposed, to es-
tablish a post on the same lake, which would prevent the communica-
tion of the nations of the South with those of the North, and force the
latter to continue to bring us not only the peltries that usually come by
the river of the Long Sault, but even those our neighbours (the Engliah)
profited by, through the facility of being able to cross the lake without
any impediment."

Of these Ottawa Indians and their usefulness to the French the royal
Intendant, M. Duchesneau, thus speaks in his memoir to the French
government, dated 13th Oct., 1681. He says: "The Ottawa Indiana,
who are divided into several tribes, and are nearest to us, because
bhrough them we obtain beaver; and although they, for the most part,

do not hunt, and have but a small portion of the peltry in their country,
they go in search of it to the most distant places, and exchange for it
our merchandise, which they procure at Montreal. * * * They get
their poltries, in the North, from the people of the interior, * and
in the Souith from the (Sacs, Foxes, Pottawotamies, &c.)

Notwithstanding all the efforts made by the French to restrict the
traffic in beaver skins and peltry within their own territories to the St.
Lawrence route, they were in the end powerless to accomplish it. They
at one time uterdicted trade with the Anglo-Iroquois ;-then they made
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them presents ;-again they threatened them-made war upon them-

invaded and delated their villages;-they made treaties with them,.and

urged and intreated the Dutch and English to restrain them, and even

sought to make the latter responsible for tbeir acts-ut all in vain. As
the tide silently rolled in upon them, and the English, who were always

beralded by the Iroquois, advanced northwards and westwards towards

the St. Lawrence and great lakes, the French, still gallautly iholding their

old forts in their possession, also presseid forward before ther and occu-

pied. new ground. With singular sagacity, too, they selected the bet

spots, whether for defence or ofence, or for interrupting trade. To this

day the sites of their trading forts at the narrows or straits of Kingston,

Niagara, Detroit and Mackinac, are considered #trategic points of great
value and importance.

Having exhausted these means of preserving the peltry trade of the

great St. Lawrence valley to themselves, two other schemes were suc-

cessively proposed. The one-that of war against the English Colonista

and their Indian allies-had been tried, though in rather a desultory

ianner. It was therefore thought that a war on a scale commensurate

with the object to be sought against-that of conquest-should be

undertaken. But apathy at home and -want of ability in Canada, pre-

vented this scheme from being fully carried out. One other plan
remained--in case all attempts to detach the Iroquois from their English

alliance should fail-and that was the possession by purchase of all

the English strongholds and trading posts in New York. This ac-

complished, the Iroquois could be inevitably crushed, then destroyed,
and the whole Sovereignity of the rival colonies transferred to the

French monarch. This scheme was warmly advocated by the royal Inten-

dant, Duchesneau, in 1681; by the Viceroy Denonville, in 1685; and by

the Viceroy as well as De Callières, governor of Montreal in 1687 ;

but it was not considered feasible by Louis XIV. The idea of conquest

was, after a while, revived with great energy, by DeCallières, as the only
means of saving Canada. The King at last consented ; appointed De-

Callières prospectively first French governor of New York, and sent minute

instructions to Frontenac, in 1689, for conducting the expedition. The

project was, however, abandoned, in 1690, by the King's express orders,
but was again revived in 1701, with no better effect-D'Iberville, the naval

officer appointed to conduct the expedition, having reported upon it as

"visionary."
From this time until the Treaty of Utrecht, in 1714, a continued

system of warfare was kept up, chiefly between the rival maritime colo-

nies. After that the French peltry traffic declined; and events of graver

moment occupied the attention of statesmen and politicians both in

Europe and America. These events eventually culminated in that mo-
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mentons one which led to the separation of Canada from France, in
1759, and for ever put an end to the struggle between the French and
English colonies for supremacy among rival Indian tribes, and for the
monopoly of the fur trade. Little did those, however, think who were
then the victors, that within twenty years their own proud fiag would
be ignominiously lowered at the seat of their power in New York.
Little too did they know then that hereafter they would be compelled
to maintain at Quebec the struggle in favour of the St. Lawrence route
to Europe, which the vanquished French colonists had so valiantly done
against them during the preceding one hundred years.

We hope to devote a future paper to the discoveries and trade of the
rival colonists in the Hudson's Bay Territories.

THE SALMON QUESTION IN CANADA.

The title of this article will, we fear, be sufficient to cause many of our
readers to turn from it with indifference, as if it related solely to Lower
Canada, or involved merely matter of amusement for the wealthy or of
recreation for the sportsman, but such is not the case, the whole popu-
lation of the province, especially of Upper Canada, are, if they only
knew it, deeply interested in it. So strongly was the value of the
Salmon as an article of food and au article of commerce felt in England
at the time of the passing of Magna Charta, that that title deed of her
liberties includes a stipulation for "the free run of Salmon" in her
Rivers and Estuaries, which present practice unfortunately denies to
thein i Canada.

The Salmon is a production of nature adapted for man's nutriment
which is self-sown, self-grown, self-reared and self-ripened, without any
demand for space, care, seed or investment of human pains or money.
Salmon flock of their own accord to our Rivers and there deposit their
spawn. The spawn is quickened into life and myriads of little fish
soon Swarn in the stream. At the beginning of May, and during the
remainder of that month and June these young fish swim down the
rivers to the open sea. There, in their natural feeding grounds, they
fatten se rapidly that they increase in weight, five, six, seven and eight
pounds in as many weeks. This has been most satisfactorily proved at
the artificitl breeding establishment at Stormontfield, on the Tay,
where, the smolt of three ounces weight, unmistakably marked, and
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liberated in March and April, has been recaptured in June and July of
the same year, a grilse of five or -six pounds weight. But the singular
point of the case is that after fattening himself in this manner, he will,
of his own free choice, come back again to be killed. The sarne instinct
which took him off to sea brings him back again to the River. He will
infallibly return from his pasture to his nursery, and there offer himself
for capture without any cost for keep, for attendance or for transport.
He will make flesh more rapidly, than any cake fed ox or any milk fed
hog, and do it all for nothing. The only thing lie asks is not to be
interrupted-not to be stopped when he comes to our Rivers to breed-
not to be turned back when lie goes away to grow. All the rest he
will do for himself, and will add pouind after pound to his own substance
for our benefit and pleasure if we will but leave him alone to do it.

But it is a strange instance of mortal perverseness that the only crop
which costs us nothing to raise, should have been already all but extin-
guished in the upper portion of the province, and is upon the very
verge of extinction in a great part of the lower. No fish, flesh or fowl
ought to be so cheap or plentiful in Canada as Salmon, whereas it has
bitherto been the dearest of all, without a shadow of reason or necessity.
We set impassable barriers across our streams in the shape of inaccess-
ible milldams to keep them out-yet they exhaust themselves and die
in trying to overleap the obstacles.

The Law-22nd Victoria Chap. 62, Sec. 27-enacts that the owners
of such dams or slides shall maintain in each of them, " a fishway of
such fori and dimensions as shall be determined by the Superin-
tendent of Fisheries, under a penalty of four dollars for each day on
which he shall fail so to do after two months notice by the Superinten-
dent." Yet it is notorious that hundreds of mill-dams, without fiah-
ways, are still in existence in Canada East and Canada West, and no
one appears to ho aware that any serions effort has been made in either
section of the Province to put the Law in force.

Thus we persist in destroying our own harvest in defiance of the law,
whereas if we withheld our hands there would be hardly any limit to
the produce. Never did tariff take so grotesque an expression as this.
Salmon endeavour to import themselves, free of charge, for our con-
sumption, and we put a prohibitory duty on this bounty of nature.

This really involves public as well as private interests-the people at
large should not be damaged while millers are suffered unpunished to
commit this wholesale destruction of nutritious food. It is only de-
struction of this kind and spea«ring on the spawning beds, which re-
quires to be prohibited. We are so fortunately situated, that the
salmon come by force of instinct to our rivera, without allurement of
any kind. They want only a free passage up and a free passage down ;
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or at least so farfree that they may increase, multiply, and go on with-
out material hindrance.

And let it not be imagined that the western section of the Province
is unconcerned in this matter. Thirty years ago, almost every Stream
tributary to the St. Lawrence from Niagara to Labrador on the north
side, and to Gaspé on the south, abounded with Salmon ; while at pre-
sent, with the exception of a few in the Jacques Cartier and the St.
Francis, there is not one to be found in any river between the Falls of
Niagara and the City of Quebec:-all have fallen victims to the im-
passable mill-dams, and there eau be no doubt that were they removed,
or the fishways whieh the law prescribes attached to themn, they would
againabound with salmon, and proprietors on their banks would find it
to be their interest to aid the officers of Government in protecting the
spawning fish.

Many persaons in Toronto know that the true salmon are still taken
gnnually at the mouths of the Credit, the Humber, and at Bond Head,
during the month of May, which is earlier than they are usually killed
below Quebee, proclaiming, as it were, that if the streams were open
to them, they would again ascend them, stock thein with their offspring,
and provide for the people of Upper Canada an abundant supply of the
most valuable of'fresh-water fish. But this will never be effected until
the Superintendents of Fisheries are taught fearlessly to prosecute
every man who maintains on any river any effectual obstruction to their
ascent of it.

Uaving said so much on this branch of the subject, let us make a few
brief observations on the Rivers-east of Quebec-which still abound with
salmon, and on the mode by which these rivers might be made to render
an annually ncreasing revenue to the Province.

The number of these streams-according to the official advertisement
of the Crown Lands office-which is not accurate-is sixty-seven. But
suppose the number to be fifty, and that they hold some proportion in
the numbers of their fish, and their cousequent commercial value to the
Rivers in Europe--what ought to be the revenue derived from them?

The English newspapers state that the Duke of Richmond recently re-
fused anuaufl rentt of £15,000 sterling-for thirteen years-for the
fishery of the River Spey in Scotland, now there are the very best rea-
sons for believing that amongst our Canadian Rivers there are many as
productive as the Spey, and that the only obstacle to the Government's
deriving a large income from them, is the difficulty and uncertainty of
reaching them and returning from them by sailing vessels,-while there
are hundreds of uoblem en, gentlemen, professional men, and merchants
in the British Islands who pay high rents for every river there and
in Norway where a fish of a pound weight is to be 'caught, and many
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of lte latter classes in Canada and the United States, who would gladly
pay large annual rents for our Canadian rivers, if they could only enjoy
the recreation of fishing them for a brief period, and be certain of return-
ing to their occupations at a fixed time.

If the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and the Commissioner of Public
Works would co-operate-the former by advertising during the Winter
in the English, American and Canadian Papers-and the latter by caus-
ing the Gevernment Steamers to make a trip to and from the Salmon
Rivers every fortnight during the months of June and July, there can be
no doubt, but that the Government would immediately derive an increased
revenue from these Rivers-the resources of the country be considerably
developed, and its valuable fisheries better appreciated. It is not in-
tended to suggest that the Government Steamers should carry anyone on
these trips, free of cost, on the contrary, a remunerative tariff should be
adopted, and the vessels should, at the same time, convey oil, stores, &c.,
to the various light houses and depots on the coast, which would be an
economical course, compared with their present system. For some rea-
son, which it is not easy to fathom, the masters or managers of the
Government Steamers have steadily set their faces against calling at the
Salmon Rivers. On two occasions, Sir E. Head left Quebec in the Napo-
leon, with the intention of calling at the Godbout, but the master flatly
refused to stop there, spoke of danger and responsibility, and carried Sir
Edmund on to Mingan in spite of him. The absurdity and futility of
such pleas have been fully demonstrated by the fact that the Steamer
"Arabian," chartered by private individuals, has stopped, and loaded
and unloaded, and embarked and disembarked her passengers, at the
Godbout and the Moisie, for the last two years, without the slightest dan-
ger, difficulty or inconvenience.

If the course advocated should be adopted, advertisements should be
sent abroad with no niggard hand ; and should be soon set forth, in order
that the information they will contain may reach Europe, the United
States and Canada, in time te enable speculators, fishermen, and touriste
to make their arrangements for the ensuing Spring and Summer.

With regard to the efieiency of the Fishery Act, as far as salmon. are
concerned, there e8n be no doubt but that that Act, with the orders in
eGuicil supplerentáfy to it, leave nothing to be desired in the way of
legislation, if they were only hnestly and earnestly carried out by the
Superintendents of fisheries, which hitherte, bas not been done. Pro-
gressive improvement has been ve-ry evident in ail the Rivers which have
been properly protected, in all cf which great multitudes of yoang f8h,
have, for the last three years been observed descending towards the sea,
thus affording bright prospects of abundance of salmon for the future.

vol.. 1.
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The following suggestions for the further improvement of the salmon
fisheries, in addition to those already mentioned, are, we think, worthy of
serious consideration.

1. That the present system of leasing them should receive the consid-
eration of the Government, with a view to ascertaining whether it would
not be beneficial to the Rivers, to the lessees, and to the Government
that they should be let for longer periods than at present.

2. That the removal of obstacles-the application of fishways to mill.
dams, and the artificial propagation of salmon, should be immediately
proceeded with in every River in Upper and Lower Canada, where salmon
formerly abounded. The two former should be carried out by the Super-
intendents of fisheries, for the latter, a person well acquainted with the

process, should be imported from France or Ireland. The ova of the sal-
mon should be procured in the Autumn, in the Rivers on the North shore
of the St. Lawrence below Quebec, carefully preserved during the winter,
and largely sown-before their development, in the Spring, in the streams
west of that city.

3. The subject of bag or stake nets fixed in the sea-i. e., the River
St. Lawrence-will require the consideration of the Government-whether
such nets drive the fish from the coasts, and are consequently more inju-
nous than nets placed within the Rivers, is a question which is at pres-
ent agitating all the British Islands, and upon which such evidence has
been adduced before the British Parliament that no doubt can exist upon
the subject. But in no part of the world have such flagrant abuses been
committed by the use of these iniquitous machines as have been per-
petrated in Canada.

It is the fashion, however, amongst the maintainers and proprietors of
the stake nets and brush weirs in the St. Lawrence to accuse their oppo-
nents of being merely selfish fly fishers, who, for the promotion of their
sport, would willingly sacrifice the wealth which the Province derives from
these engines, and deprive its population of a valuable and luxurious arti-
cle of food.

If this question be examined ever so briefly it will be found, that these
maintainers and proprietors are in reality the selfish parties, who, for the
gain they derive from their ruinous machines, have already deprived more
than one-half of this ProlinFe of that noble fish, the Salmon, and do not
hesitate to drive from our shores the Whale, the Ilalibut, the Cod, the
Mackerel and the Bar, by depriving them of the food which instinct
teaches them to seek in our magnifieent estuary.

Turu for a moment to page 172 of the Report of the Commissioner of
Crown Lands for 1862, lately laid before Parliament, and there we find
the following words from the pen of the Superintendent of Fisheries in
Upper Canada. 'l The selemn of eztending wcalling fences in the St.
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Lawrence ha., in a great measure, destroyed the salmon fhery of Upper
Canada."

What this gentleman calls "watling fences," are better known in
Lower Canada as Brush weirs, which are the most destructive description
of stake net, for they are always fishing, by day and by night, on Sunday
and holyday, they kill every sized fish, from the salmon of 401bs. to the
salmon fry of two inches long, and these they take while the tide is rising
and while it is falling, in fact there is no cessation to their evil doings,
they take the sardine, the capelin, the herring, the smelt and the salmon
smolts, in hundreds of millions, and so far diminish the food which the
cod, the mackarel, the bar, the halibut, and the whale seek on our
shores.

These destructive engines have been abolished by legislative enactment
in England and Scotland, and a Bill for their removal from the Irish riv-
ers has been read a second time in the present session of the Imperial
Parliament, and is probably, by this time, the law of the land.

No protective measures, however stringent, no expense in the artificial
propagation of salmon can be of the slightest avail in restoring the lost
salmon to the denuded streains westwards of Quebec, while th ese machines
annually destroy the smolts in millions, either to be boiled down into oil
or to manure the fields on the banks of the lower St. Lawrence. As well

might we hope to encourage immigration to our country by placing rock&
and snags in the course of our Ocean Steamers, and digging pitfalls in our
rail roads.

But here the advocates of the stake nets meet us with the question,
" If you abolish stake nets in the St. Lawrence, how will you supply the
market with salmon ? " The answer is easy-let the lessees of the tribu-
tary streamns set stake nets if they please-in the Rivers for which they
pay rent, then for their own sakes they will not exterminate thebreeding
fish. Let each lessce kill the fish for which lie pays the Government.-
Let the highway be open to'the salmon, and su give Upper Canada a fair
share of that noble fish, but restrain those who pay nothing, or merely a
nominal sum for a license to fisb, from destroying the most valuable fish-
eries o the Province.

These traps for the destruction of the salmon are a comparatively
recent Scotch invention, the introduction of which has caused endless
litigation, much bloodshed, and a sad diminution in the numbers and
size of the fisi in the Britisli Islands. Can it then be wise or prudent
to continue tlicir use in Canadian waters ? lI it right that Vpper
Canada should submit to be deprived of the finest of all fish for the
benefit of their grasping owners ? None of the difficultics whicl beset
the British Government in getting rid of them beset us in Canada.
In the former, the conflicting claims of landholders on the estuaries,
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on the banka of the lower portions of the rivers, and in the upper and
breeding parts, have rendered it nearly impossible to do justice to thei,
or, what is still more difficult, to satisfy all the claimants. But in
Lower Canada, all the estuaries and all the salmon rivers are the undis-
puted property of the Crown. and Her Majesty's Government can have
no difficulty in making proper regulations for fishing them. To legalize
by act of parliament engines, which placed in the paths of the salmon
capture undue quantities, and in greater proportion than they can be
produced, is not only an act of cruelty but of sheer stupidity ; and
when these are fixed in the tidal portion of a river, they become nuis-
ances and obstructions to navigation.

Messrs. Ffennell and Barry, the British Commissioners of Fisheries,
have, in their last six reports, uniformly and utterly condemned the use
of these destructive nets. But our Canadian legislators appear to
close their ears to the voice of experience, and to adopt what the
British legislature is occupied in repudiating.

4thly. Eacli Overseer of Fisheries, being a Justice of the Pbace,
should be authorised and empowered, in cases of necessity. to swear in
special constables, and to charge the Department for their expenses
while he employed them in preventing encroachments or in apprehehd-
ing offenders, which expenses might be eventually chat-ged upon the
lessees of the Rivers where the ofences were committed, Powerful
schooners, British and American, with numerous crews, many of theyi
of reckless character-are in the habit, during the summer, under
varions pretences, of anchoring in the mouths of the Rivers, and, by
illegal and unauthorised fishing, by inviting the peaceful habitans and
Indians to intemperance and infraction of the Law, and by throwing
the offal of the fish they catch into the streams, doing an immense
amount of mischief. It frequently happens that the crews of two or
more such schooners unite in these lawleÉs depredations, and it musit
be self evident that an overseer of Fisheries, single handed, must be
powerless in their presence, and that they can have no difficulty in
escaping where they have plundered the lessees, and, as iii some cases-
outraged the inhabitants.

In conclusion we would express an earnest hope that the prèsent
Session of the Provincial Parliament will not pass away, withoüt dùe
attention having been given to this matter by the Comniission of
Crown Lands, and the passing of a Bill to remedy the evils caumlained
of, which will have the effect of inducing mercantile rmen and ca:pitaligts

to embark in our fisheries, thus developing the resources and increa8ing
the revenue of our cointry.
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These might, perbaps, be reduced to two, by including the last under the
first, ail that is needful being gained if the fact of freedom be granted and
the measure of its influence be easily assigned. The former is done without
hesitation by our author, who differs in this respect from the late Mr. Buckle,
who not merely denied freedon to man, subjecting him without help to the
mercy of causes purely physical, but went so far as to argue against the
reliability of consciousness for the purpose of depriving us of the evidence of
it which every one feels he has in his own breast. Inasmuch, moreover, as
everything which exerts a moulding or modifying influence upon us, not
even excluding revelation, produces its effect ultimately in harmony with and
through means of our nature, if the term organization be made te cover the
whole of that (the mental construction and the fact of freedom, as well as
what is merely bodily,) there may possibly be no great harm in speaking of ii
as controlling, no serions error, at all events, though w. would regard it as a
mode of expression very liable te b. misunderstood.

Seen through the medium of physiology history presents, our author holds,
a "new aspect te us." We gain, he thinks, by so viewing it, "a more just
and thorough appreciation of the thoughts and motives of men in successive
ages of the world." This we can accept without difficulty ; but the statement
that "the equilibriun and movement of humanity are altogether physio-
logical phenomena," appears te us too strong. In this and certain other
passages, net very numerous, some modification of the phraseology might be
useful in the way of helping te prevent mistake on the part of readers, to
whom some of the thoughts, being possibly new te them, may seem startling.

Holding that there is " a progress for races of men as well marked as the
progress of one man," and that " the march of individual existence shadows
forth the march of race existence, being, indeed, its representative on a little
scale," Professor Draper selects the intellectual class as forming the true
representative of a community; in other words, h. adopts intellectual devel-
opment as his test or measure for the determination of the progreus reached
in any given case. Sncb development manifesting itself in the five forms of
Philosophy, Science, Literature, Religion, and Government, he sketches the
movement of each of these, as exhibited in the history of Greece, which, as
the eldest member of the European family, may, he concives, be taken as a
type of the others. As a matter of convenience, he divides the intellectual
life of the type thus chosen into arbitrary periods, distinct from though
merging into eacb other, which he designates : 1, the Age of Credulity ; 2,
the Age of Inquiry; 3, the Age of Faith ; 4, the Age of Reason ; 5, the Age
of Decrepitude ;-answering to periods in the individual life specially marked
by these chiaracteristics-each of which he passes in review for the purpose
of gathering its contents.

From a state of comparative barbarism lie traces the progress of Greece,
through the gradations named, up to the high point of civilization altimately
attained by her--which qualified lier for the place, which she has so wondrously
filled, of leader in the march of Mind.

The Greek religion the author shows to have carried in itself the seeds of its
own dissolution, involving, as it did, a vast mass of misconception in the re-
giona alike of philosophy and fact. " Two circunistances," he remarks, "of
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inevitable occurrence, insured the eventual overthrow of the whole system ;
they were geographical discovery and the rise of philosophical criticism."
For illustration of these, see pages 32-37.

A rapid expansion of the Greek Intellect took place after the First Olympiad
-one effect of which is stated to have been that it became " ashaned of the
fables it had believed in, its infancy. Of the legends, soe are allegorized,
some are modified, some are repudiated. The great tragedians accept the
myths in the aggregate, but decline them in particulars ; some of the poeta
transform or allegorize them ; some use them ornamentally as graceful deco-
rations. It is evident that between the educated and the vulgar classes a
divergence is taking place, and that the best men of the times sec the
necessity of either totally abandoning these cherished fictions to the lower
orders, or of gradually replacing them with something more suitable." With
the poets the philosophera and historians sympathized, imitating at the same
time their course.

"The immoralities," remarks Dr. Draper, "imputed to the gode wore
doubtless calculated to draw the attention of reflecting men, but the essential
nature of the pursuit in which the lonian and Italian schools were engaged
bore directly on the doctrine of a providential govornment of the world. It
not only turned into a fiction the time honoured dogma of the omnipresence
of the Olympian divinities-it even struck at their very existence by leaving
tbem nothing to do. For those personifications it introduced impersonal
nature or the elements. Instead of uniting scientific interpretations to
ancient traditions, it modified and modelled the old traditions to suit the
apparent requirements of science!' Of this the necessary issue was "lthat
the Divinity became excluded from the world ho had made, the supernatural
merged in the natural agency ; Zeus was superseded by the air, Poseidon by
the water ; and, while some of the philosophers received in silence the popular
legends, as was the case with Socrates, or like Plato recognized it as a
patriotic duty to accept the public faith, others, like Xenophanes, denounced
the whole as an ancient blunder, converted by time into a national imposture.
(pp. 35,36.) " The rise of true history brought the same result as the rise
of true philosophy."

" In apparent inconsistency with this declining state of belief in the bigher
classes, the multitude, without concern, indulged in the most surprising
superstitions. With them it was an age of relies, of weeping statues, and
winking pictures. The tools with which the Trojan horse was made might
Still be seen at Metapontum, the sceptre of Pelops was still preserved at
Cceroneia, the spear of Achilles at Phaselis, the sword of Memnon at
Nicomedia; the Tegeates could still show the hide of the Calydonian boar,
very many cities boasted their possession of the true palladium from Troy.
There were statues of Athene that could brandish spears, paintings that could
blush, images that could sweat, and endless shrines and sanctuaries, at which
miracle-cures were performed. Into the hole through which the deluge of
Deucalion receded the Athenian still poured the customary sacrifice of honey
and meal. He would have been an adventurous man who risked any obser-
vation as to its inadequate size. And, though the sky had been proved to be

sce and stars, and not the firm floor of Olympus, he who had occasion to
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ree to the flight of theo gods frovi 91ountaiu1 to~ps into heaven wouild 4ud it
to his advaixtage to -ake no satrounn4cal remark. No adverse allusionsa t
the. poema of Homer, Arctinus, or 14.pphes were tolerated ; ho who perp-
trated th bsphepiy of dispersonifyiîig the~ sui went in peril of death. Tiey

ýwoulid net beiir t]at Datural laws shoidd bc substituied for Zeiua and Poseidcu;
who~ever wvas suspected of believing that H.elios and Spiene were nuet gode
woild do well to purge hiiuself to pub~lie satisfaction. The people vindicated
tbir superstition in ispite of ail geogTaphical an~d phyical diffici4ties, 2M,!

fa r frçnm concerDirig temselves with those contradictions which hall exert4
su# ain influence on the thinking classes, priactically az8ered the needleme

of any' historical evidence. " (pp. 37, 38).
The. rie of the RQmmin power by the intercurse t promotedI, a4 th

~qýdiiug tgther of godas and goddes a.t Roiu9, wiSh helped by thý1
c9 tatteIlbring orle anot!4er into disrepute and ridicule," accelerated t4i

fall of Paganism, which had its commencement nearly a thousa.ii yer eop
in the openiinq of the Eo tian ports,

Ma took place in~ Gree our au!thor affrnma to ha4ve taken plc Ilo-
gTet ae " thro-aghout Europe; and lie ses iii the w9uiderfully ineraM,

laoilities fr locomoption now existig, with the ot!4çr inventions of oxur age
l'th oulinous precursors of a vat plùlosophical revoutio<'.
. *fe, digresion, extending over twenty-eighxt p)aýgea-withi which ch4pterý

.4 d s cpçuied-- 9 the subject of Hindoo theo}çy and Egyptian civil$aion
,te rek Ages of lupiry, Faith, Reua~o, and Intellectual decrepitude am
pase in revlew, qha. 4-7, and the. ri5e, an' decliue of Physical Spcton and

ehclPhilosph$y, the. rise of Science, and4 the death of Greek Philwo h
4tied-ketches biig ivein qf the leading Schoo1;, including noticçs of

t.eir mpore distipguM~ed ftesNhers and sunmyies of their doctrines.
,9f the. mode of treatment, tiie foloi extract fro14 the iiccouiit of the

JP1$onie Phil>sop1hy may serve as an examp4e
Il ome of the. illustrations comm.nlxy gie of ?Wkm' ideal t!4eoryff

aiio e isrcie edfor shon the manne-r in i!hiich bis facts eda4
$i lby the mthod ef modern scienice. Thus, Plto woul say thtthr

is contained in every acorn the ideal type of au tlak, in aewr4lace with wlà4,
:s s89P as suitable circumstances cour, the. acorn wJil develope itself inte ail

p.j4k, p in o oChr tree. inx that a t f dvelpment of sucli a seed into
ýt îm reoth, t1here are, t!4çrefore, two tbings demn~i4l atteti-theý
oirrýi character of the seed, and th~e exterDal forces acting Upcn il.Th

.Paqi otrine draws sucli a distinct~9i e'uphatically ; its essential pup4
i o a8ert the aheolutü existence and i4depe4nene of tI14t iluate tye id
Î4 i-prishnbility. WMough it requires the. agencyof exteral cicmtanqog

fpr itm compete rçalizatioii its being is agth~1eri'rresp.etie ofthom
Threar therefoi,, in such a case, tWO eleInOntS COCrLed-aD internai -ý

anexternal Alikeci elitiseceivedim yotherphsiooiclntac1
ain thie relatio,,s11ip of iniDd and xmatter, thought an~d senston. It is the

external in the eo man, thereby assert ng tiie absolute supremeqy of in-
tllect ; this fli th pp.rtippIIar in wich! man is dia inguiaIhed frum th'
4utM1ý and lower organizations, in whom the~ extera relativeIy predoiniuate&



Thedevlomen o atj snob opÀwu bû i plan or is $>therfor
4ýtling but a aifsaion of th~e Divine idea of Ploism-I tu. ay iia

iiig a d4po8iioti to zýrran9 tbemuilvc b~y fie oz Iy three The aiae
iwt which thi ocu in~ orgaisin of th saýapeces q9 ia , in theê 10atu

intrpettina pofthat t4ug indv o umay peri*B 4,lthe ii

Another eXplanation is sugge-ted by the Profm8or, but want of apc cn,

~p its omissio. We would 4uJi atenina afrte iution of bisa
tote ey iuter~ decito furihe (p. 13.-44) ofth

Th realt ofth Gean expeet becomigaviabetote tç

94t heh way f id toars ber understniag of thefr evo1Qp
'P'aut,' -% diraie *etch is gioi 9pe ihh f he hitory *a¶1

On the wa-systern of Rome take the following remarks a
Tl' 4poti-w aximi of tihe repuaic, for the moat pat roete4 the

%Yýmou -ye of devastatg~ a aquish 4ýtae Iy aui instant unsparig

ýpte to b brief biut dou uo accord with the formula eubdue, reai

14ijor, Gaul, Gewy were full of pepe but they graty dmnfl
under Romn occupation. Her maxima were capable of being realized. ith
jg_ç truh e iltr oraiain prticulary tbat, of thleg4on.

aome çnations colpie ar fqnl fo commercçial purpss in othsfor

ipq i fa xego Qilto:teRna ylwy ipis 1, i

IM oue4me , y rQ w i quick cmuicatinPuf withteha-ureaa ome;~

t44 imled ie4t admit the exnieç of deattin a country, 1bwtý o
t4Ç Ç9t£ , th ),e ecuAgmn of proviil pX0pi&tybcuçt

-r-wc pj'ovebly had not r4 in asingle dft7-wfl not the creat&io of 4
#go oruntesûdirbut rersne.tet~tled poli of n etT1'

T»3 the act Of coonqet RomeQ wfas inumalJI; $hof tried t4,44.k a~ blow h

-Qbit nIIg~l inoveluOiece her but th catatrophe once vr0I

since been equalled in Europe, through injustice and extortio». 80metl4t
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the like occurred in times of public violence ; thus Brutus made Aia Minor
pay five years' tribute at once, and, shortly after, Antony compelled it to do
so ag ain. The extent to which recognized and legitimate exactions were car-
ried is shewn by the fact that upon the institution of the empire the annual
revenues were about two hundred millions of dollars." (pp. 185, 186.)

Chapter nine, which treats of the European Age of Inquiry, describes
among other matters the rise of christianity and its contesta with paganism,
and victory over it ; the various forma assumed by it ; the relation of Cou..
stantine to it ; the Arian controversy ; the progress of the Bishop of Rome
towards supremacy; the character and influence of the Ecclesiastical Councils
of the East on it.

In dealing with the causes which aided the triumph of christianity, too
much breadth is, we think, assigned to the belief respecting the supposed
approaching end of the world, and too much influence imputed to it. While
recognizing, moreover, the ability which marks the analysis given of the
character and policy of Constantine-which form, we admit, one of the pro-
blemas of history-we question whether full justice is done to his motives in
his acceptance of christianity and action in connection with it. They were
doubtless mixed ; but there is resson to believe conviction to have had some
place among them.

The Age of Faith in the East has two chapters devoted to it, namely, the
tenth and eleventh, in the lat of which a spirited sketch is supplied of the
ris, and triumphs of Mohammedanism, whose founder our author is more
disposed to look upon-in view of the previously existing state of things,
with the prevalence obtained by his system, and certain of the resulting
effects-as sustaining the character rather of a " messenger of God " than au
"impostor. "

Chapter twelve, which deals with the Age of Faith in the West, enter ait
considerable length into the character of Gregory the Great and his influ-
ence on the faith of the West, with the services rendered by France in con-
nection vith its propagation. The passage of the Arabians to their Age of
Reson forma the subject of chapter thirteen-which is digressive ; after
which the developient of the Age of Faith in the West ia continued in
chapters fourteen to eighteen. Image worship, the monks, scholasticism,
Gregory the Seventh, the Spanish Arabs, the crusades against the Albigenses,
the contest of Frederick the Second with the court of Rome, the conflict
between Philip the Second and Boniface the Eighth, the Templars and their
fortunes, the great schism, the martyrdom of Huss and Jerome of Prague,
the fall of Constantinople, with other points of hardly la interest, are made
respectively subjects of discussion. A passage of sonie length and much
mnterest, which we would have liked to give, on the various forma assumed
by the idea of the supernatural, we are constrained to omit.

Chapters nineteen and twenty describe the approach of the Age of Reason
in Europe ; and chapters twenty-two to twenty-five the Age itself with its
results, chapter twenty-one being occupied with a digression on the condition
of England at the end of the Age of Faith ; while chapter twenty-six, which
forma the conclusion, presents the author's views in regard to the future of
Europe.
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While in our examination of the work of which the above analysis, neces-
sarily brief and imperfect, has been given, we have met with views on somle
points which we might hesitate to endorse, we regard it as furnishing evi-
dence of a desire to ascertain truth on the matters deait with ; a disposition
to express convictions freely, respectfully, and with a reasonable modesty ;
and a power of thinking and giving utterance to thought in language appro-
priate and easy of comprehension, highly creditable to its author. It is not
often that a knowledge so intimate of so many subjects, and these so various,
and of such a kind, is met with in the same writer. The style is agreeable,
and easy in its movement, and unites a good degree of force with an entire
freedom from pretentiousness. We commend the work, with all heartiness,
to our readers, in the firm bolief that such of them as may take the trouble of
giving it a careful and candid perusal, will, to whatever conclusions they May
come on some of the ideas contained in it, thank us for calling their attention
to it.

It canneot, we think, be intelligently read, without great profit.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Inistiuion, for
the year 1861. Washington : Government Printing Office, 1862.

In 1846 the Congress of the United States established the Smithsoniau
Institution, as trustee to the will of Smithson. The property left by this
philanthropist was bequeathed to the United States, and the bequest was for
the benefit of mankind.

James Smaithson was a natural son of the Duke of Northumberland. He
bsqueathed his fortune to an illegitimate son of his illegitimate brother,
with remnainder to the chBidren of the latter, legitimuate or illegitimate, and
then remainder over to the government of the United States. The last
person died, leaving no legitimate issue, and the bequest to his illegitimate
isue-they not having been specified by name-was held invalid by the
English Courts, so that the United States succoded to Mr. Smithson's
splendid gift.*

The Report for 1861,t now before us, renioves apprehensions which have
been entertained by the friends of the Smithsonian Institution, that a con-
siderable portion of its funds were jeopardized since the commencement of
the Civil War. We are exceedingly glad to hear, that not only does the
original fund of Smithon thus remain safe and unimpaired in the treasury
of the United States, but after paying for the building, collecting a library
and nuseum, and conducting ail the operations which have given character
to the establishment, out of the income.; an extra fund has been accumulated
from the interest itself, which, at the date of the lat report, yielded 7716
dollars. It is only during the past yeàr that a part of tbis fund bas been

« North American Review, page 49, No. 00.

t We acknowledge with much pleasure the receipt of the Reports of the Smith-
sonian Institution for 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, and 1861, from the
Becretary of the Institution.
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unproductive. The iivestmoit of $0,000 of the fund in Vigiia State
Stocks, and $11,000 in those of Tennessee, has reduced the interet byabout $4,000, but a a offset to this reduction, the principal of an annuity
amounting to $25,00, has fallen in and wll now be added to the bequest of
Smithson. Besides the Annuual Report, printed at the expense of the
government, but edited by the Secretary of the Inistitution, which will he

oticed further on ; there is published a volume annually of Smithsonian
contributions, in quarto form, uany of them splendidly illustrated, and con-
prehiending imuportanit original papers on all branches oif humiianl knowledge.

Assistance has been rendered by the Institution to Exploration in differeut
parts of America. The assistauce rendere)d has not buee confined to t'h
United States, but has exteuded to those vast Territories unider the colItrolof the Hudson Bay Company.

The explorations of Mr. Robert Kennicott in this quarter are especially
interesting, and due credit is given to the H. B. Company for their liberality
in offering Mr Keniicott every facility, and for traversing th vast regions
under their control. Dr. Joseph Henry, the able secretary of the Institution
says :-

"The explorations by Mr. Robert Kennicott, in the northwestern part of
continent, are still going on, the Hudson's Bay Company have extenided

the time and afforded additional means for the prosecution of the work.
From the latest advices from Mr. Kennicott, he had reached Fort Yukon,
a the Yukon river, a post in Russian America, and in a region almost
entirely unknown, not only in regard to its natural history but also as to its
geography. From thia point he intended to continue bis explorations to the
mouth of Anderson river, on the coast of the Arctic ocean, and to returm
home about the end of the year 186. It ia proper to remark that in defray-
isg the expense of this exploration the Inustitution has been asisted by the
University of Michigan, the Chicago Audubon Club, the Chicago Academy,
Academy of Natural Science, and by several gentlemen interested in natural
hiatoey, and that without the facilties afforded by the Hudsons Bay Com,-
pany and its officers the enterprise, as at present extended, could not have
ben acomplished. Not only has Mr. Kennioott been received as a guest at
the different posts, but free transportation has been afforded for himself and
his colletions. It is gratifying to the friends of this zealous and accom-
plihed young naturalist to learn that he has everywhere succeeded in excit
ng the sympathy and awakening the interest of the offlicers and employia of
he foreign governments through whose territories his explorations have eX,

teuded. And, thus, while actively engaged himself in extending our knowl-
edge of these remote regions, he ha. diffused a taste for natural history, and
ellated the services of a number of active coBaborators.

The ofirers of the Hudson's Bay Company have instituted local explora.
tions at the principal stations, which, taken in connection with what Mr.
Kennicott is doing, bid fair to make the natural history of Western Arctio
America as well known as that of any part of the continent. Among the
most active of 'those who have become voluntary collaborators of the Inati-
tution is Me Beruard R. Ross, chief factor of the Mackenzie river district.
From that gentleman we are receiving, from time to time, valuabe1ý collectiona
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of specinens to illustrate the natural history and ethnology of the region in
which he resides.

Another gentleman, Mr. Lawrence Clark, jr., of Fort Rae, has contributod
largely to our collection of specitrêans from the vicinity of Slave lake,
Besides these, I miust refer to the report of Professor Baird for the nameà
of a number of other gentlenen who have inade similar contributions frtom
different parts of the Hudson's Bay territory, and other districts of North
_Amierica."

As the Hudson's Bay Company is now attracting more thain fisual atten-
tion, the following testiinony to the zeal exhibited by many offcers of thé
Company, in extending our knowledge of the natural history of the vast
wilderness uinder their charge, will be read with interest. It is fron thé
Report of the Assistant Secretary, Professor Spence F. Baird.

"' :tploratio of the Hudson's Bay territory byi oeers of the Hudson's B"y
Coipanp.-The gentlemen of many of the Hudson Bay Company's poista
have largely extended their important contributions to science, referred tô
in the preceding report. A large proportion of the principal stations have
thus furnished collections of specinmeis and meteorological obserations of the
highest v-alue, which, taken in connection with what Mr. Kennicott is doing,
bid fair to make the Arctic natural history and physical geography $f
America as well known as that of the United States.

Pre-eminent among these vallned collaborators of the Institution is Mr.
Bernard R. Ross, chief factor of the Mackenzie River district, and resident
at Fort Simpson. Reference was made in former reports to his contribu-
tions in previous years; those sent in 1861 are in no way behind the others,
embracing numbers of skins of birds and mammals, some of great variety,
&c., besides very large series of specimens illustrating the manners and cus-
toms of the Esquimaux and varions Indian tribes. Mr. Ross has also de-
posited some relies of Sir John Frankiin, consisting of a gun used by him in
his -rst expedition, and a sword belonging to the last one, and obtained
froin the Esquimaux. Mr. Ross if at present engaged in a series of investi-
gations upon the tribes of theii north, to be published whenever sufficiently
complete, and illustrated by uumerous photographie drawings.

In making up his transmissions to the Institution Mr. Rosa has had the
co-operation of nearly all the gentlemen resident at the different posts in hIs
district, their contributions being of great value. Among them may le
mentioned Mr. James Lockhat, Mr. Wm. flardisty, Mr. J. S. Onion, Mr.
John Reed, Mr. N. Taylor, Mr. C. P. Gaudet, Mr. James Flett, Mr. A
M1cKenzie, Mr. A. Beaúlieu, &c.

Second in magnitude only b tohose of Mr. Ross are the contributions of
fr. Lawrence Clarke, jr., of Port Raé, on Slave lake, consisfing of' many

nainmals, nearly complete sets of thé water fowl, and other birds of the
north side of the lake, with the eggs. of niany of them, such as the blac-
tbroated diver, the trumpeter swan, &c.

Other éontribntions have been received from Mr. R. Campbell, of Atha-
basca; Mr. James McKenzie, of Moose Factory ; Mr. Gladmon, of Rupert
ronBe ; Mr. James Anderson (a) of Mihgan ; Mr. George Barnston, of Lake

Superior ; and Mr. Connolly, of Rigoletta. Mr. MoKenzie fùrnished a large
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box of birds of Hudson's Bay, while from Mr. Barnston were received
severa collections of skins, and eggs of birds, new and rare mamixmalz,
insects, fish, &c., of Lake Superior.

It may be proper to state in this connection that the labors of Mr. Ken-
nicott have been facilitated to the highest degree by the liberality of the
Hudson's Bay Company, as exercised by the directors in London, the execu-
tive officers in Montreal, (especially Mr. Edward Hopkins,) and all the
gentlemen of the company, in particular by Governor Mactavish, of Fort
Garry, and Mr. Ross. In fact, without this aid the expense of Mr, Ken-
nicott's exploration would be far beyond what the Institution could afford,even with the assistance received from others. Wherever the rules of the
company would admit, no charge bas been made for transportation of Mr.
Kennicott and his supplies and collections, and he has been entertained as a
guest wherever lie has gone. No charge also was made on the collection
sent from Moose Factory to Ioudon by the Coipay's ship, and in every
possible way this tine-honored company has shown itself friendly and co.
operative in the higlest degree to the scientific objects of the Institution."

The general appendix to the Report contains Lectures on various subjecta
-Memoirs, papers on the progress of Science in different departments,
Reports on specialsubjects of Enquiry, &c

THE BRITISH MONTHLIES.

LÂCKWOO.-JVLy.

"Prom Cracow to Warsaw."-The Poles look with hope towards Frano
in their present struggle. They derive all their ideas of Earopean policy
from French newspapers, and while uniting a profound respect for the
Emperor of the Frencli, they are moved by their traditional associations
with the country le rules to rely upon the nuiversal sympathy, both passive
and active, which tley live in hope of son receivin. The following se-
count of events sent by the Mayor of a small town, places the real robbers
and destroyers of the country in the true light.

l At twelve o'clock on such a day, the Destroyers of order (the Insurgents)
arrived ; tliey took so mucl flour, se niuch brandy, so many pigs, &c., for
all of which they paid, and then they retired ; and at four o'clock the Pre-

* THs BRITiSH MoNTHLEs, incltiding Blackwood (American reprint), Cornhill,
Temple Bur, Thie St. Janes' Magazine, Good Words, Londoa Society, The Church-
man's .afcgade, The Exchange, &c., &c., cau be procured each nonth at Mesm,
Rollo & Adam's, Toronto.
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servers of Order, (Russians) arrived ; they took so much flour, so much
brandy, so many pigs, &c., for which they did not pay ; they then burned
the town to the ground and retired."

Absolute confidence and unity of purpose appears to exist among the
insurgents. Both police and soldiers are bafBed, in fact the police are un-
questionably in league with the insurgents, and the mode of communicating
intelligence is perfectly safe, the chief artifice being to speak of every public
event as a domestic incident, and persons of note are represented, under
familiar family christian names, and important movements as domestic
episodes. The Central Committee, that occult body, is in full activity and
governs Poland as it pleases. Its history will be most curious and instruc-
tive, if ever it is written. They make use of the government machinery,
telegraphs, and police, for carrying out their secret desigus, ; they deserve
the highest credit for patriotism and skilful organization.

" Ireland Revisited."--Twelve years have produced a vast and most satis-
factory change in the condition of Ireland. Healthy vitality and vigorous
life are now characteristic of districts where the greenness of putresence flour-
ished sorne years since. In 1849 upwards of 2,000,000 of paupers had to be
relieved, in the tenth year afterwards the number did not reach 150,000.
Ireland is still the land for teic Antiquary, If she cannot match England in
the number, the greatness and the perfect art of her gothic buildings, she excels
the rest of the empire, in abundance of those mysterious and chaotic anti-
quities, as to which we only know, that they go back beyond the bounds of
recorded history, and cannot be attributed to any specifie age or people.
This fair country contains a rich and little.appreciated harvest of curious and
uncommon types of ecclesiastical architecture.

" The London A rt Season."-The competition designs for the Prince Consort
Memorial were publicly exhibited in the Royal Gallery of the House of
Parliament. The following architects took part in this contest :-James
Pennethorne, Philip C. Hardwick, Thomas L. Donaldson, George Gilbert
Scott, M. Digby Wyatt, Charles Barry, and Edward M. Barry ; and in the
plans displayed by these well-known men, was fought ont once again the
great battle of the styles. Classie aud Gothic, with a mongrel which was
neither one nor the other, each sought for victory. Classic temples, monu-
ments suggestive of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus ; canopies, crosses, build-
ings not unlike the Baptistry of Florence ; statues, cascades, flights of steps,
a 'Medieval Fountain of National Science, and a 'Classic Fountain of
National Art,'--such were the varied and prolific conceptions which these
seven architects submitted to the approval of the Committee and the public
at large. The genius displayed by these works, with one or two exceptions,
was of that quality which may be fairly designated as sinking, on the ene
hand, into the sinply feeble, or rising, on the other, to tie boldly extrava-
gant. If the noble art practised by the architect have in this country wit-
nessed a revival-a proposition which we do not dispute-certainly evidence
of the great renaissance was wanting in the late competition. But one ex.
ception at least to this sweeping judgment must be made in favour of the
design executed by Mr. Gilbert Scott. This " nagnificent design," to quot&
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the ords of the Coinmitte, haà bee-n by some pisons tbHiied an Éleanor
'Cross ; by others it hs been likened to Sir Walter Scoftts Monutinent in
Edinburgh ; and again we have been told that the original type is to be found
in ecclesiastical Baldichini-the grandest of which, for example, a design by
Bértiini, canopies the high altar of St. Peter's in Rome. To each of thëèt
Wll-known forms Mr. Gilbert Scott's conception bears soine resetablane,
yet does it differ from all by virine of an originality of its own. The centrâ
or chief idea of this Memorial is a statue of the late Prince, to which th'
ârdhitectural stricture comes as a protecting tabernacle and crowning pin-
naele. The next motive in the design, we are told by the architect himself,
wm that this overshadowing structure should have the character of a vast
shrine, enriched with all the arts by which the idea of " preciousness " could
be imparted to the object protected. In the centre, as we have said, is placed
the statue of the Prince Consort, seated in an attitude of repose and dignity,
and around, on pedestals and in niches, or on pinnacles, are groupa of sculp-
ture illustrating the arts and sciences which the late Prince fostered, or com-
memorative of those great undertakings which he originated. The whol
structure is crowned by a lofty spire of ornate tabernacle work, gilt and
enamelled, terminating in a cross at the height of one'hundred and fifty feet
above the level of the surrounding ground. The entire édifice, decorated to
utmost splendour, may indeed be said to shine in the full light of " the lamp
of sacrifice." The materials, if the finances at command should be found
adéquate, are little short of sumptuous. The white marble of which the
work will chiefly be composed, it is intended, shall be inlaid with granit.,
porphyry, crystals, and cornelians, thus imparting to the architectural com-
position the polychroiatic brilliancy known to the buildings of Lombardy.
The gables or pediments will be filled with mosaic pictures ; the vaulted roof
of the canopy beautifled with the enamels or mosaics received by Salviati in
Venice, and displayed, it may be remembered, at a stall in the nave of the
late International Exhibition. Thus can we well understand that thia design
-- which certainly promises, should it ever be completed, to be one of the
most elaborate and ornate architectural edifices which this country and cen-
tury have witnessed-will possess the merit of uniting within itself thoéa
décorative arts to the formation of which the late Prince was so zealously de-
*oted. A fatality, we are sorry to be reminded as we turn to all sides of
the metropolis, has atteuded nearly every one of our public monuments,
*e trust that this the last and greatest, will prove an honourable exception.
lhé very magnificence of the enterprise has alone, however, filled some minds
wih miisgivings as to the ultimate issue. The voluntary subscriptions, we
1nôw, reach close upon £6b,000 ; and the State has augmented the sum to a
total of £1W,000. Wé fèel asieured, too, that if fiiirsifäbàdies be eaïted,
Parliament will rneet the requirement, wheneïër it may añse, in a libérl
Épidit.

"Unsdr the Limees"-Berliu in 1863.

Ckrmick, 6f fJâ uifo4: I'Im *im en+ùu
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THE VICTPORIA MAGAZINE--JULY,

The new claimant for public favour has reached its third number. It is
something in the style of Cornhil; among the contributors are some well
known names.

" The Humou&r of Various Nations." hardly does justice to the subject.
The introduction of a few anecdotes, old as the hills, would scarcely seem tg
illustrate the Humour of a Nation.

English, Scotch, and Irish humour are widelydistinguished from one another.
English Humor, of the most purely national cast, shows itself in our great
towns among the working (and idling) classes, the cabbies, costermongers,
and, above al], the street sweepers, and city Arabs. The repartees of these
men and boys-their instant appreciation of the ridiculous in any little
scene or unconmmon figure in the streets-is peculiarly English. There is
nothing like it that we have ever observed on the Continent; the inimitable
gamin of Paris, of whom Gavroche is the type, being quite another genus.
We have a capital idea of it when Leech makes the poor old country clergy-
man in the omnibus, appeal piteously, with infinite mildness, to the con-
ductor, to " make haste and save his appointment in the Strand," and the
conductor cries to the driver, " Go on, Bill ! Here's a old cove a cussin' and
a swearin' like anythink !"-and another, when the magnificent "swell,"
with his head in the air, walks ont of Tattersall's and a street boy exclaims,
"I say ! They've let out that 'era hanimal without his martingale on !"
We can vouch for the fact of the following, which is still better. 'A lady,
teaching in a ragged school one Sunday evening, was trying to impress on her
class of young city Arabs the duty of thankfulness to Providence ; and, to
begin at the lowest and most tangible proposition, asked them to mention
the pleasures which in the course of the year they enjoyed the most ; holi-
day's on some fine neighbouring downs being in her unsophisticated mind
the probable reply to her questions, or at the worst the good Christmas
dinner provided by the guardians of the schools. The class, composed of
ten or a dozen lads betweeh sixtee and eighlteen, all sat very still for a mo-
ment in profound cogitation. Then the leader lifted his head, looked the
lady straight in the face, and answered:

" Cock-fightin,'1 ma'am. "
On a different occasion, some other boys of the same description being

asked to defiue what conscience migit be, answered that it was " a thing a
lady or ge'anina hadn't got, who, when a lad found their handkerchiefs and
gave them back to them, didn't give the boy sixpence."

There are two kinds of Irish wit-the intentional and unintentional. of
this latter sort, there is an absolutely limitess supply, afforded by the redun-
dancy of metaphor and illustration common to the national mind, and pro-
ductive of absurdities and hyperboles delightful to study.

The qneer ideas which enter the fertile brains of Blibernians, at all times
are sufficiently astonishiug. A school of poor children having read in their
chapter in the Bible the denunciations against hypocrites who " strain at a
gnat and swallow a camel," were afterwards examined by the benevolent,
patrouess, Lady E- , as to their recollections of the chapter, " What, in
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particular, was the sin of the Pharisees, children ?" said the lady. " Ating
camals, my lady," was the prompt reply.

But beside these unintentional drolleries, there is abundance of true wit
in Ireland, with a flavour all its own. Few theological definitions. for
instance, could bear the palm from that of a priest, who, having preached a
sermon on Miracles, was aaked by one of his congregation walking homeward,
tà explain a little more lucidly what a miracle meant. "l s it a miracle you
want to nderstand P" said the priest. " Walk on then there forniust me,
and lil think how I can explain it to you." The man walked on and ther
priest came behind him and gave him a tremendous kick. " Ugli !" roared
the sufferer, " Why did yoii do that V" "Did you feel it V" said the priest.
" To be sure I did," replied the unhappy disciple. " Well then, remember
this. It would have been a ' miracle ' if you had not."

Very lately a somewhat rigid specimen of the English governess, primly
dressed as became her years, and by no means attractive in cork-screw curls
and well pinched lips, addressed a Dublin carman ii an authoritative manner,
with the obnoxious stipulation-

" I take you for an hour."
Cabby (in an insinuating manner), " Ah ma'am, won't ye take me for

life ?"
The lady's indignation may be easily figured.
Scotch wit or 1 wut," seems a very difficult thing to describe-perhaps

because its vitality i not very highly developed. Scotch people have good
sense, good brains, good culture, and super-eminently good conscience, if
extreme scrupulosity constitutes goodness in that particular. But very
rarely indeed to these fine qualities do they seem to add anything like either
English humer or Irish wit. The nearest approach to anything of the kind
appears to be a certain dry way of saying things Eo exceedingly plain and
sensible as to occasion the same sense of surprise as that produced by the
startling coruscation of ideas belonging to real wit. Of this class is a story
we have heard of an English geologist, tegnpted on a Suiday in Seotland
furtively to chip with his pocket-hammer a wayside rock of too tempting ap-
pearance. An old woman passing by remarked, with all the sternness befit-
ting the offence, " It's not stones you're breaking, but the Sabbath." Also
the old anecdote of the tourist indignantly asking, "l Does it always rain in
tib abominable country?" and receiving the reply, "Na. It sometimes
oDaws." Another gentleman, sarcastically observing, in the midst of a down-
pour, " Fine weather !"-was answered doubtfully, " Wall ! I was thiking
it was rayther dampish."

Above all, there ia the capital story of the Scotch lady, who was afraid to
go over a certain ferry on a stormy day, and preferred going round by the
bridge. Her friends suggested to her that she ought to " trust in the Lord,"
and have no fear ; to which she replied, "I'll na trust in the Lord so long as
there's a brigg in the country !"

The advertisement of a Scotch stage coach, some years ago, bore the
singular announcement tfiat it would always start on Mondays, "the Lord

permitting fr the weather being favourable,"-but that failg to do so, it
would go on Tuesday whether or noi.
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After Scott and Dean Ramsay, however, it is idle to talk as if l Caledonia
stern and wild" had not her merry nioods occasionally.

" The ißuitefnce of University degrees on the Education of Wom"--The
strongest arguments which can be used in favour of offering some stimulus
te the higher intellectual culture of women are in fact those which have
been thoughtlessly advanced on the other side. Amazons have never been
persons of higli intellectual attainments, nor have the most learned women
shown any tendency to rush into Bloomerism and other ugly eccentricities.
It is true, indeed, and a fact of the utmost significance, that women with
great natural force of character, do, when denied a healthy outlet for their
energy, often indulge in unhealthy extravagances, simnply because it is a
necessity of their nature to be active in somre way or other. But the fast
women and the masculine womnen are not those who sit down to their books
and devote theniselves te an orderly course of study. It may be asserted
with still greater emphasis, that the hard and cold women are precisely those
whom a consciousness of their uiniportance to the worfd in general hua
made callous to everything but their own petty, personal interests, and in
whom the sense of duty and responsibility, or in other words, the conscience,
has been deadened and seared by fashionable frivolity.

Great stress his been laid on the alleged fact that women do not them-
selves want University examinations and degrees. It is always difficult te
ascertain the " senuse " of women on any given subjeet. Many shrink from
even affixing their names to a memorial, and there is no other recognised
method by which they can, in any corporate manner, express their opinions.
There can be no doubt that among the more thoughtful, there are many who
are eager to obtain for younger women educational aids of which they cannot
themselves enjoy the benefit. The cordial support given to this proposal by
Mrs. Somerville, Mrs. Grote, Mrs. Gaskell, Mrs. Mary Howitt, &., and by
a large proportion of the ladies concerned in the management of Queen'as
College and Bedford College, sufficiently attest the fact.

FRASER'S M!AoAZNE.--JULY.

"Yong England."--" The first thing that strikes one in mixing with young
people now is the absence of that diffidence or timidity which has been snp.
posed te belong to inexperience. There is in theri generally, though in
different degrees, what in the few may be called self-possession, but in the
many must be called self-assurance. Afraid of nothing, abashed at nothing,astonished at nothing, they are ever comfortably assured of their own perfect
competence te do or say the right thing in any given position. In schools,in universities, in military colleges, or in the world, wherever the young are
assembled, these peculiarities are more or less conspicuous. Nor are they
confined te the male sex alone. A girl of 18 goes with as much assurance to

eçr first drawing-room as the boy just out of school goes tu meet his first
introduction te his professional superiore. Their elders remember such days
ne momentous periods of agitation or nervous shyness, and accomlpany tleir
bqpefd offapring with words of encouragement ; while, in troth, it il more
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probable that the daughter will support her mother's diffidence, and the son

kindly patronise his father in the forthcoming trial to their ierves. One

fear alone would be capable of unnerving either. If the youth could imagine

that his companions suspected him of any of the poor-spirited qualities which

are summed up under the awful accusation of being " green ;", if the yonng

lady vho last week exchanged school room frocks for ball room dresses, could

suppose that anyone would doubt her perfect knowledge of life and society,

of all proprieties of dress, manners, and conduct,-then indeed a cloud milghlt

come over their mental serenity, and that grand repose of self-satisfaction

might be disturbed ; but there is little fear of such trouble falling upon them.

If it were not for smooth cheeka, baptismal registers, and empty talk, we

should rarely suspect them of youth. Truly the talk is the fatal nare.

Registers we miglit not consult ; cheeks mayowe much to art, but the tongue

is indeed an unruly member. In manner and conduct, the assurance of a

settled position, or the self-asiertion of tried character, may be assumed ; but

the tongue is loosed, and lo ! all disguises fall away. Rushing with charac.

teristic audacity into questions of literature and theology, morals and politics,

their age stands quickly revealed. Then, according to our mood, we may

laugh or weep, as we hear the morning's sermon and last night's partners

discussed with the saine off-hand ease by a set of young ladies ; the heroes of

twenty battles criticised by beardless boys, as they settle their neckties before

a mirror ; grave theological points, for which in former ages men were

content to die, settled between the courses by creatures who were learning

their catechism lait month ; political questions and the characters of public

men disposed of in a few words by lads whose own experiences being neces-

sarily a blank, have at least taken care to learn no lessons from history ;

points of conduct, puzzling to those vho abest know the trials of life, or

umours of foul-mouthed scandaL, blasting honour and happiness in a breath,

talked over by girls whose untried lives station bas kept-outwardly pure, even

though youth has failed to keep thei pure iu mind or gentle in feeling.
" Wanlt of reverence is one of the common faults of the young in our day.

That it should accompany great self-assurance is nothing wonderful, though

it is not easy to say which is the cause or the effect of the other ; whether

the undue growth of self-importance first hides from us the relative propor-

tions of what is out of self, or whether, being first devoid of that noble feel-

ing that pays instinctive homage to all that is great, we are driven to seek

satisfaction in poor and arid admiration of ourselves. This knotty question

of precedence in mental infirmity we are fortunately not obliged to decide ;

enough for us is the fact that in same maner the tendencies of our age have

fostered a peculiarity apparently little congenial to youth. For it has been

commonly supposed that, left to its natural instinct, the young mind ia prone

to reverence. Though often rash and presumptuous, youth bas generally

shown these faulta in over calculating its strength, for every great and noble

deed that he had, fed its hero-worship and fired its enthusiasm. A lofty

ideal was present, and the untried courage spurned every worldly obstacle.

But the pwsumption of our fait generation is no such heroic failing. It is

not born of overweening satisfaction in actual achievenent. It says not

ciWait and see what we can do !" but " Look and behold what we have
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doune how deep we are in the world's lore ! how free from foolish prejudices ;

how far above ancient objects of veneration ?" Those who enjoy this con-

sciousness of inward strength naturally look not, as the inexperienced of

former ages looked, for advice and encouragement from sone whom they

respected or revered ; but on the other hand, they are willing enough to

bestow it ; thus their eiders are saved a world of trouble ; may have guidance

if they will accept it, dismissing the old-fashioned hobbling guide called ex-

perience. It is time they should acknuwledge that in place of one Minerva,

whom Athens was proud of, we have a whole generation born ready armed

for every conflict ; whose swaddling-clothes are a panoply of wisdom. No

wonderthat they go their way rejoicing. They know everything except their

own ignorance and the few things that may chance to hide, and divine every-

thing except the feelings which these peculiarities of theirs are apt to excite

in differently constituted ninds. Nor, as we Baid above, are they chary of

their superior wisdom, but willingly impart it ; the misfortune ia that the

terms in which it is expressed are not always clear to the uninitiated, to the

docrepit understandings whose culture was mostly effected while slang was

denied the privilege of decent society ; so that a new dictionary must needs

he compiled before the sagacity of the fast school can be usefully digested

into a new proverbial philosophy for conmon use and guidance.

" Nil admirari is almost necessarily the motto of such a school. It bas been

at all times the resource of fools aping wisdom ; but now we believe it is not

a mere affectation, but a sadly genuine state of feeling. Various causes have

oombined to wither the poetic element in the young mind, and with it natur-

ally decays the faculty of admiration, the source of some of our trueat en-

joyments and most elevating emotions. The youngest can rarely be content

now to see, and feel, and enjoy ; they must also, or rather first, judge, com-

pare and criticise-a process ail the more rapid the fewer the grounds passed

for comparison and judgment. Many would seem to have been boni old,

so completely bas the gloss of life worn off before the fulness of life has ever

been tasted. They come from country homes, and London seems quite con-

monplace to them. They go to the theatre for the first time, and are per-
fectly composed ; for ever a la hauteur des circonstances, they criticise the

arrangements, the acting, the getting up, and the audience with the aplomb
of an habitué. They go abroad and no contrast seems to prompt an lnquiry,
or waken an emotion of surprise. They see the grandeur of nature, or the

marvels of art, or the triumplis of science, and they may approve, but not

wonder ; they may express a judgment but not ask a question ; they nay be

satisfied, and gratify science or nature by sayinug so, but not be wrought into

that state in which fuller minds feel overwhelmed by the presence of the

sublime, and yield themselves with a sense of fuller life to the emotion which

finds no utterance. Never, perhaps, were such varied excitements presented

to eye and ear as in the prusent day ; but it would seem that, in the absence

of the pure and simple spirit of enjoyment, the exciteient itself is the sole

object. It is not ie music, or the scenery, or the riding wbich is the at-

traction, but the party with whom these pleasures are to be enjoyed, and the

diiner or the dress involved, according as it is a male or female imagination

that dwells upon the prospect. It follows that there is little medium between
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eiteitement and ennui: and that the latter quickly resumes its sway till some
new thing awakens a moment's curiosity, or promises sorne fresh stimulc.
The love of excitement explains why, in the midst of the prevailing apathy,
there exists an insatiable craving for what they are pleased to call fun.
Stiange enougli are some of the things which go under that name. Outre
dress, outre language, outre manners, and outre flirting all cone under this
head. Even in the femiale use of the term it often includes slang, smoking,
.and a somewhat questionable love of adventure ; while used by the nobler
,sex, it would be hard to limait its signification ; since ranging through every
puerile amusement, it has been seen aiso to embrace that rare delight in
other men's peril, which inspired certain chroniclers of Indian horrors and
certain amateur caip-followers of Garibaldi-voluntary witnesses of a nations
iltrugle for life or death, who rode out to a battle field to get an appetite for
breakfast, and made merry over the squalid equipments of an army of heroe."

"On Comets."-By Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart.
During the epoch of recorded history, namely 6000 years, the number of

comets which have been, or might have been seen is probably between 20,000
and 30,000.

That same great comet of 1680, which occurred while Newton was brooding
over those grand ideas which broke upon the world like the dawn of a new
day in his " Principia," afforded him a beautiful occasion to test the truth of
his gravitation theory by the most extreme case which could be propoed.-
The planets were tane and gentle things to deal.with ; a little tightening of
the iein here, and a little relaxation there, as they careered round and round
would suffice, perhaps, to keep them regular, and guide them in their graceful
and smooth evolutions. But here he had a stranger from afar-from ont be-
yond the extremest limits of our system-dashing in, scorning all their con-
ventions, cutting across all their orbits, and rushing like some wild infuriated
thing close up to the central sun, and turning short round it in a sharp and
violent curve, and with a speed (for such it was) of 1,200,000 miles an hour at
the turning point, and then going off as if curbed by the guidance of a firm
and steady leading rein held by a powerful hand, in a path exactly similar to
that of its arrival, with perfect regularity and beautiful precision ; in conform-
ity to a rule which required not the smallest alteration in its wording to mnake
it applicable to sch a case. If anything could carry conviction to men's
minds of the truth of a theory, it was this. And it did so. I believe that
Newton's explanation of the motions of comets, so exemplifted, was that which
stamped his discoveries in the minds of men with the impress of reality beyond
all other things.

This comet was perhaps the most magnificent ever seen. It appeared from
November, 1680, to March, 1681. lI its approach to the sun it was not very
briglit, but began to throw ont a tail when about as far from the sun as the
earth. WA passed its perihelon on December 8th, and when nearest, it wa
one.sixth part of the mun's diameter froin his surface (one-fifty-fourth part 6f
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an inch on the conventional scale of our imaginary figure), and at that mo-

ment had the astonishing speed I have just mentioned. Now, observe one

thing,. The distance f rom the sun's centre was about , part of our distance

from it. All the heat we enjoy in this earth comes from the sun. Imagine
the heat we should have to endure if the sun were to approach us, or we the

sun to u part of its present distance ! It would not be merely as if 160 suns

were shining on us all at once, but 160 times 160, according to a rule which in

well kniown to all who are conversant witih such matters. Now that is 25,600.
Only imagine a glare 25,600 times fiercer than that of an equatorial sunshine

at noonday with the sun vertical ! And again only conceive a light 25,600
times more glaring than the glare of such a noonday ! In such a heat ther

is no solid substance we know of which would not run like water, boil, and be

coenverted into smoke or vapour. No wonder it gave evidence of violent ex-

citement. Coming from the cold region outside the planetary system torpid

and ice-bound, already, when arrived even in our temperate region, it began
to show signs of internal activity : the head began to develop and the tail to

elongate, till the comet was for a time lest sight of. No human eye beheld

the wondrous spectacle it must have offered on the 8th of December. Only
four days afterwards, however, it was seen, and its tail, whose direction wa

reversed, and whici (observe) could net possibly be the same tail it had before

(for it is not to be conceived as a stick brandished round, or a flaming sword,
but freshi matter continually streaming forth)-its tail, I say, had already

lengthened to an extent of about ninety millions of miles, sothatît imust have

been ,hot out with immense force in a direction from the sun ; a force far

greater than that with which the sun acted on and controlled the head of the

comet itself, which, as the reader will have observed, took froin November

I0th te December 8th, or twenty-eigit days, to fall to the sun from the sane

distance, and that with a the velocity it had on November 10th te start with.

All this is very mysterious. We shall never perhaps quite understand it;

but the mystery wil be, at all events, a little diminished when we shall have

described some of the things which are seen to be going on in the heads of

comets under the excitement of the sun's action, and when calming and quiet-

ing dow afterwards.

" Good Words for Childrer,"-These are "Endless Life," Il Endless Joy,"
"Our Father," " Trust in God."

CWhat Bester Durham lived for " is a beautiful and affecting story of the
Indian Rebellion.

"Sisterhood s."

Woe because of Offences."

Remembrance," &c., &c.

THE CoRNHILL MAGAZINE.-JULY.

"Over-eating and Under-eating."
It ia a remarkable fact that the children of Lancashire, since the cotton di-

ire*s, have actually become more healthy, and the mortality among the t-
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tle helpless things has become markedly less. The explanation i8 simple, the
mothers are now unemployed, and have time to atttend to the feeding of their
children, and they are far more skilful at this task than the incompetent per-
ons to whom it is ordinarily confided. People in general eat too much, and

the use of alcoiolie stimulants with abundance of food is productive of disease.
The value of different kinds of food is generally misunderstood. Onions ar
now regarded as equal in nutritions qualities to four times their weight of any
vegetable except leeks. Cheese is also as nutritive a .diet as one can name,but it ought to be well naaticated. White bread is far less nutricious than
brown, and yet it is commonly prefered by the poorer classes in England.--
Ignorance of knowing what to eat and how to cok is the cause of much mis-
ery in the aggregate.

" Was Nero a Monster."-This paper tirowa the gravest doubts on the
generally received impressiona respecting Nero's character. The testimonyof
the clasaie witnesses against this man is diseussed, dissected and overthrown.
Science is appealed to as establishing almost beyond doubt the absurdity of
some of the charges which have blackened Nero's reputation. Common sense
is next called into the witness-box and throwa her sheltering wing over the
emperor. All that is thoroughly reliable is the fact that a tradition of Nero's
infancy existed, and was unhesitatingly accepted ; a tradition al the more
noticeable since it was coupled with one which made his early years of bril-
liant promise, so that Trajan in after days expressed the wish that his whole
reign might rival the splendor of Nero's commencement.

The writer does not wish the object of his essay to be les the vindication
of Nero's character, than an appeal to the common sense of mankind to be
vigilant in its demands of evidence, when called upon, either in history or
in gossip circuilated about living men, to accept statements affecting character
and motives.

The Small House at Allington" is becoming very interesting, and will
probably prove a far more acceptable tale for the majority of the readers of
Cornhill than the more highly wrought and polished historical romance which
bears the title cf

"Rcinla."

Professional Etquette."
"Some years ago a gentleman, who lived in a somewhat lonely part of the

country, was asked to go and se a poor eighibour who wa very ill. On his
arrival he found the man at the point of death, and extremiely anxious to see
a clergyman. The visitor went to the houe of a clergyman who lived near,and told him of the dying inan's wish. The clergyman replied that as the
house of the dying nan was out of his parisli e could not interfere, nor
could any remonstrauces induce him to do sp. An eminent lawyer was so
fortunate as to be made the heir of a rich and childless old man, who, falling
ill, showed him his will, by whicih it appeared that the testator had given a
ife-interest only to his intended heir. When this was pointed out to the sick
man he said "Ye, but I underatood you to say you meant never to marryl
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0I m ay have said so," was the answer, " but I certainly did not seriously
mean it, and at any rate I should not wish you to act upon that assumption."
" Then," said the sick man, " draw up the will so as to give yourself the
absolute property, and I will execute it." The lawyer replied, that he could
not make a will in his own favour, and before another lawyer could be found
the testator had died, and the mistake had become irreparable. A gentleman
was poisoned but escaped with his life ; the poison remained in his body, and
caused him grievous sqffering. He employed certain unrecognized remedies,
and by means of them, as he considered, recovered bis health, and got the

poison out of his system. He went to an eminent physician and described
his case. The physician saîd, " I will treat you on the supposition that yon
really have got rid of the poison, but don't tell of me, for the remedy which,
as you say, has got it ont, is not recognized by the profession."

" These illustrations are instances taken from the three learned professions
of a sort of secret code of laws, of which the outside world understands
neither the principles nor the applications, but which exercise a wider infu-
ence than most people would suppose over the proceedings of nome of the
Most important classes of the community."

WNDO SOOmTY.-JULT.

This is decidedly the best number of the series, as far as its literary character
goes. The illustrations, too, are good, but not equal to those which beautify
some preceding umber.

"The firat time I saw Her" is the beginning of a London story, whieh
promises to become particularly interesting.

" The Derby Day under an Umbrela."-One never tires reading good des-
criptions of the Derby Day, and although the circumstances under which the
writer viewed this great national fête were not encouraging, yet he succeeds
in giving a very interesting and lively narrative under unfavourable circum-
stances. The rain did not in the least degree lessen the fun or mar the
enjoyment of thousands, although the uneloaked public must have had their
ardour, but evidently iot their spirits, damped by the downfall. The illus-
trations are worthy of PinAch.

"Among the Poioder."-One would scarcely have expected to find à minute
description of a powder manufactory in London Society. The writer succeeds,
however, in keeping up the interest of his subject admirably, and treats of
sulphur, saltpetre, and charcoal, crushing mills, drying mills, and magasinea,.
as if they wre the liveliest subjects for light literature.

"Tite Doctor's Fortune."

" Bow &s was dressed for the Baul."

'Roses glowed ardent red on her dress,
Glowed ardent red on lier lips,

Roses fainted and drooped on her hair,
And died on her finger tips.
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"Gold clasped the marble curve of her arms
It wound round her throat so fair,

It coazing drooped from her pearly cars,
And rippling gold was ler hair."

«' DieUWs Dogs; or, tAe Landseer of 1ion.

ÂMEÉIIOAK ýPMIODICAL8.

THE NORTH AMERIoAN REVIEW-JULY, 186.

The North A merican Review " bas now been published for more than
forty years. It bas long held a foremost place in the ranks of America
periodical literature. The July number contains articles on

I. Traits of Jean Paul Richter and his Titan.
Il. Peerages and Genealogies.

III. The Chronology, Topography and Archeolgy of the ie of Christ.
IV. Liberia College. &o., &c.

"Peerages and Genealogies."-The English nobility is of Norman origi
ew of the Saxon families survived the Conquest, and those which did were

subjected to the fendal system, introduced by the Conqueror. The earliest
honours were territorial, the counts or earls being governors of counties, with
high authority, and the barons feudal tenants. All the tenants in capit,
whether by knight's service or grand sergeantry, were required to give their
attendance upon the sovereign at stated times, and at times to give advice.
The transfer of the tenure to another person transferred the honours and
duties to him. Thus were created barons by tenure, and such were all the
great baronies of of the earlier Norman kings. It bas for a long time been
in dispute whether the possession of one of these ancient baronies entitied the
owner to a writ of summons to thei House of Lords. The question was ire-
quently raised, but never decided until two years ago, when Sir M. Berkeley
claimed a sunmons as proprietor of Berkeley Castle, and it was then deoclared
that baronies by tenure had long ceased to exist in England.

Baronies by writ of summons followed the tenure baronies. These were
created by a writ of summons issued under the great seal to certain individuais
to attend Parliament. Some persons were summoned regularly, others only
occasionally, or even only once. The custon varied, also, as te the heirs of
a first baron. But if a person sunmoned actually sat in Parliament, he
acquired a barony in fee,, which descended like reai estate at common law,
the males taking in succession, and the females together. In the latter case
the barony fall into abeyance, and so continues until ail the bains but oeu
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we extinct, or until called out of abeyance, in favour of one of the co-heirs,
by the sovereign. Most of the older baronies now giving seats in the House
of Lords have been derived in this manner, as those of De Ros, De Clifford,
Clinton, Hastings, Camoys, Willoughby d'Eresby, and Willoughby De Broke,
the peers of these naines being descendants in the female line of the original
grantees.

But for a long time baronies, as well as peerages, have been created by
patent, and the honour descends according to the limitation contained in the
patent, which in England commonly restricts the succession to the male de-
scendants of the first peer, though occasionally it is extended to collateral
and feinale heirs. In Scotland peerages were generally granted to the heirs
general, so that it is morally impossible for some of them ever to become
extinct.

The foreign title of Viscount, which ranks next above that of Baron, was
introduced in the fourteenth century. It bas never been very popular, and
was very little conferred until the reign of George I1. The Viscounty of
Hereford, conferred in 1550 on the Devereux family, is the oldcst one giving
a seat in the House uf Lords. Next, at a long interval, comes that of Bol-
ingbroke, conferred by Queen Aune on the celebrated statesman.

The title of Earl is the oldest in the peerage, and was, as we have stated, the
oicial naine for the governor of a county or province, tbugh not since the
Conquest. It has long been the favourite title in England, and in Scotland
the earls outnumber all the other peers together. The oldest earldom is that
of Shrewsbury, conferred on the Talbots in 1442.

The title of Marquess, next above that of Earl, was seldom conferred until
the reign of George III. The oldest marquessate is that of Winchester,
enjoyed by the Paulets, upon whom it was conferred in 1551. Next in the
English peerage is Lansdowne, created in 1784. In the Scotch peerage there
are four marquessates ; in Ireland, they are more numuerous.

The title of Duke was introduced into England by Edward II., who
created his son, the Black Prince, Duke of Cornwall,-a title which de-
scends to all his successors, and gives the Prince of Wales a seat in the House
of Lords. The dukedom of Norfolk, created in 1483, is the oldest after
Cornwall. That of Somerset dates from 1546. This great title was rarely
conferred, except upon princes of the blood, until the reign of Charles iL
lie and some of his immediate successors were very liberil in bestowing it.
Of late, again, it has been bestowed charily, and the number of peers bearing
it has actually decreased. The last created were those of Sutherland and
Cleveland in 1833. It is understood that it was offered to the late Marquess
of Lansdowne and the Earl Fitz-William, but declined by those eminent mon.

The House of Lords did nAt contain more than fifty or sixty persons in the
time of the Tudors, and was comaparatively sinall until the accession of Mr.

Pitt as Prime Minister in 1783. That statesman recommended a great num-
ber for the honours of the peerage,-his peers included the wealthy COTUty
-families of Lowther, Vernon, Bagot, and Lascelle, and many Scotch and
Irih lords ; and his soccessom in ofie. have also generally been liberal e
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titlea The House of Lords, however, has not kept pace in increase with the
population and wealth of the country. The country gentlemen have funisbhed
most of the new creations. Next in nunibers probably c&mes the bar, and
then those distinguished in political and military life. Many families have
owed their foundation to trade and commerce ; but the number of persons
actually engaged in commercial pursuits who have been raised te the peerage
bas been small. It includes Lords Carrington, Ashburton, Overstone, and
Belper. Literature has one great name,-tbe late Lord Macaulay. The
Bouse of Lords contains thie, royal princes-the Prince of Wales, as Duke
of Cornwall, the King of Hanover, as Duke of Cumberland, and the Duke
of Cambridge,-twenty other dukes, nineteen marquesses, one hundred and
ten earls, twenty-two viscounts, and two hu dred and ten barons. This list
includes ail the hereditary members. There are also sixteen reprentatives
of the peers of Scutland, tweuty-eight representative peers from Ireland, and
thirty-two bishops,-in all, four hundred and sixty members. The Irish
representative peers are chosen for life ; those of Scotland, for a single Par-
liament. While the Scotch and Irish peers are entitled only te select a certain
number of their order to represent them, many, and, indeed, all the more
influential among them, sit in the Bouse of Lords by virtui of English titles
conferred upon them. Thus, the Duke of Hamilton in Scotland sits and
votes as Duke of Brandon ; the Duke of Buccleuch, as Earl of Doncaster ;
the Duke of Leinster in Ireland, as Viscount Leinster ; and the Marquess of
Ormond, as Baron Ormond. The peerages of the three kingdoms number
about six hundred and fifty persons, including twenty-seven dukes. While a
large number of peers are peers of two out of three kiugdoms, only three
persons are peers of all,-the Marquesses of Abercorn and Hastings, and the
Earl of Verulam. An Irish peer, when not entitled to a seat in the Bouse
of Lords, may ait in the House of Commons for any constituency out of
Ireland. The second Marquess of Londonderry (botter known as Lord
Castlereagh) and the present Viscount Palmerston are distinguished instances.
It has been supposed that this privilege does net extend to Scotch peers ; but
the question has never been tested.

It is seldom that a commoner is raised at once te a higher rank than Vis-
count, or even than Baron. George III. did this but twic,-in 1766, when
William Pitt was created Earl of Chatham, and in 1784, when Sir James
Lowther was made Earl of Lonsdale ; and her present Majesty has done it
but thre. times,-in the cases of Mr. Thomas William Coke of Holkham Hall,the Nestor of the Whig party, created Earl of Leicester in 1837, of Lord
Francis Egerton, made Earl of Ellesmere in 1846, and of Lord John Russell,
made Earl Russell in 1861.

AXERICAN JOURNAL OF SClENCE AND ART.-JULY.

" Possilfotmarks of the Connecticut VaUtey."-Professor Hitchcock quotes
the views arrived at by Prof. J. D. Dana, with respect to certain kinds of
animais exiliing during the early periods of the earth's hiatory. " The world
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will bave finally to settle down to the belief, that there were Reptilian birds

in ancient times, as well as Ichthyoid Reptiles and Oöticoid Mammals."

"On the Luminosity of Meteors."-Mr. B. V. Marsh states that the

greatest splendor of meteors does not arise from the meteor itself, but from

the air which surrounds it. The conclusions to whieh the considerations he

enumerates lead, is that the uppor regi-ns of the atmosphere, even to its

utmost limit, are grand resorvoirs of latent heat, most admirably adapted for

the protection of the earth from collizion with bodies approaching it with

planetary velocity from without. The intruder is invariably surrounded

with a fiery envelope, heated to the greatest conceivable intensity ; its sur-

face is burned off or dissipated into vapour, the sudden expansion of the

stratum immediately beneath the burning surface tears the body into frag-
ments, each of which, retaining its planetary velocity, is instantly surrounded

by a similar envelope, which produces like effect ; and so on, until in most
cases the whole is burned up or vaporized.

The abstracts of the proceedings of the Learned Societies, contain notices
of most of the important scientific decisions of the day, and the 'Scientific '
Intelligence, brings the reader face to face with what is doing in Europe and

America, and in all the vast fields of Natural Science., Most of the articles
in this number are of a purely Scientific character.

CANADIAN PERIODICALS.

TrU OmmADIÂN nOUEiAÂL. -MAY AND JULT.

Ma.
I. A Popdar Exposition of the Minerals and Geology of Canada. Part V.

By Prof. Chapman, Ph. D.
IL On the Two Species of Astacusfound in Canada. By T. J. Cottle, Eaq.

III. LsW of Plants Collected chiefly inthe immediate Neighbourhood of London,
C. W. By W. Saunders.

VI. Mean Meteorological Reut4ds ai Toronto, for 1862. By G. T. Kingston,
M. A.

V. Notes on the Present Conditio, of the Oil Wels at Enniskilen. By Sand-

ford Fleming, C. E.

The supply of oil from flowing wells i sadly on the wane At Enniskillen,
The deepest Wells have ceased to flow first, that is to yield petroleum, for they
still give abundance of brine. The quantity exported from Enniskillen had

reached 180,000 barrels in March, yet double that quantity has been dis-
charged by the wells. The " test" well designed to be 1000 feet deep has
not yet been completed.
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The July number is almost exclusively devoted to matheipatical questions.
There is a very interesting translation of a Memoir written by M. Arago, on
the Constitution of the Sun and of sonie of the Stars. The following extract
will afford the general reader an idea of the immensity of the sun on the on&
hand, and of his comparative insignificance when placed, so to speak, side by
side with the fixed stars. Our aun is really but an aton compared with the
infinite hosT of starry worlds which the telescope reveals to us.

"Archelaus, who lived 488 B. C., and was the last philosopher of the Ionian
sect, said of theu:-' He is a star ; only this star exceeds all the rest in
magnitude.' This conjecture (for that which is founded neither on measure-
ment nor experiment deserves no other name) was certainly very bold and
beautiful. Let us pass across an interval of more than two thousand years,
and we shall find the relations between the sun and the stars established by
the labors of the moderns on bases which defy all criticisi. About a century
and a hialf ago, astronomers sought to determine the distance of the stars
from the earth. Repeated unsuccessful atteipts seened to prove that the
problem was insoluble. But what are the obstacles over which genius united
to perseverance cannot ultimately prevail 7 We have learned within the last
few years the distance' which separates us from the nearest stars. This dis-
tance is about 206,000 times the sun's distance from the earth, that is more
than 206,000 times 38 millions of leagues. The product of 206,000 times
38,000,000 wonld too far exceed numbers we are in the habit of considering,
to render it of any use te state. The imagination will be more struck by the
immensity of this number if I connect it with the velocity of light. The star
Alpha of the constellation Centaur is the earth's nearest neighbour, if indeed
we may speak at all of neighbourhood when we are dealing with such dis-
tances as in this case. The light of Alpha Centauri takes more than three
years to reach us, so that if the star were anihilated, we should still see it for
three years after its extinction. When we remember that light traverses
77,000 leagues (308,000 kilometres) in a second of time, that the day is con.
posed of 86,400 seconds, and the year of 365 days, we may well stand, as it
were, aghast at the immensity of these numbers. Furnished with these data,
let us transport the sun to the distance of the star which i nearest to us of
al, then this circular disk so vast, which in the morning lifts itself so gradu-
ally and majestically above the horizon, and in the eveuing takes a consider-
able time to descend completely below that plane, will no longer possess
sensible dimension even in the strongest telescopes, and its brightnes will
range it among stars of the third magnitude. You see, gentlemen, what has
become of the conjecture of Archelaus ! We may possibly feel a littile
humiliated at the resuit which reduces to so small a matter our place in the
material world. But let us reflect that man has arrived at this result by
drawing all from his own peculiar fund, and we shall recognise in this his.
elevation to the most eminent rank in the domain of ideas. Astronomical
investigations may therefgre well excuse a little vanity on our part."
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HISTORICAL NOTES.*

CIANAIAN WuiGs oF 1776.-The Canadians who joined the Americans
during the Revolution, were refused, on dying, christian burial by their clergy,
and were interred outside of consecrated ground. This was insisted on in all
cases where they did not acknowledge the error of their course, and express
regret for it. It is related of one of these, that when the curé came to exhort
him to avow his faults, he half rose from bis bed and eyeing him scornfully,
exclaimed, " You smell English !" then turned his face to the waHl and expired.

LoiRD AMHERST AND GENERAL WoLFB.-In looking over a pile of letters
of a wortby person now deceased, I find the following --

Lord Amherst, the capturer of Louisbtrg, and conqueror of Canada, was
a personal friend of my father (Collector for a long time of the Port of Hal-
ifax), who often related the following anecdote:-

" Wolfe, who was second in conmmand, proposed te take Louisburg in ten
days, if the General would intrust the enterprise to him, with the loss of not
more than fifteen liundred men." Lord Amherst replied, " will take it in
six weeks without the loss of one." But he did not fulfil al the Dromie.

"INDiAN ScUvrLuREs.-Col. J. W. Foster recently presented the Chicago
Historical Society four photographs of specimens of sculpture recently ex-
humed from mounds in Missouri, possessing a marked ethnological interest.
Tho figures are totally dissimilar in outline and costume to the modern " In-
dian races. Col. Foster designis te present to the Smithsonian Institute a
monograph on these valuable and rare archæological romains.

THE HON. THOS. D'ARCY McGEE AND THE BRITISH AMEjI?1
CAN MAGAZ1NE.

We bave very much pleasure in calling the attention of friends of the
Brfish Anmerican Magazine te the following card, which has appeared.in
numerous Canadian papers -

A OA ED- u C A Z

" Some months ago 1 promised a few literary friends here,.and at Quebee,
taid them in starting a new CanadianM be caed the Nagona

Magasine. The project not baving matured, up to the period of my late
absence from Canada, and the Brith A merican having, in the meantime,
been called into existence at Toronto, under the editorship of one to whom

From the BTmor*al Jiagasine. New York: Charles B. Richiardao l i
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Canada owes already so much-Professor H. Y. Bind-I do not foel that I
should be doing justice to my own sense of propriety or patriotisin if I were
instrumental in now establishing what might be considered a rival to the
British American. The patrunage within the Province is admittedly too
limited to be advantageously divided ; I therefore respectfully recommend
those friends who may have subscribed to the projected National Magazin.
on my account, to transfer their subcriptions to the British American-that
they may secure first one Monthly, creditable to the whole country.

"(Signed) Tuoimas D'Axcy McGan.
"Montreal, August 3, 1863."

A PLEA FOR BRITISH AMERICAN NATIONALITY.

We are authorized to announce that the October number of the British
American Magazine will contain a second article on " A Plea for British
American Nationality," by the Hon. Thomas D'Arcy McGee.

BOOKS RECEIVED SINCE AUGUST lsr.

Smithsonian Reports for 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 1861.
From the Secretary.

" Historical Collections of the Essex Institute." Vol. V., June 1863, No. .
Salem: G. M. Whipple and A. A. Smith.

"The Historical Magazine, and Notes and Querie concerning the Antiquities,
History, and Biography of America." January. to July, 1863. New
York: Charles B. Richardson.

"A Discourse Preached at St. Andrew's Church, Toronto, on the 24th May,
1863." By John Barclay, D.D. Toronto: Lovell A Gibson.

" Journal of Education," Lower Canada. 1863.

"Astronomical and Meteorological Observations, made at the United States
Naval Observatory during the year 1861" Commander J. McGillis,
Superintendent. From the United States Naval Observatory.

"Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire into the Affaira and
Financial Economy of the Toronto University and University College,"
Upper Canada.

" The Credit Foncier." By G. B. De Boucherville. Annexed to theeport
of the Special Committee appointed by the Legislative A *mbly, 3rd
Match, to enquire into the expediency of estblishing it in Lowur Cansd

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. D ., Newmarket-You will fand a parcel and letter at the Publishers C. 0.,

Toroto-*garet" will appear in the next inumber. J. B., Kingston-Under
eensideration.


